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(ABSTRACT)

Low-level and intermediatc-level computer vision tasks are regarded as transformations from

lower to higher level representations of the image information. An edge-based representation that

makes explicit linear features and their spatial relationships is developed. Examples are presented

in the scene domain of aerial images of urban scenes containing man-made structures.

The techniques used are based on a common structural and statistical model of the image data.

This model assumes that the image data is adequately represented locally by a bivariate cubic

polynomial plus additive independent Gaussian noise. This model, although simple, is shown to

be useful for the design of effective computer vision solving tasks.

Four low-level computer vision modules are developed. First, a gradient operator which re~

duces sharply the gradient direction estimate bias that plagues current operators while also reducing

sensitivity to noise. Secondly, a Bayes decision procedure for automatic gradient threshold selection

that produces results which are superior to those obtained by the best subjective threshold. Thirdly,

the new gradient operator and automatic gradient threshold selection are used in Ilaralick's direc-

tional zero-crossing edge operator resulting in improved performance. Finally, a graytone comcr

dctcctor with signiiicantly better probability of correct comcr assignment than other comcr detec-

tors available in the literature.

Intermediate-level modules are developed for the construction of a number of intermediate·

level units from linear features. Among these is a linear segment extraction method that uses both,

zero-crossing positional and angular information together with their distributional characteristics to

accomplish optimal linear segment litting. Methods for hypothesizing comers and relations of

parallelism and collineanty among pairs of linear segments are developed. These relations are used

to build higher level groupings of linear segments that are likely to correspond to cultural objects.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

I.] Computer Vision

Vision is a biological perceptual task that has been the subject of much study and

interest. Early vision research in this century was carried out mostly by investigators in

the field of Psychology. Some of the main results of thcsc studies are thc Gestalt prin-

ciplcs of organization (Wertheimer (1912), Koehler (1929), 1{offka (1935)) and Gibson's

theory of space perception (1950), and ecological approach (1979). With the increasing

use of digital computers during the last two decades, vision has also become a subject

of study in Computer Science and Engineering. lt is hoped that this combined elfort

will bring additional insight into the vision problem.

Computer vision systems typically start with a digital image. A digital image is an

array of picture elements ( henceforth denoted as pixels ), whose values represent visual

sensory information obtained from a video camera or other such imaging device, and
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digitizcd to a certain number of quantization levels. The task of the system is to idcntify

and describc the nature of the real world objects which give rise to the digital image.

The extcnt and exact nature of that description depends of course upon the goals and

expectations of the observer. This task has provcd to be, in general, an extremely com-

plex one.

There are typically three levels of information processing in computer vision. Low-

Ievel vision or early processing extracts primitive features such as change ofintensity and

oricntation of edge elements from the original intensity array. ln the next level of pro-

cessing, called intermediate·level vision, higher level features such as lines and regions,

and intrinsic scene characteristics such as surface oricntation and occlusion are ex-

tracted. High·level vision or late processing deals with objects and relies on domain-

specific knowledge to construct description of scenes.

This dissertation deals with some problems at the first two levels. The techniques

used to solve these problems are based on a common structural and statistical model of

the image data. We believe much work in computer vision procccds with thc underlying

model being either unstatcd or completely non-existent. The structural and statistical

model used assumcs that the image data is adequately represcnted locally by a bivariate

cubic polynomial plus additive independent Gaussian noise. This model, although sim-

ple, is shown to be useful for the design of effective computer vision solving tasks.

Low-level and intermediate·level computer vision tasks are regarded as transf-

ormations from lower to higher level representations of the image information. The ex-

plieit models used enables us to make effective judgements about the significance of the

units or primitives extracted at each representational level.
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I.2 Problems and Scope

Two problems in low-level computer vision and two problems in intermediate-level

vision are tackled in this dissertation: Local edge detection, Gray level corner detection,

Linear feature extraction, and Linear feature organization. Solutions to these problems

are sought for the purpose of constructing an edge-based representation that makes ex-

plicit linear features and their spatial relationships. This representation is specially useful

in the recognition of man-made structures in aerial images.

The Local edge detection problem is to transform the array of image gray level in-

tensities into a set of primitives, ie. edgels, that rcpresent signilicant local spatial dis-

continuitics in gray level intensity. These cdgcls are described by their strength,

orientation, and position. The technique used is based on llaralick's zero-crossing of

second directional derivative of a cubic facet (l98-1). Three subproblems are investi-

gated: Function approximation with continuous and discrete orthogonal polynomials,

accurate estimates of edge orientation, and automatic selection of gradient strength

threshold in order to distinguish zero-crossings due to actual variation of a physical

characteristic of the scene from zero-crossings due to noise.

The Gray level comer detection problem is to locate signilicant local spatial dis-

continuitics in image intensity that take place in two near orthogonal directions.

The Linear feature extraction problem consists in transforming the set ofedgels into

sets of linear segments. Each linear segment is a maximally connected set of edgels

having similar local and global orientation. As with edgels, linear segments are described

by their strength, orientation, and position.

INTRODUCTION 3



The Linear feature organization problem is to organize the set of linear segments

into groups such that the segments on each group are related by some perceptually sig-

nificant characteristic, such as end-point proximity, collinearity, and parallclism.

1.3 Assumptions and models

A digital image encodcs much information about the scene. This information is

manifested primarily through spatial or temporal intensity variations which correspond

to variations in some physical characteristic of the scene such as surface reflcctance,

orientation, and lighting source charactcristics. Our ability to dccode these intensity

variations and to produce a correct interpretation of the scene depends critically upon

our use oü

l. Models of the scene domain, the illumination, and the imaging process.

2. Adequate representations of knowledge. This knowledge can be apriori knowledge

about the scene domain or knowledge gained at different stages of the reeognition

process.

3. Extraction of the required digital image features upon which the higher levels of

image information are built.

Models are needed to effectively encode the apriori information. The extent to

which the interpretation and understanding succeeds depends on the success of the low

level image feature extraction.
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In what follows we make explicit the assumptions and models used.

1.3.1 Scene Domain

Although many of the methods developed in this dissertation are domain inde-

pendent, they will mainly be applied to the scene domain of monocular, monochromatic

aerial images of urban scenes. Examples are presented toward the recognition of man-

made structures.

1.3.2 Image and Noise Model

All low level operations which manipulate the image data make extensive use of an

image model referred to as the facet model (llaralick (1980), Haralick and Watson

(1981)). This model has been used succesfully in the past to perform many low·level and ·

intermediate-level tasks such as edge detection ( llaralick, 1982 ), region growing ( Pong

et al., 1981 ), the topographic primal sketch representation of the digital image ( llaral-
U

ick, Watson, and Laffey (1983) ), determining intrinsic scene characteristics from images

( Pong, 1984 ), and optie llow and rigid body motion ( Lee, 1985 ).

The local facet model is the result of a particular interpretation of the image data.

This interpretation says that the image data consists of observed noisy samples from an

underlying eontinuous graytone intensity function. For our purposes we assume that the

noise is additive, independent, and Gaussian with zero mean. To be precise, the basic

philosophy of the facet model derives from recognizing that the discrete set of values

which form the digital image are the result of sampling and quantizing a real-valued

INTRODUCTION 5



function fdefined on the domain of the image which is a bounded and connected subset

ofthe real plane. Thus, any property associated with a pixel or a neighborhood ofpixel

values should be evaluated by relating it to the property of the corresponding graytone

suface f which underlies the neighborhood. This involves estimating the surface funtion

f locally, from the neighborhood samples available to us. The most natural way of ac-

complishing this is by assuming a paramctric form for f and then estimating its associ-

ated parameters. The choice of paramctric form, number of parameters, and

neighborhood size is not without conscqucnces, since they affect the estimation of the

surface function II

The paramctric form we use is a bivariatc cubic. We assume that the neighborhood

around each pixel is suitably fit by the bivariatc eubic:

_/(r,c) = Kl

+ Kyr + Kyc

+
K4r2

+ Ksrc +
Kécz

+
Kyra

+ Ksrzc + Kqrcz +Ky0c3

where r and c are the image now and column coordinates of an arbitrary pixel.

The K parameters are estimated by a least squares fit. This computation is both

eliicient and numerically stable although, in general, not statistically the best. Once this

surface has been estimated around each pixel, the first and second directional derivatives

are easily obtained by analytical means. Tasks such as topographic classification and

detection of edges and comers are totally based on the first and second directional de-

rivatives.
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1.3.3 Imaging System Model

The imaging system is shown in Figure l on page 8.

The following assumptions are made:

I. The camera is a pinhole camera situated at the origin of the world coordinate system

with the z·axis pointing towards the image plane.

2. The image plane is in front of the camera at a distance f, the focal length of the

camera lens.

3. The image plane is parallel to the ground plane, that is the camera points straight

down to the center of the image.

The relationship between a world coordinate point (x,y,z) and its corresponding

image point (x,y,) is governed by the following two perspective projection equations:

- L -LXi • Z X • Yi - Z .V

1.3.4 Illumination Model

We assume a single point light source located iniinitely far away. This means that

all the light rays emanating from the light source are parallel. The light source angles

8 and tb are known and are illustrated in Figure 2 on page 9.
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1.4 Contrzbutzons

This dissertation makes a number of contributions to low-level and intermediate-

level computer vision research. These include:

l. A gradient operator based on the integrated directional derivativc which reduces

sharply the gradient direction bias that plagues current operators while also rcducing

sensitivity to noise. Furthermore, the new operator is relatively insensitive to edge

or line oricntation and its step edge response decreases smoothly to zero as edge

displacement increases, preventing the creation of some false zero—crossings.

2. A ßayes decision procedure for automatic gradient threshold selection that produces

results which are superior to those obtaincd by the best subjective threshold.

3. An edge detector based on l·laralick's zero-crossing of second directional derivative

of a cubic facet. lntcgration of the new gradient operator and Bayesian gradient

threshold selection into the edge detector results in improved detection and local-

ization of zero~crossings.

4. A graytone corner detector with signilicantly better probability of correct corner

assignment than other comer detectors available in the literature.

5. A linear segment extraction method that uses both, zero-crossing positional and
T

angular information together with their distributional characteristics to accomplish

optimal linear segment Iitting.
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6. Methods for hypothesizing corners and relations of parallelism and collinearity

among pairs oflinear segments and evaluating their signilicance. Thcsc relations are

uscd to construct higher level groupings of linear segments possibly corresponding

to cultural objects. lllustrations are presented in the domain of acrial images of ur-

ban scenes where the objects of interest are modcled as being rectangular or com-

poscd of rectangular components.

i 1.5 Outline

Chapter 2 presents the background and literature review on the subject of the con-

struction of an edge-based representation that makes explicit linear features and their

spatial rclationships for application to the recognition of man-made structures in acrial

images. The chapter is organized from the point of view of transformations that take

place on lower level units or primitives to organize them into higher level units, and the

low-level and intermediate-level tasks which bring about those transformations.

Chapter 3 develops the concept of the integrated first directional dcrivative gradient

operator, and compares its performance to other existent gradient operators with both

simulated and real data.

Chapter 4 deals with some statistical methods to select a suitable gradient threshold

to distinguish zero-crossings due to edges arising from a real Variation of a physical

characteristic in the scene from false zero-crossings due to noise.

Chapter 5 reviews function approximation with continuous and discrete orthogonal

polynomials and presents some results that relate derivatives of the approximated sur-

faces to some currently prevalent edge detection methods. The integrated first directional
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derivative technique developed in chapter 3 and the gradient threshold selection method

developed in chapter 4 are used in IIaraIick's zero-crossing of second-dircctional deriva-

tive edge operator. Analysis of its performance with simulated and real data is pre-

sented.

_ Chapter 6 dcvelops a number of techniques to dctect gray level corners, and present

a comparison of their performance with other existent corner detectors.

Chapter 7 presents an analysis of the distributional characteristics of zero-crossing

position and orientation and uses this information in the design ofa method for linear

segment extraction. The distributional properties ofthe extractcd segments are then de-

rived and the application of the method to aerial images of urban scenes is illustrated.

Chapter 8 dcvelops methods for the organization of linear segments based on

proximity, collinearity, and parallelism. lllustrations are presented with aerial images of

urban scenes.

Finally chapter 9 presents a summary and conclusions. „

The various low·Ievel and intermediate-level computer vision modules developed in

this dissertation have been implemented within the GIPSY programming environment.

GIPSY is an acronym for "General Image Processing System", a coordinated system of

commands for image processing and image understanding developed by Professor Ro-

bert M. llaralick and students at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University.

Each vision module is implemented as one or several commands, each of which operates

on one or more input data files and produces one or more output data files. Data files

contain image intensity information or information derived from image analysis tasks.

Appendix F illustrates the various commands used in generating the results shown in this

dissertation.
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Chapter 2

BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Units and Representations

Many low-level and intermediate~leve1 vision tasks can be regarded as transf-

ormations from lower to higher level representations of the image information. A rep-

resentation makes explicit the information needed at a given level. A representation is

composed of units or primitivcs and their associated features or properties. The units
I

of a representation are often formed by grouping or aggregating units of lower level re-

presentations.

The lowest representational level corresponds to the image array of gray level in-

tensities. The units in this representation are pixels and their associated features are gray

level intensities. What can be computed with the information at this level mostly de-

tcrmines the structure of the representation at the next level. Examples are Marr's pri-

mal sketch (Marr, 1976); I-Iaralick, Watson, and LafTey’s topographic primal sketch
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(l laralick, Watson, and Laffey, 1983); and Ehrich and Foith's relational trees (Ehrich and

Foitli, 1978).

Marr’s primal sketch is obtained by grouping units of similar type and feature ob-

tained by comparing operators of several sizes. The units in this representation include

edges, shading·cdgcs, extended-edges, lines, and blobs. Unit features include position,

tcrmination points, contrast, size, and fuzziness.

llaralick et al. use the local facct model to describe locally the shape ofeach surface

patch of gray level intcnsitics. Each pixel is thus topograghically classified in units such

as peak, pit, ridge, ravine, saddle, flat, and hillside. Edges are included as inflection

points in hillsidcs. Pixels can then be grouped according to their topographic classi-

fication to ideally obtain a rich, hierarchical, and structurally complete representation

of the fundamental structure ofthc digital image. This rcpresentation is called the to-

pographic primal sketch.

Ehrich and Foith represent gray level intensity profiles by relational trees. A rela-

tional tree is a tree data structure that is a comprehensive description of the one-dimen-

sional contextual relationships defined by the pcaks and valleys of an intensity profile.

Pointers from the tree vertices link the structure elements to attribute lists from which

the original scene can be completely reconstructed. The units chosen in this represen-

tation are the pcaks of the intensity profile, and algorithms operating on this represen-

tation are developed for region growing and edge detection.

The information explicitly provided by these reprcsentations is, in general, not suf-

ficient for segmenting the image into regions of homogeneous properties corresponding

to three·dimensional surfaces. Two closely related reprcsentations have been proposed

at this level. Barrow and Tenenbaum (1978) suggest a number oftransformations acting

on arrays of image features (such as those provided by the previously mentioned repre-

sentation) to recover intrinsie scene characteristics at each point in the image. These
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intrinsic scene characteristics are physical characteristics of the surface element visible

at each point in the image, such as: surface reflectance, surface orientation, incident il-

lumination, range, etc. This information makes possible meaningful segmentation with

a minimum of apriori knowledge about thc scene. Nlarr (1977) proposcs a viewer cen-

tcrcd representation of surface orientation and range which is called the 2 EG-D sketch.

The construction of these representations is the goal of low·level and intermedi-

ate-level tasks. Low-level vision tasks include, for instance, the detection and description

of edgcs, and topographic features in thc topographic primal sketch. Intermediate-level

tasks include the grouping processes in the topographic primal sketch to form onc-di-

mensional and two-dimensional units, and also the use of this information to obtain in-

trinsic images.

Lowe (1987) argucs that the need for depth rcconstruction is the exception rather

than the rule. lle proposcs the use of a process of perceptual organization to bridge the

gap between the two-dimensional image and knowledge of three-dimensional objects.

This process of perceptual organization allows thc formation of groupings and structures

in the image that are likely to be invariant over a wide range of viewpoints. This argu-

ment is supported by the fact that for a number of domain specific situations, reasonable

success in rccognition has been achieved without full use of the representations we have

considered. An example is the domain of aerial images containing man-made structures,

where the prescncc of linear features and their spatial relationships provide a strong clue

for rccognition.

According to the types of units, representations used in aerial image understanding

fall broadly in three classes: edge·based representations, region-based representations,

and combined or integrated edge-region representations. Notice that edges can be found

from a region-based representation by declaring edges at the boundaries between re-

gions. In this work, while discussing edge-based representations, we will only describe
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1
methods that locate edgcs without neccssarily finding regions first. Edge-based reprcs-

cntations are spccially suited for recognizing and describing the linear features present

in man-made structures, and we will only discuss in this chapter the construction ofthis

kind of representation. Some examples of the use of region-based reprcscntations for

acrial image understanding are found in Nagao et al. (1980), Selfridge and Sloan (1982),

Price and Reddy (1979), Stockman et al. (1982), Brooks (1981), and Besl (1986). Exam-

plcs ofthc integration of cdgc~based and region-based reprcscntations are: Reynolds et

al. (1984), Clark et al. (1979), Kestner et al. (1980), Niilgram (1979), Nevatia and Price

(1982), and Fua and llanson (1987).

ln the following sections, we discuss the construction of" an cdgc~based represen-

tation that makes explicit linear features and their spatial relationships for their appli-

cation to the rccognition
of“

man-made structures in acrial images.

2.2 From Pixels to, Edges

Edgcs are local discontinuitics in some imagc attribute. We discuss mainly tech-

niques to detect local discontinuitics in gray level intcnsity, i.e., step edges, although

many
of”

these techniques are easily extendable to other edge types.

Edge detection can be regarded as a transformation from an array of‘ gray level in-
-

tensities to an array of edge elements described by their contrast and orientation. This

transformation usually consists of“ two steps. ln the first step, an edge operator is ap-

plied to the image, and measures o1° the strength and orientation of“the edge candidate

are determined. ln the second step, edges are declared only for those candidates whose

edge strength exceeds a threshold. This second step is necessary to distinguish true edges
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arising from a variation of a physical characteristic of the scene, from false edges arising

through random fluctuations in the gray level intensity due to noise.

2.2.1 Edge Operators

Edge operators are broadly classified as gradient operators, edge template operators,

surface fitting operators, and zero-crossing operators. l)ue to the abundance ofdifferent

edge operators in the literature, this classification is not meant to be exhaustive.

2.2.1.1 Gradient Operators

Given the two-dimensional graytone intensity function 1] it is intuitive that at an

edge the rate of change of f is maximum across the edge. This direction corresponds to

the gradient direction, and the rate of change of fmeasured in this direction corresponds

to the gradient magnitude. This intuition has led to the use ofthe gradient as one ofthe

earliest edge operators.

ln a row-column coordinate system centered around a given neighborhood, the
’

gradient of f is given by:

Vf= ( ii Ä)
ör ° öc

The partial derivatives öjlör and ö_/7öc measure the rate of change of f in the row and

column directions respectively. The magnitude of Vf is given by:

lvfl = N/(6;76r)* + taßacf
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The direction 8 of Vfis obtained from:

j E Ör
Sin 0 =LlVfI

öjlöc
cos 8 = ————

lv/1

where the gradient direction is measured as a clockwise angle from the column axis.

A number ol" operators have been proposcd to mcasure öjlör and 6;/löc . Some of

them are shown in Figure 3 on page 19: Roberts cross operator (Roberts, 1965), Prewitt

operator (Prewitt, 1970), Sobcl operator (Duda and llart, 1973), and Cubic Facet opera-

tor (llaralick, 1982). Notice that the Roberts operator measures the rate of change off

in a coordinate system that is rotated by 45 degrees From the row and column coordinate

system.

Most gradient operators face two major problems. One problem is the inherent bias

in their estimate of edge direction. Another problcm is their sensitivity to the presence ·

of noise in the image data. The second problem can be alleviated by an increase in the

processing neighborhood size but usually at the expense of an increase in estimate bias

and also errors in the processing of small or thin objects. Chapter 3 discusses an operator

based on the cubic 1'acct model which sharply reduces both estimate bias and noise sen-

sitivity, with no increase in computational complexity.

2.2.1.2 Edge Templates

Gradient operators estimate edge magnitude and direction by using derivative op-

erators in two perpendicular directions. Another approach is to detect edges by match-
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I -2 I I 2 I
II 2 -2 I 2
I 2 I III

(c)

31 -5 -17 -5 31 31 -44 44 -31

-4-1 -62 -62 -44 -6 -62 62 6
IIIII -22 III 22

6262 44 -6 -6262 6
-31 6 17 6 -31 31 -4-1 44 -31

<d>

Figure 3. shows the row and column derivative masks for four gradicnt opcrators: (a) Roberts oper-
ator, (b) Prcwitt operator. (c) Sobcl operator. (d) Cubic Face! operator-
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ing with templates of desired edges, also called edge masks in a number of oricntations.

Edge magnitude and direction are determincd by the magnitude and direction associated

with the maximum match.

Figure 4 on page 21 shows edge templates proposed by Prewitt (1970) and Kirsch

(1971). Further examples of edge templates can be found in Xevatia and Babu (1980), .

Robinson (1977), and Canny (1986).

2.2.1.3 Surface Fitting

Two approaches have been proposed: general surface fitting and step litting.

ln general surface fitting, a parametric function is·fit to the graytone intensity values

inside a local ncighborhood centered around a pixel, and the gradient of the estimated

surface at the ncighborhood center is used as an estimate of the gradient of the image

at that pixel. Prewitt (1970) uses a least squares fit with a two-dimensional quadratic

polynomial in a 3x3 ncighborhood. The resulting edge operators arc shown in

Figure 3 on page 19. Haralick (1982) uses a least squares fit with a two-dimensional

cubic polynomial. The resulting edge operators for a 5x5 ncighborhood are shown in

Figure 3 on page 19. Brooks (1978) and Beaudet (1978) also use the polynomial fitting

approach.

ln step litting, an ideal step edge s(r,c) is fit to the graytone intensity values f(r,c)

inside a local ncighborhood. The step edge is described by its anglc, distance from the

ncighborhood center, and graytone values on each side of the edge. Hueckel's approach

(1971) to finding the best-fitting step edge, was to expand both f(r,c) and s(r,c) in terms

ofa set of eight orthogonal polar form Fourier basis functions defined on a disk, and to

minimize an error measure defined as the sum of the square dilferences between corre-

sponding coeliicients. Similar approaches can be found in O'Gorman (1978) who uses
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Figure 4. shows from top to bottom the Prewitt and Kirsh edge templates: Only four of eight possible
dirccüons are shown for each operator.
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a set oftwo·dimensional Walsh functions defined on a square; Hummel (1979) who uses

a set of optimal basis functions derived from the 1{arhunen·Loeve cxpansions ofthc lo-

cal graytone intcnsity values; and Nalwa and Binford (1986) who use tanh functions.

2.2.1.4 Zcro Crossing Operators

lf we consider the one~dimensional profile of the edge shown in Figure 5 on page

23, we can say that edges occur at extreme values of the first derivative of the graytone

intcnsity function, or at zero-crossings of the second derivative. The natural extension

in two dimcnsions is to compute the derivativcs in the direction ofthc gradient. llaralick

(1984) has proposed this directional edge operator. llaralick computes derivatives of the

graytone intcnsity function, using a local facct model in which the graytone intcnsity

values in a local neighborhood are litted to a two-dimensional cubic polynomial by a

least squarcs error procedure. Once the polynomial coeflicients have been estimatcd, the

computation of the gradient direction and second directional derivative are straightfor-

ward.

Marr and llildreth (1980) propose an isotropic edge operator in which edges are de-

clared at zero—crossings of the Laplacian ofa two-dimensional Gaussian filtered version

of the gray tone intcnsity values.

Comparisons have been made about the performances, advantages, and disadvan-

tages of directional and isotropic zero-crossing edge operators (1 laralick (198-1), Grimson

and Hildreth (1985), Haralick (1985), Torre and Poggio (1986)).
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Figure S. shows a step edge and its first and second derivatives.
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2.2.2 Gradient Threshold Selection

As mentioned earlier, the second step of many edge dcctectors consists of thresh-

olding the edge or gradient magnitudes produced by the first step. Although it might

seem that zero-crossing edge operators do not require a threshold, in practice, it is nec-

essary to distinguish zero-crossings caused by true edges from zero-crossings caused by

variations in the gray tone intensity surface due to noise. The latter arc more likely to

have lower gradient values than the former.

Methods for automatic gradient threshold selection often use the histogram of the

gradient image. lf all edges are of approximately the same strength, it is clear that the

histogram of the gradient image will be bimodal, one mode corresponding to the dis-

tribution of edge points and another to the distribution of non-edge points. The valley

of the histogram is an obvious choice for the gradient threshold. Unfortunately, for

many real images and for noisy images the distributions of edge and non-edge points

ovcrlap considerably, and consequently, the histogram of the gradient values is no longer

bimodal. The choice ofa gradient threshold thus becomes a tradeoif between the miss-

ing of valid edges and the creation of noise-induced false edges.

Jacobus and Chien (1978) lit the gradient distribution with two Gaussians, one re-

presenting valid edges and another rcpresenting non-edge points or noise induced false

edges. The threshold chosen is that which makes the noise edges some fraction of the

real edges. Robinson (1977) suggests using the gradient mean as a threshold. Ohlandcr

(1975) thresholds at some fraction of the standard deviation above the gradient mean.

Baird (1977) proposes thresholding at the peak of the second derivative of the gradient

distribution. A related method based on change of curvature of the distribution is re-

ported by Perkins (1980)
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Abdou and Pratt (1979) suggest a statistical design procedure in which the gradient

threshold A is choscn such that the edge hypothesis is accepted if

p(A ledgc) Pfnocrfqc)
Pfcdgc)

and the no-edge hypothesis is accepted otherwise. llere p(A|cdge), and p(A1noedge) re-

present thc conditional probability densities of the gradient image and P(edge) and

P(noedge) represent the apriori edge probabilities. This equation defines the well known

maximum likelihood ratio test associated with the Bayes minimum error decision rule

of classical decision theory. Abdou and Pratt compute the conditional probability den·

sities for the Roberts, Sobcl, and Prewitt gradient opcrators under the assumption of

additive independent Gaussian noise. When the noise does not meet these assumptions

they suggest a pattern classification design procedure which uses the linear discriminant

function method in which the edge hypothesis is selected if W 'x20 and rejected if

W
’x

< 0, where w(l) and w(2) are weighting factors of the weighting vector

W=[»(l),w(2)]' and x= [A, 1] '. The weight factors are related to the decision

threshold by

I
=»(l)

Components of W are determined by a training procedure using a set of prototype pixel

regions containing edges or no—edges.

Herskovits (1970) devised a technique for choosing a threshold for scenes of po-

lyhedra viewed through a sensor with known characteristics to maximize the sensitivity

of edge detection while minimizing the response to noise and smooth illumination gra-

dients.
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A single threshold for the whole image does not often give good results especially

if the noise variance varies from area to area in the image or in images made under

conditions of uncvcn illumination. Robinson (1977) suggests a locally adaptive threshold

obtaincd by comparing the analog gradient image with a blurred version of the original

image. Rosenfeld and Kak (1982) suggest dividing the image into blocks and applying

threshold selection techniques to each block.

ln chapter 4 the problem of automatic gradient threshold selection is posed within

a statistical framework based on a cubic facet model for the image data and a Gaussian

model for the noise. Under these assumptions two statistics which are functions of the

gradient strength are derived. Experiments show that thresholds on these statistics pro-

duce results which are superior to those obtaincd by the best subjective threshold on the

gradient image. A Bayes decision procedure that makes gradient selection automatic is

developed. _ g

2.3 From Edges to Segments

Section 2.2 described edge detection as a transformation from an array of gray level

intensities to an array of edge elements described by their contrast or strength and their

orientation. The result of this transformation is a set of unrelated edge elements. This

section describes the processes or transformations acting on the array of edge elements

to group them into one·dimensional edge units, i.e., edge segments. We review first,

general local and global linking methods and then the extraction of linear segments.
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2.3.1 Local Linking

Linking edge elements based on local critcria is a simple yet effective method of
l

obtaining edge segments. Examples are the work of McI{ee and Aggarwal (1975), Per-

kins (1978), and Nevatia and Babu (1980). Prior to the linking process, edges are usually

thinned by suppressing non-maxima edge magnitudes in the direction accross the edge.

Linking of edge elements then takes place based on proximity and orientation.

Typically each edge element has two neighbors along the boundary, known as a

prcdcccssor and a successor, except for end-elements, isolated elements, and where two

boundary segments join or intersect. For each edge element, its neighbors on a 3x3 grid

are examined to determine its predccessors and succcssors. The decision as to what

neighbors are acceptable predecessors or succcssors is usually based on local criteria

such as dircctional continuity, proximity, and continuity ofintensity on both sides ofthe

edges.

Given a starting point an edge segment can be traced by following the successor

elements until an element with no succcssors or an element included in a previous edge

segment is reached.

2.3.2 Global Linking

Of special interest among the global methods are search techniques. Edge elements

are interpreted as nodes in a graph where an arc exists between spatially adjacent edge

elements. Weights or costs are assigned to each arc, usually a function of edge strength

and orientation . The problem is then posed as that of linding a minimun cost path, or

an optimal path with respect to a given evaluation function, between two given nodes
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in the graph. Starting with the hcuristic scarch of Martclli (1972) and the dynammic

programming approach of Montanari (1971) a body of literature on graph scarching

techniques for cdgc following has dcvclopcd.

The problem of finding all 'bcst' or 'optimal’ paths when initial and goal nodcs arc

not prcdclincd has been invcstigatcd by Ramer (1975) and morc recently by Mcro

(1981). In Ramcr's approach thc image array is scanncd rcpcatcdly for edgcs suitable

to use as initial nodcs. Once an initial nodc has bccn found, an optimal path is gcncr-

atcd by scarching in front and bchind the cdgc for possible succcssor and prcdcccssor

edgcs so as to maximize a figure of mcrit dcfincd as thc difference between thc maximum

arc cost times thc path length, and thc cost of thc path. Edge clcmcnts in the path are

marked and arc not rcuscd again. The proccss is rcpcatcd until all edge clcmcnts are

containcd in an optimal path of at least thrcc clcmcnts. lidgcs in smallcr paths arc de-

scribed. A number of pruning techniques arc thcn applicd to climinatc parasitic paths.

In Mcro's technique, junctions or bifurcation points are dctcctcd first on the basis of

variances in edge orientations. Optimal paths are thcn found between junctions by de-

termining minimum cost paths that mcct a sct of well dcfincd constraints.

Although global search techniques pcrform in gcncral better than local techniques,

they have the disadvantagc of being computationally cxpcnsivc, rcquiring many passes

through the image array.

2.3.3 Extracting Linear Segments

The presence oflinear features and their intcrrclationships provide a strong cluc for

the recognition of man-made structures in aerial images. Methods for cxtracting linear

segments can be classified as: piecewise linear approximation methods, llough transform
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methods, and connected components methods. Each ofthese methods {its a straight line

or a simple curve to groups of edge elements. They di{Tcr in thc way thc grouping is

performed.

2.3.3.1 Picccwisc Linear Approximation

This method starts with an arbitrary edge segment, i.c., a list of edge elements pro-

duccd by either local or global linking.

A simple technique for dividing the edge segment into a set of approximate straight

scgmcnts is iterative end point {itting (Duda and Hart, 1973). This technique operates

by connecting the end points ol" the edge segment by a straight line and searching {or the

point in the segment that is farthest {rom this line. 11"this distance is unacceptably large,

the edge segment is divided in two scgmcnts at the point
o{“

maximum cxcursion and the

process is iterated {'or the two segments. Nevatia and Babu (1980) have applied this

technique e{Tcctive1y for the extraction oflinear Features in acrial images.

Another approach is to divide the edge segment at the points o{" abrupt change in

curvature. Perkins (1978) uses this approach and {its the resulting groups of edge ele-

ments to straight lincs and circular arcs. Shirai (1977) {its the groups to straight lines and

clliptic arcs. Chu (1983) and Nalwa and Pauchon (1987) use straight lines and conics.

2.3.3.2 Hough Transform

This technique is applicable to the extraction
o{“

straight lines and any parametric

curve. llnlike piecewise linear approximation, it does not require a linking step to obtain

initial edge segments but it can operate on the whole array of edge elements.
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Duda and Hart (1972) introduccd this technique for the detection of straight lines.

The basic idea is to transform the set of edge elements described by their row and col-

umn positions (r,c) into llough space described by the pairs (0,p). This transformation

is described by the following relationship.

p=—rcos9+csin9

where 0 is the orientation ofthc edge element at position (r,c) and p is the distance from

the origin to the line with slope 9 passing through the edge element. The parameters 9

and p are quantized into a number of bins with each bin reporting the number of con-

tributions from edge clcmcnts with paramctcrs (9,p) in the eorresponding intcrval.

Thus, groups ofcdge elements belonging to the same line are manifested as local maxima

of clusters in llough space.

O'Gorman and Clowes (1976) weight the contribution of each edge element in

l·lough space by its gradient strength. Dudani and Luk (1977) computc an smoothcd

histogram of the 9 values and carry out the division at points of local minima in the

histogram. Then for each 9·group, a smoothcd histogram of the p values is computed

and further division is carried out at points of local minima. Finally for each 9-p group

lines are litted to each cluster of edge elements within a given distance from each other.

2.3.3.3 Connected Components

Another approach to the extraction of linear features is to lit straight lines to con-

nected components of edge elements having similar orientation. We describe two ways

in which the connected components are obtained and two ways of litting lines to them.
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Tavakoli and Rosenfeld (1982) obtain connected components by scanning the edge

image row by row. On each row a running average of edge orientations is computcd and

a point is accepted into the run only ifits orientation is very close to thc current average.

This yields runs of points all having approximately the same orientation. Adjacent runs

on consecutive rows are linked if their averages are very closc to one another. A least

squares error line lit is performed on each resulting connected component.

Burns, llanson, and Riseman (1986) partition the 360 degree range of gradient di-

rections into a small set of regular intervals. Connected components of pixels which

belong to the same partition are then computcd to serve as edge·support regions. All

pixels participatc in this process irregardless of their gradient strengths. To avoid prob-

lems ofimproper merging of two distinct linear features, or of fragmentation of a single

distinct feature, caused by a fixed partition size, two overlapping sets of histogram par-

titions are used, one set rotated a half-partition interval. Thus, two alternative edge-

support regions are computcd and then merged. A plane is lit to the intensity surface

of the set of pixels in each support region. The lit is weighted by the gradient magnitude

associated with the pixels so that the important intensity changes will dominate. Finally

a straight line is extracted from the edge·support region by intcrsecting the litted plane

with a horizontal plane reprcsenting the weighted average intensity.

2.4 Linear Segment Orgarrizatiorr

A characteristic of man-made structures appearing in aerial images is the presence

of a large number of linear segments. These segments are usually highly organized and

this organization is manifested primarily in three forms: parallelism, as in the opposite
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sidcs of buildings and roads; collinearity, as in a row of houses; and adjacency, as in the

corners formcd by adjacent sidcs of buildings.

The highly organized nature of the linear segments in aerial images of urban scenes

leads to the construction of a number of intermediate-level units described in this sec-

tion. Thc succcsful extraction of these primitives requires in many situations little or

no top-down flow of information. Succcsful matching of aerial images to models of

man-made structures can usually take place at this level.

2.4.1 Parallelism - From Segments to PARs and APARs

Using this property on a pair oflinear segments, two useful intermediate-level units

can be constructed: parallel pair, abbreviated PAR, and antiparallel pair, abbreviated

APAR. The segments of a PAR have the same direction while the segments of an APAR

have opposite directions (Figure 6 on page 33). They can be described by the distance

between their members and the amount of overlap. Of these two units AI’ARs have

been more widely used.

Nevatia and Babu (1980) search for candidate pairs for APARs among pairs of

overlapping segments whose directions are 180 degrces apart within a given tolerance,

and that are within a certain distance from each other. When there is more than one

possible pairing, the closest pair is ehosen. Tavakoli and Rosenfeld (1982) use essentially

the same geometrical constraints as Nevatia and Babu while adding a gray level con-

straint. They require that the average gray levels of the object sides of each member of

the pair do not differ by more than ten percent of the gray scale. The average gray level

is computed in a strip of width four pixels parallel to the segment.
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Figure 6. shows the organization of linear features.
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Seher et al. (1982a) assign rankings to candidate pairs based on the amount of

overlap, the distance between the segments, and their lengths. Ambiguities resulting

from segments that compctc for the same antiparallel partner are resolved based on best

mutual matches.

Further examples ofthe use·o1”PARs and APA Rs as intcrmediatc-level units for the

recognition
o1‘

man·made structures in aerial images can be found in Cheng and Huang

(1981,198-1), Nledioni (198-1), and Loew (1982). Closely related to APARs is the work

of Brooks (1981) with riblions. Ribbons are two-dimensional specializations of general-

ized cylinders (Agin and Binford, 1973) and are more general than APARs in that a

ribbon has a straight axis, but may be bounded by straight lines that are not antiparallel.

2.4.2 Collinearity - From Segments to COLs and ACOLs

As with parallel and antiparallel pairs, two additional intermediate-level units can

be delinedz collinear pair, abbreviated COL and antieollinear pair, abbreviated ACOL.
‘ Collinear segments have the same direction while antieollinear segments have opposite

direetions. They can be described by the distance between their members (Figure 6 on

page 33).

Nevatia and Babu (1980) use collinearity to merge pairs of APARs into longer

APARs. Seher et. al. (1982b) suggest a number of merging methods and splitting meth-

ods for Iinding elusters of collinear collections of line segments. Weiss and Boldt (1986)

merge pairs of straight lines based on eollinearity, proximity, and similarity of eontrast.

Cheng and 1luang(198-1) use the binary relations parallel, antiparallel, collinear, and

adjaeent to register two aerial photographs of an airport by matching relational struc-

turcs.
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2.4.3 Adjacency - From Segments to ADJ pairs

Two adjacent segments, i.e., and ADJ pair, can be described by their angle

(Figure 6 on page 33). They can be required to meet a vertex and form ninety degree
i

comers ((Huertas, 1981), (Huertas and Nevatia, 1983)) or they can be said to be com-

patible if they meet certain geometrical and gray level constraints (Tavakoli and Rosen-

feld, 1982).

Compatibility implics that a given pair of segments could be consecutive parts of

an object boundaiy. Tavakoli and Rosenfeld (1982) define three conditions that have

to be met for two segments to be compatible. Firstly, the average gray level in a strip

along the object side of one segment should be close ( within a given tolerance ) to the

average gray level of the other segment and also close to the average gray level in a strip

connecting the near ends of the two segments. Secondly, the near ends should not be

farther apart than two-thirds the length of the smallcr segment or than two-thirds the

distance between their far ends. Thirdly, the angle between the two segments should lie

in some range [ -180+a, 180-cz ] ( a typical value for a is 25 degrces ). In other words

compatible segments should not meet at a sharp acute or obtuse angle.

Compatible segments can be organized into closed groups, that is cyclically closed

sequences of compatible segments, and semiclosed groups, sequences of compatible seg-

ments having a gap, between the first and last segment, shorter than the longest line

connecting the ends of a compatible pair in the group. Closed groups and semiclosed

groups are regarded as having a high probability of belonging to a building. Closely re-

lated are the connectivity groups of Clark et al. (1979).

Cheng and Huang (1981) use the adjacency relation in matching relational struc-

tures for the recognition of airplanes in aerial images. Like Tavakoli and Rosenfeld, their
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definition of adjacency means that the tail of one segment is close to, but not nccessarily

in touch with, the head ofthe other edge segment.

lluertas and Nevatia (l9S3,l988) classify corner pairs as strongly compatible,

weakly compatible, and incompatible. Corner compatibility is defined as the positional

relationship between every pair of detected comers. Strong compatibility occurs when

two corncrs share a common segment. Two corncrs are said to be weakly compatible if

they belong to one of a number of arrangements that satisfy certain geometrical and

shadow casting constraints. Strong and weak compatibility determine the initial likeli·

hood for every pair of corncrs of being part of the same building outline. Strongly

compatible corncrs are grouped into corner chains.

Further examples of the use of adjacency to build intermediate-level primitives can

be found in Jacobus et al. (l9S0,l9Sl), Dudani and Luk (l977), and llcrman and Ka-

nade (l9S6).

2.5 Systcms

Figure 7 on page 37 illustrates the material covered in this chapter, describing

Edge-Based Representations for the recognition of man·made structures in aerial images.

The tree structure on the right illustrates the transformations that take place to build

higher level units from lower level units, starting at the pixel level up to units formed by

groups of linear features. The block diagram on the left illustrates the low-level and in-

termediute-level computer vision tasks which carry out the transformations illustrated in

the tree structure.
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Figure 7. shows transformations from lower to higher level units.
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SYSTEM EDGE ID GROLZPING LINEAR LINEAR
DETECTIOX SEGMEXT SIZGMENT

EXTRACTION ORGAXIZATION

Nevatia 5x5 templates, thinning, piecewise linear apars,
and fixed threshold local linking approximation, collinearity
Babu iteratiye end point

Tavakoli Sobel, Connected LSE line fit apars, compatible
and Relaxation Components segments, closed
Rosenfeld by anglc groups

Cheng Sobel, thinning, piecewise linear par, apar,
and fixed threshold local linking approximation col, adj
lluang

llums Roberts, Connected edge support parallellism
et al. no threshold Components line fit

by anglc

Dudani l Iueckel, llough Transform Principal parallelism,
Q

and fixed threshold Components vertex model
Luk line fit

Perkins llueckel, thinning, piecewise linear list of lines and
fixed threshold local linking approximation. circular arcs

curyature based-
partitioning

lluertas Zero-crossing thinning, piecewise linear comers,
and of laplacian local linking approximation. compatible comers,
Xevatia of Gaussian iterative end point comer chain

Clark 5x5 templates, thinning, piecewise linear adj, connectivity
et al. fixed threshold local linking approximation. groups

iterative end point

Zuniga Zero-crossing thinning, piecewise linear parallelism,
and of 2nd directional local linking approximation, collinearity,
Iiaralick derivative, iterative end point, comers,

lntegrated gradient, positional and segment chains,
automatic threshold angular line fit cultural objects _

Figure 8. shows a number of systems that utilizc edge-based representations to extraet linear features.
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A numbcr of systcms, comprising a fairly good samplc of thc rcscarch work in this

arca, is shown in Figurc 8 on pagc 38. Thcy includc Ncvatia and Babu (1980), Tavakoli

and Roscnfcld (1982), Chcng and lluang (1981,1984), Burns, llanson, and Riscman

(1986), Dudani and Luk (1977), Pcrkins (1978), llucrtas and Ncvatia (1983,1988), and

Clark ct al. (I979). Also shown is thc systcm dcvclopcd in this disscrtation. Each systcm

is dcscribcd according to thc organization of this chaptcr, that is, thc typc of cdgc op-

crator and gradicnt thrcshold sclcction, grouping mcthods, lincar scgmcnt cxtraction,

and thc ways thcsc scgmcnts arc organizcd.
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Chapter 3

3.1 Introduction

The computation of edge direction is a required step in many image processing

tasks. llough transformation techniques ( Duda and llart, 1972 ) have been used ex-

tensively together with edge direction information to dctcct lines ( Gorman and Clowes,

1976 ), eircles ( Kimme, Ballard, and Sklansky, 1975 ), and arbitrary shapes ( Ballard,

1981 ). Martelli (1972) and Ramer (1975) each use edge direction information to perform

edge linking. Kitchen and Rosenfeld (1980), and Zuniga and Haralick (1983) use edge

direction information in schemes to detect corners.

A variety of operators for computing local edge direction have been proposed, many

of them estimating a kind of gradient of the picture function. Local edge direction is then
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estimated as that direction which is orthogonal to the gradicnt direction. Knowledge of

the dircctional derivatives D, and D, in any two orthogonal directions is suflicient to

computc the dircctional derivative in any arbitrary direction. Thc gradicnt magnitudc

which is defined as the maximum such dircctional derivative is computed as N/Di + D§

and its direction as tan·‘D,/D,. A number of local opcrators have been utilized to esti-

mate these dircctional derivatives. Examples are the Roberts operator ( Roberts, 1965

), the Prcwitt opcrator( Prcwitt, 1970 ), the Sobcl opcrator( Duda and llart, 1973 ), and

thc llucckel opcrator( llueckel, 1971 ). Of special interest are those opcrators which

result from a local surface lit to the graytone image data and subsequcnt computation

of dircctional derivatives in two orthogonal directions from the analytic description of

the estimated surface. Thus the original Roberts operator has been shown to result from

a linear surface fit within a 2x2 pixel neighborhood ( llaralick, 1980 ). The original

Prcwitt operator was derivcd from a quadratic surface lit within a 3x3 pixel neighbor-

hood. llaralick ( 1982 ), and Zuniga and 1·laralick ( 1983 ) computc edge direction in-

formation from a cubic polynomial surface lit. This litting idea can also be extended to

arbitrary sizcd neighborhoods( Brooks, 1978 ), ( llaralick, 1980 ).

These gradicnt opcrators face two major problems. One problem is that their esti-

mate of edge direction is inherently biascd as a function of true edge direction and dis-

placement of the true edge from the pixel's center. The second major problem is the

sensitivity of these opcrators to data noise. An obvious approach to decrease noise sen-

sitivity is to increase the neighborhood size. llowever, this creates problems with small

or thin objects. Also for all the gradicnt opcrators mentioned above an increase in

neighborhood size causes an increase in edge direction estimate bias.

We use an operator based on a cubic polynomial local surface lit. This cubic facet

model has been successfully used in the past to detect edges ( Haralick, 1982 ), topo-

graphic features ( Haralick, Watson, and Laffey, 1983 ), and corners ( Zuniga and Har-
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alick, 1983 ). Instead ofcomputing directional derivatives directly from the litted surface

as in the case of the standard cubic facet gradient operator mentioned earlier, the new

operator measures gradient strength as the maximum value ofthe integral of first dircc·

tional derivative taken over lines going in all possible directions. The line direction which

maximizes the integral delines the new estimate of gradient direction. Experiments show

that this operator posseses two main characteristies:

l. Edge direction estimate bias is sharply reduced as compared with the bias of the

standard cubic facet, Sobel, and Prewitt gradient operators. Noise sensitivity is

comparable to that of the Sobel and Prewitt operators and much better than the

standard cubic facet operator.

2. ljnlike the standard cubic facet, Sobel, and Prewitt operators increasing the neigh-

borhood size decreases both estimate bias and noise sensitivity. For ramp edges, the

integrated operator is very nearly unbiased. The worst bias for the 7x7 operator is

less than 0.09 degrees and the worst bias for the 5x5 operator is less than 0.26 de-

grees.

Section 3.2 describes the standard cubic facet gradient operator. Section 3.3 de-

scribes the mathematical analysis necessary to derive the new gradient estimate. Section

3.4 presents experimental results and provides a comparison of the integrated directional

derivative gradient operator against the standard cubic facet gradient operator, Prewitt

operator, and Sobel operator, for step edges and ramp edges contaminated by zero

mean Gaussian noise. Appendix A describes the mathematical analysis of the cubic fa-

cet.
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3.2 The standard cubic facet gradient operator

Given a graytone intensity function f defined in the row and column coordinate

system of a given pixel neighborhood, the gradient vector function Vf is given by

öf öf
V = —— —·· .f ( ür „ öc ) (31)

Under the cubic facet model each surface facet centered about a given pixel is ap-

proximated by the bivariate cubic form:

JW) = K1
+ K2? + Kgc

+ I{,r2 + Ksrc + Kgcz (32)

+ K7r3 + Kßrzc + Ixßrcz +K,oc3

where the K coeflicicnts change from neighborhood to neighborhood and are estimated

using a least square error surface fit. A detailed analysis of this estimation procedure is

provided in appendix A. Evaluating the first row and column partial derivatives of

equation (3.2) at the neighborhood center (0,0) and replacing their values in equation

(3.1) the gradient vector at the neighborhood center becomes

Vf= (K2,Ka)

The magnitude of the standard cubic facet gradient operator is therefore given by

./K} + K} and the gradient direction 6, measured as a cloekwise angle from the column

axis, satisfies

'
_

[ /2 rz
SII]0 — K2/V [X2 + IX}
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cos 0 = K3/J K; + K;

3.3 Tl1e integrated directional derivative gradient operator

For a given direction vector ( sin 0, cos 0) , it is well known that the first directional

derivativef',(r, c) of
f“

in the direction 0 can be evaluated as the component of' the gra-

dicnt Vf' along the direction vector, that is

0 6
f’,(r,c) = % sin 0 + Zig cos 0 (3.3)

Let F, be defined as:

F, = l--[ I
f',(p cos 0 + co sin 0, —p sin 0 + co cos 0)dpdw (3.4)4LW _W _L

for a given N x N neighborhood.

F, represents the integrated first directional derivative along lines orthogonal to the di-

rection 0 fbrming a rectangle of length ZL and width ZW centered at the origin of' the

coordinate system. The proposed gradient estimate is:

G = FOMAXUOMAXwhere

F,M^x = max F, and u,MAx is a unit vector in the direction that maximizes F,.
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Using cquations (3.2) and (3.3) f’,(p cos 0 + w sin 0, — p sin 0 + w cos 0) reduces

to:

f',(pcos0+wsin0,j-psin0+wc0s0)

= [3(K, — K7) sin30 + 3(K, — Km) cos30

+ (3K7 — 2K,) sin 0 + (3K,o — 2K,) cos 0]p2

+ 2[ —K8 sin30 + (3K7 — 2K,) sin20 cos 0

+ (2K, — 3K,0) sin 0 cos20 + K, cos30]pw
(3 6)

+ [3(K7 — K,) sin]0 + 3(K,6 — K,) cos30 ~

+ 3K, sin 0 + 3K, cos 0]w2

+ [ —K6 sin20 + 2(K, — K6) sin 0 cos 0 + K, cos20]p

+ 2[K, sin20 + K6 sin 0 cos 0 + K6 cos20]w
+K2sin0+K,cos0

Substituting cquation (3.6) in cquation (3.4) results in:

l W L 2 2(Ap + Bpw+ Cw + Dp+ Ew+F)dpdw4LW _W _L

where A, B, C, D, E and F arc the cocllicicnts ofthc quadratic equation (3.6). Evalu-

ating this intcgral results in:

F0—
3 + 3 +

Finally,

F, = (K, - K,)(1,2 - W2) sin30 + (K, - K,,)(1,2 — W2) cos30

+ [1.2K, -ä (21,2 — 3 W2)K, + K,] san 6 (3.7)

+ [1.2K,, —
% (2L2 - 3W2)K, + K,] cos 6
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Thus, F, rcduces to a trigonometric expression in sin 0 and cos 8 . Notice that if L =

W, the cubic terms sin“0 and cos‘0 drop and F, is maximized when

san 0 = 0,/. /0; + 0; (3.8)

cos 0 = D2/\/ D? + D;

where

0 —L*1< +l-UK +1<l
_

7 3 9 2

0 —L;1< +·i·L2K +1<2 " IO 3 8 3

Then

0,m = , / 0; + 0; (3.9)

The computation of the gradient strength given by equation (3.9) and gradient di-

rection given by equation (3.8) can be simplified by precomputing 'row derivative' and

’column derivative' masks from the numerator and denominator of equation (3.8) re-

spectively using the masks for the K parameters derived in appendix A. As a special case

when L = W = 0, then equations (3.8) and (3.9) reduce to the standard cubic facet

operator defined in section 3.2.

lf L ¢ W, then the maximization of F, to obtain the estimated gradient strength

F,MAx and estimated gradient direction 8,,,,, can be carried out by the following proce-

dure:

From equation (3.7) F, can be expresscd as:
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F, = u sin38 + v cos38 + w sin 8 + z cos 8 (3.10)

where u, v, w, and z are functions ofthe K paramctcrs. Then:

F', = 3u sin28 cos 8 — 3v cos28 sin 8
+wcos8-zsin8

Equating F', to zero to obtain an extremum results in:

(3u(1 — cos28) + w) cos 8 = (3v cos28 + 2) sin 8 (3.11)

Let x = cos'8, then equation (3.11) becomes:

(sun - xi

(3vxSquaringthis expression and after some algebraic manipulation we finally obtain the

cubic expression in x:

· 9(uz +
v2)x3 — (18u2 + 6uw +9v — 6vz)x2

+(9u2 + 6uw+ wz -6vz +z2)x—z2=0
(3-I2)

Then, F,M^x and 8M„, can be obtained by the following steps:

1. Find all the roots x ofequation (3.12) between 0 and 1. These roots must exist since

the original equation is trigonometric and therefore periodic, with period 2rr.

2. Convert these
x’s

to all possible 8's from x = cos*8 .

3. Evaluate F, at all these 8's.

4. Choose maximum value F,MM and 8,,,,,, .
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3.4 Experimental Results

The experiments were performed with step and ramp edges contaminated by zero

mean Gaussian noise. Step edges were generated in a rectangular grid with orientations

8 from zero to ninety degrees, and with random displaccmcnt from the grid's center

uniformly distributed within the range (~D,D) with the maximum displaccmcnt D given

by

D
0.5cos0, O$8<45_
0.5sin0, 45$6g9O

assuming a unit distance between two 4-neighbor pixels in the grid. A step edge passing

through a pixel divides it into two parts having areas A, and A,, with A, + A, = l . Let

the corresponding graytone intensities to each side
of“

the edge be I, and I,. The pixel is

then assigned a graytone intensity l according to the rule

I = [IA] + I2/12

The experiments were performed with values for I, and I, equal to 100 and 200 respec-

tively, that is the edge contrast was set to 100.

Ramp cdges were generated by defocusing step cdges with a 3x3 averaging filter.

Finally, both step and ramp edges were contaminated by adding zero mean Gaussian

noise with a given standard deviation.
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3.4.1 Tuning up the integrated directional derivative gradient operator.

The performance of the integrated directional derivative gradient operator depcnds

on the choice of integration limits L and W. As seen in section 3.3 this operator is

equivalent to the standard cubic facet gradient operator when L = W = 0. We expect

its performance to improve as L and W move away from zero and to reach a maximum

for some value of L #= 0, and some value of 11’¢ 0 . We are primarily interested in im-

proving the edge direction estimate. We use two performance measurements, edge di-

rection estimate bias and edge direction estimate standard deviation. The latter measures

noise sensitivity. The estimate bias is defined as the difference between the estimate mean

and the true edge direction. A single performance measurement to compare two sets of

values of L and W is obtained by combining the previous two measurements into the

root mean square error of the estimate which can be shown to be equal to the square

root of the sum of the square bias and the estimate variance. 1t was observed that the

operator achieved best performance in the root mean square error sense when L = W

= 1.8, for a 5x5 neighborhood size, and L = W = 2.5, for a 7x7 neighborhood size, for

both step and ramp edges, and for a variety of noise levels.

3.4.2 Comparing different gradient operators.

The following gradient operators were tested: 5x5 extended Sobel ( lannino and

Shapiro (1979) ), 5x5 and 7x7 Prewitt, 5x5 and 7x7 standard cubic facet, and 5x5 and

7x7 integrated directional derivative. Figure 9 on page 55 shows the 5x5 row derivative

masks for each of the operators tested and Figure 10 on page 56 shows the 7x7 row
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derivative mask for the integrated directional derivative gradicnt operator. The column

derivative masks can be obtained from the row masks by transposition.

For a step or ramp edge of a given oricntation and noise standard deviation each

operator was applied to the grid's center ten thousand times, each time with a different

noise sample, and a different edge displacement from the grid's center. Under zero noise

conditions the operators were applied only one hundred times. Edge orientations varied

from zero to ninety degrecs and noise standard deviation from zero to one hundred.

Edge contrast was set to one hundred. The edge direction estimates produced by each

operator were plotted as follows. For a fixed noise standard deviation, estimate bias

against true edge direction, and estimate standard deviation against true edge direction.

For a fixed edge direction, estimate bias against noise standard deviation, and estimate

standard deviation against noise standard deviation.

We compare first the standard cubic facet gradicnt operator and the integrated di-

rectional derivative gradicnt operator. Under zero noise conditions Figure ll on page

57 and Figure 12 on page 58 show estimate bias against true edge direction for step and

ramp edges. Three things can be observed. First, the integrated operator is clearly supe-

rior to the standard cubic facet gradicnt operator. Under zero noise conditions the 7x7

integrated directional derivative gradicnt operator has a worst bias of less than 0.09 de-

grees and the 5x5 integrated directional derivative gradicnt operator has a worst bias of

less than 0.26 degrecs on ramp edges. For comparison purposes the 7x7 standard cubic

facet gradient operator has a worst bias of about 1.2 degrecs and the 5x5 standard cubic

facet gradient operator has a worst bias of 0.5 degrecs. This improvemcnt in worst bias

stays with the contamination of edges by additive independent zero mean Gaussian

noise. Second, for the integrated operator, estimate bias decreases as the neighborhood

size increases while the opposite happens with the standard cubic facet gradicnt opera-

tor. Third, both operators perform better with ramp edges than with step edges.
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Figure 13 on page 59 through Figure 16 on page 62 show estimate bias and esti-

mate standard deviation against noise standard deviation for a fixed edge orientation of

22.5 degrees and additive independent Gaussian noise. Again, the integrated operator

is uniformly superior to the standard eubic facet gradient operator for both step and

ramp edges,

Next, we compare the integrated directional derivative operator with the Prcwitt and

extended Sobel operator. Under zero noise conditions Figure 17 on page 63 and

Figure 18 on page 64 show estimate bias as a function of true edge direction for step

and ramp edges. The 7x7 integrated operator has the smallest bias followed by the 5x5

integrated operator, the 5x5 extended Sobel, and the 5x5 and 7x7 Prewitt operators.

Notice that for ramp edges the response of the integrated operator is nearly flat about

zero, that is the operator is nearly unbiased. For the 7x7 integrated operator the worst

bias is less than 0.09 degrees, and for the 5x5 integrated operator the worst bias is less

than 0.26 degrees. For comparison purposes the worst bias in the 7x7 Prewitt operator

is about 5 degrees and the worst bias in the 5x5 Prewitt operator is about 4 degrees.

Again, the integrated operator is the only one for which bias decreases as neighborhood

size increases. Only the 5x5 Sobel operator is shown, but as previously demonstrated by

Iannino and Shapiro (1979), the 3x3 Sobel operator has a smaller bias than the 5x5 ex-

tended Sobel, but it is still significantly larger than the bias of the integrated operator

and with a much worse noise sensitivity. Iannino and Shapiro (1979) also show results

with 3x3 and 5x5 iterated Sobel operators. The bias for these iterated operators is still

larger than the bias of the integrated operator, and they are more expensive computa-

tionally.

Figure 19 on page 65 through Figure 22 on page 68 show estimate bias and esti-

mate standard deviation as a function of true edge direction for step and ramp edges,

when the noise standard deviation is equal to 25. The bias for all the operators shown
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is nearly identical to the bias under zero noise conditions. lt can be seen from the plots

of cstimate standard deviation that as expected the 7x7 opcrators are less sensitive to

noise than the 5x5 opcrators. The cstimate standard deviations for the integrated oper-

ator and the Prewitt operator are about the same. The Sobel operator has a slightly

larger cstimate standard deviation. .

Figure 23 on page 69 through Figure 26 on page 72 show cstimate bias and esti-

mate standard deviation as a function of noise standard deviation for a fixed edge ori-

entation of 22.5 dcgrccs. Several things can be observed from these plots. First, cstimate

bias for all the opcrators remains nearly flat as the noise level increases up to about a

standard deviation of 90. Some of the opcrators show an increase in cstimate bias at this

point. The smallcst bias corresponds to the integrated operator followed by the Sobel.

The Prewitt operator shows the largest bias. Second, the cstimate standard deviation for

all operators increases linearly with an increase in noise standard deviation. The Prewitt

operator has the smallcst cstimate standard deviation followed closely by the integrated

operator and the Sobel operator. The 7x7 opcrators have a much smaller standard de-

viation than the 5x5 opcrators. For all the opcrators, ramp edges produce smaller esti·

mate bias than step edges, while step edges produce smaller cstimate standard deviation.

Finally we show the gradient strength response of each of the 5x5 opcrators on the

two images shown in Figure 27 on page 73. The first image is a 64x64 synthetic image

consisting of a bright triangle on a dark background with zero mean Gaussian noise

added to it. The background gray level is 50, the object gray level is 150 and the standard

deviation of the noise is 30. The second image is a 64x64 aerial scene. Figure 28 on page

74 and Figure 29 on page 75 show the gradient strength response for each of the 5x5

opcrators. The integrated directional derivative gradient operator and the Sobel opera-

tors yield edges with similar amounts of blur and both opcrators produce a good per-

formance in the presence of noise. The Prewitt operator has also a good performance in
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the prcsencc of noise but produccs a larger amount of edge blur. The standard cubic

facet gradicnt operator yield edgcs with the least amount of blur but has a poor per-

formance in thc prcsencc of noise.

3.5 Couclusions

A gradicnt operator based on an integrated directional derivative on a cubic facet

has been investigated. Experimental results with step and ramp edgcs contaminated by

zero mean Gaussian noise show that this operator posseses the following characteristics:

1. Edge direction estimate bias is sharply reduced as compared with the bias of the

standard cubic facet, Sobel, and Prewitt gradicnt operators. Noise sensitivity is
E

comparable to that of the Sobel and Prewitt operators and much better than the

standard cubic facet gradicnt operator.

2. Unlike the standard cubic facet, Sobel, and Prewitt gradicnt operators increasing the

neighborhood size decreases both estimate bias and noise sensitivity. For ramp

edgcs, the integrated operator is very nearly unbiascd. The worst bias for the 7x7 _

operator is less than 0.09 degrees and the worst bias for the 5x5 operator is less than

0.26 degrees. In comparison the worst bias for the 7x7 Prewitt operator is about 5

degrees and the worst bias for the 5x5 Prewitt operator is about 4 degrees.

3. Edge strength response in the presence of noise is as good as that of the Sobel op-

erator and better than the response of the Prewitt and standard cubic facet gradicnt

operators.
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4. Computational complcxity is thc samc as thc complcxity of thc Sobcl, Prcwitt, and

standard cubic Facct gradicnt opcrators sincc it only involvcs thc application of

prccomputcd row and column dcrivativc masks.
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Figure 9. shows the row derivative masks for 5x5 gradient operators clockwise from top Ich
corner: Integrated Directional Derivative, Standard Cubic Facet. Extended Sobel, and
Prewitt
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Figure 10. shows the row derivative mask for the 7x7 Integrated Directional Derivative gradient oper-
ator.
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Chapter 4

4.] Introduction

The computation of the gradient of a digital image is usually one step of image

processing tasks such as edge or corner detection. Typically edge cundidates are taken

from pixels whose gradient strength is signilically difTerent from zero. One of thc most

effective ways of detecting edges and corners in digital image data is by linding zero-

crossings of the second directional derivative of the underlying graytone intensity surface

( Haralick, 1982 ), ( Zuniga and Haralick, 1983 ). These zero-crossings have associated

with them non·zero gradient strengths. The presence of noise in real image data causes

the occurrence of spurious zero-crossings. We are faced then with the problem of dis-

tinguishing between zero·crossings which arise due to the presence of a true edge or

corner and zero·crossings which arise due to the presence of noise. In practice this
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problem is handled by considering only zero-crossings whose gradicnt strength is signif-

icantly different from zero.

Our approach to this problem is based on the facet model for digital images ( llar-

alick (1980), llaralick and \Vatson (1981) ). The basic philosophy of this model derives

from rccognizing that the discrete set of values which form the digital image are the re-

sult of sampling and quantizing a real-valued function f defined on the domain of the

image which is a boundcd and connected subset of the real plane. Thus any property

associated with a pixel or a neighborhood of pixel values should be evaluated by relating

it to the property of the corresponding gray tone surface f which underlies the neigh-

borhood. This involves cstimating the surface function f locally, from the neighborhood

samples available to us. The most natural way of accomplishing this is by assumming

a paramctric form for fand thcn cstimating its associated parameters.

We are concerned with that property of a pixel called gradicnt strength which is

defined as the Iiuclidean norm of the first partial derivatives of the graytone intcnsity

surface evaluated at the pixel position. An assumption about the nature of the noise

enables us to put the problem of choosing a suitable gradicnt thrcshold in a statistical

framework. We assumc the noise to be Gaussian with zero mean and variance 6*. We

derive two statistics which are functions of the gradicnt strength and the facet residual

error of fit. We show that:

1. Thresholds on these statistics produce results which are superior to those obtained

by the best subjective thrcshold on the gradicnt image.

2. Threshold selection can be made automatic by applying a Bayes decision method.

The analysis presented in the following sections is valid for a facet model of arbi-

trary order although the experiments were performed with a cubic facet model. Section
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4.2 shows how the statistics are derived and poses the problem of selecting a suitable

threshold as a hypothesis test problem. Section 4.3 shows how the thresholding can be

made automatic by posing the problem as a Bayesian decision problem. Section 4.4

presents the experimental results. Appendix B provides the mathematical analysis rc-

quired to derive the statistical distributions of the Euclidean norm of any subset of facet

paramcters or partial dcrivatives, and the distribution of the total facet residual error.

4.2 Gradient tlzreslzold selection as a lzypotlzesis test.

Let ii, and iz, denote the true but unknown values ofthe first row and column partial

derivatives of the underlying graytone intensity surface at a pixel position. Let it, and

il, denote their estimates based upon a neighborhood of K values. According to the re-

sults of appendix B ii, and il, arc normally distributed and:

EU,] = Fr
EDT.] = ui
mi,] = 6% (4.1)
Vtß.1 = fk
EKBJL] = u,#c

where k is a constant whose value depends on the neighborhood size and the basis

functions used to cstimate the graytone intensity surface.

Consider testing the hypothesis that p,= n,=0 (zero gradient). This hypothcsis

must be rcjected if there is to be a zero-crossing of second directional derivative. Under

this hypothesis:
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B? + li?
R02

. has a X} distribution.

Also, from the results of appendix B, the total residual error S* normalized by the

noise variance $*/0* has a X},_„ distribution, where N is the number of basis functions

or the number of facet parameters. llence,

tn? + ab/2
xl = (4.2)

has a I§_l,_„ distribution and the hypothesis for zero gradient would be rcjected for suit-

able large values ol" xl. The value of the threshold for xl is chosen to correspond to a

given signilicance level of test.

Notice that the statistic delined by equation (4.2) may be regarded as a signilicance

or rcliability measure associated with the existence of a non-zero gradient. It is essen-

tially proportional to the square gradient normalized by S*/(K — .\') which is a random

variable whose expected value is 0*, the variance of the noise. This scaling of the gra-

dient by a local estimate of the image noise makes optimum selection possible by a lix

threshold procedure.

lf the noise variance is known to be constant everywherc throughout the image

domain a better estimate for it is possible by averaging the total residual errors S* over

M non-overlapping neighborhoods. Let this average be denoted by B, then MI?/0* has

a X},lll_l„ distribution and

x2 =RE
/(K — N)
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has a I§_„,„_,,,, distribution and the hypothesis for zero gradient would be rejected f“or

suitable large values of”x, . Again, the threshold on x, is chosen to correspond to a given

signifieance level ofitest.

4.3 Gradient tlzresltold selection as a Bayesian decision

problem.

This method derives from considering any image point to be in one
of”

two states:

zero gradient strength or non~zero gradient strength. We denotc these two states by z

and nz respectively. Let x be a continuous random variable test statistic whose distrib-

ution depends on the pixels’ state. We define x as:

A2 A2
, + 2

kS /(K — N)

As prcviously seen, f“or pixels with zero gradient strength x has a l*,_,,_„ distribution.

A simple Bayes decision rule with a unity gain function is:

Decide{zero gradient if' l’(zIx) > Pin: Ix) (45)
non-zero gradient, otherwise

and the probability
of“

error associated with this decision is:

P(r1zIx) tf P(zIx)> P(rrzIx)
P(error I x) =

P(z Ix), otherwise

or equivalently
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P(error I x) = m1n(1>(z Ix), 1>(„z I x)} (4.6)

Wc can express the dccision rule and probability of crror in terms of thc distrib-

utions of x by using Bayes rulc.

P(xIz)P(z)
P(zIx) —

mx)

P. P :P(nz I x)

=Thedccision rule thcn bccomcs

D€Cid€{zero gradicnt if P(xIz)I’(z)·> P(.rInz)P(nz) (4.7)
non·zero gradicnt, oz/zerwisc

and thc probability of crror becomes

min(P(xIz)P(:), P(.rInz)P(nz)}
P(err0r I x) - mx)

(4.8)

The dcnsity function P(xI:) is known to bc E_„_„ , P(x) is thc mixturc distribution

and can bc estimatcd from a histogram of thc gradient image. Then P(xInz) can bc ob-

taincd as followsz

P(x) = P(x,z) + P(x,nz)
4 9

= P(xIz)P(z) + P(xI„z)1·(„z)
( ° )

and from here

[P(x) — P(x|2)!’(z)]P(x I nz) - PM:)
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U’(x) — !’(-vl:)/’(z)]P I =l-- 4.10(x nz) U _ P(z)] ( )

The total probability of error is given by:

P(err0r) = ZP(err0r I x)I’(x)
X

ljsing equations (4.8) and (4.10)

P(err0r) = Z;min{P(xIz)P(z), P(x I nz)P(nz)}
X

P(err0r) = Zmin{P(xIz)P(z), P(.x) — P(xIz)P(z)} (4.1 1) =
X

Since the prior probability P(z) of zero gradicnt is not known it must be user speci-

fied. For many images values of .9 to .95 are reasonable. Another n1et11od of choosing

P(z) is obtained by observing from equation (4.9) that

for all x P(x) 2 P(xIz)P(z)

Then

P
for all x, P(xIz) > 0 P(z) 5 -2l-

P(xIz)

A suitable value for P(z) is therefore
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_ l’(x)
P(z) = mm l (4.12)

x, I’(xI2)>0 p(.t‘IZ)

Once P(z) has bccn specified, a suitable threshold x„, can be chosen from rule (4.7)

by solving

I z)P(z) = I’(x„, I nz)P(r1z) (4.13)

We assume that only one interscction point x,,, exists. The same analysis can be

carried out with the statistic defined by equation (4.3) if the noise variance is known to

bc constant throughout the image domain.

4.4 Experimental Results

4.4.1 Test images.

Two artificially generated images TESTI and TEST2 were tested. They are shown

in Figure 30 on page 88. Their size is 100 X 100 pixels and they consist of four bright

circles on a dark background. The diameter of the circles is 25. The edge contrasts for

each of thc four circles are 9, 18, 27, and 50. The edgcs are ramp edgcs whose width is

five pixels. The noise is additive Gaussian with zero mean. The standard deviation of the

noise for TESTI is 5. The standard deviation ofthe noise for TEST2 changes from circle

to circle and their values are 5, 10, 15, and 28 which keeps the signal to noise ratio

constant at about 20 log ( 9,'5 ) or approximately 5 DB.
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The first partial derivatives of the graytone intensity function at every pixel position

were computed by fitting a cubic polynomial surface dcfincd in the row and column co-

ordinates ofa 9 x 9 neighborhood centcrcd about thc pixel. Figure 31 on page 89 shows

the gradicnt images computed from the Euclidcan norm of the first partial derivatives

and Figure 32 on page 90 shows the result of applying a constant thrcshold to the gra-

dicnt images. The thresholds for each image were found intcractively with subjective

quality as the selection criteria. Notice the inability of this procedure to pcrform well

everywvhcre in TEST2 due to the changing nature ofthe noise variance.

4.4.2 The F2,M(K_N) test statistic.

In this case the test statistic defined by cquation (4.3) is used for both the hypothesis

test method and the Bayesian decision method ofautomatic gradicnt thrcshold selection.

This statistic was derived under the assumption that the variance of the noise rcmains

constant throughout the image.

Figure 33 on page 91 shows images ofthe test statistic x and Figure 34 on page 92

shows the results of a 1 percent and 5 percent significant level hypothesis test.

Figure 35 on page 93 shows the histograms of the mixture distribution l’(x), and the

conditional probability distributions given zero gradicnt P(x|z) and non·zero gradicnt

P(x|nz). The prior probability of non-zero gradicnt P(nz) was computed automatically

using cquation (4.12). These prior probabilities were found to be 0.22 for image TESTI

and 0.45 for TEST2. We can compare these values with the true prior probability of

non-zero gradient computed as 4(3. 14)D(W),' 10000 where D is the diameter of the circles

and W the width of the non·zero gradicnt region. This yields a value of 0.157 for P(nz).

Notice that since TEST2 does not meet our assumption of constant noise variance, the
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error in its estimate of P(nz) is much bigger than that in TESTI. The values of the

computed threshold for the test statistic x were found to be 3.94 for TIZSTI and 3.4 for

TEST2. Finally Figure 36 on page 94 shows the images ofthe threshold ofthe test sta-

tistics.

4.4.3 The F;),K_N test statistic

ln this case the test statistic defined by cquation (4.2) is used for both the hypothesis

test method and the Bayesian decision method of automatic gradient threshold selection.
.

This statistic is valid under both constant or changing noise variance conditions.

Figure 37 on page 95 shows images of the test statistic x and Figure 38 on page 96

shows the results of a 1 percent and 5 percent signilicant level hypothesis test.

Figure 39 on page 97 shows the histograms of the mixture distribution P(x), and the

conditional probability distributions given zero gradient P(xlz) and non-zero gradient

P(x|nz). The prior probability of non-zero gradient P(nz) was computed automatically

using cquation (4.12). These prior probabilities were found to be 0.24 for image TESTI

and 0.23 for TEST2. Notice than in this case since TEST2 does meet the assumption on

the nature of the noise variance its estimate of P(nz) is in closer agreement with the true

value of P(nz). The values of the computed threshold for the test statistic x were found

to be 3.93 for TEST1 and 3.21 for TEST2. Finally Figure 40 on page 98 shows the im-

ages of the threshold of the test statistics.
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4.4.4 Comparison with other methods.

As a comparison with other methods ofthresholding the gradient image we used the

running mean method. Each pixel in the gradient image was thresholded in proportion

to the mean of the gradient values on a local 20 x 20 ncighborhood around the given

pixel. The results are shown in Figure 4l on page 99 for a variable threshold of l.5

times the running mean. The value l.5 was found interactively for best subjective results.

Notice that this method performs as well as the methods that use the F,_K_„ statistic, al-

though user interaction is required to select the best value for the constant of propor-

tionality ( l.5 for the test images ). The Bayesian decision method requires no

interaction.

4.5 Conclusions

Several conclusions can be drawn from the experimental results of the previous

section:

l. Thresholds on the F,_,,_„ and F,__„,„_,,,, test statistics produce similar results to that

obtained by a best subjective user interactive threshold on the gradient image, when

the noise variance remains constant throughout the image.

2. A threshold on the F,_„_„ statistic produces a clearly superior result to either a

threshold on the F,__„(„_„ statistic or to the best subjective user interactive threshold
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on the gradicnt image, when the noise variance changes from region to region in the

image.

3. The llypothesis test method of gradicnt threshold selection is inferior to the Baye-

sian decision method in the sense that the optimal value of signilicance level of the

test cannot be known in advance and thus user interaction is required. No user in-

teraction is required by the Bayesian decision method, except the choice of neigh·

borhood size which is required in all the methods tested.

These conclusions are valid under the controlled nature of our experiments where

the test images meet the image and noise model assumptions. Further research is neces-

sary to determine the sensitivity of these methods to dcpartures from the model as-

sumptions.
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Figure 3l. shows the gradient images computed from a 9x9 cubic facet applied to the test images: (a)
TEST!. (b) TEST2.
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Figure 32. shows a user selected suhjective threshold applied to the gradient images: (a) TESTI, (b)
TEST2.
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Figure 34. shows the results ol' a 5 und l percent signilicant level test on the FLMWN, statistics: (a)wasw1, 6%, (1)) wasn, 1%, (C) waswz, 6%. (C1) waswz, 1%.
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Figure 35. shows the histograms P(x), P(xlz), and P(x|nz) for the FIMKN, statistic: (a) TESTI, (b)
TEST2.
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Figure 36. shows the thresholds on the FLMWN, statistic from the Bayesian method: (a) TESTI, (b)
TEST2.
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Figure 37. shows the values of the test statistics FLKN for each of the test images: (a) TESTI, (b)
TEST2.
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Figure 40. shows the thresholds on the FHJ, statistics from the Baycsian method: (a) TEST}, (b)
TEST2.
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Figure 4I. shows the running mean threshold applied to the gradient images: (a) TESTI, (b) TEST2.
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Chapter 5

LOCAL EDGE DETECTION

5.] Iutroductiorz

Edges are local discontinuities in some image attribute. \Ve arc concerned in this

chapter with the detection of significant local spatial discontinuities in gray level inten-

sity, i.e., step edges, as an essential initial stage in computer vision which provides the

primitives necessary for later processing.

Local edge detection can be regarded as a transformation from an array ofgray level

intensities to an array of edge elements described by their strength and orientation. This

transformation usually consists of two steps. In the first step, a local edge operator,

applied to the image, selects suitable edge candidates and measures of the strength and

orientation of the edge candidates are determined. In the second step, edges are declared

only for those candidates whose edge strength exeeeds a threshold. This second step is

necessary to distinguish true edges arising from a variation of a physical characteristic
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of the scene, from false edges arising through random lluctuations in the gray level in-

tensity due to noise.

Natural intuition about edges suggests that edge candidates should be taken from

those pixels having an extrema of the lirst directional derivative or a zero~crossing ol" the

second directional derivative of the gray level intcnsity function along the gradient. Edge

detection schcmes have thus been proposed by llaralick (1984), Canny (1986), and Torre

and Poggio (1986).

A convenient way to computc derivatives ol" the gray level intcnsity function is to

approximate the intcnsity function locally, within a given sized neighborhood, with a

suitable low order polynomial. The order of the approximating polynomial should be

high enough to capture the essential structure ofthe local gray level intcnsity changes,

but low enough to prevent litting the noise unavoidably present in the image data. De-

termining with subpixel resolution the position and orientation
o1”

zero-crossings of the

second directional derivative requires the approximating polynomial to be at least a cu- _

bic ( l·laralick (1984) ).

Function approximation is not only convenient but provides also needed regulari-

zation of the image data to make the di1Terentiation problem well—posed. Torre and

Poggio (1986) have shown that one solution to the regularization problem is to ap-

proximate the data with a cubic spline. Function approximation, in order to estimate

derivatives of the image, has been used by Prewitt (1970), Brooks(l978), Beaudet(1978),

llashimoto and Sklansky (1987), and it is explicitly used in the 1"acet model ( Haralick

(1980), Haralick and Watson (1981) ). _

Several issues are addressed in this chapter. Section 5.2 provides a review of several

least-squares Function approximation methods using polynomials orthogonal over linite

and inlinite intervals. lt is shown that these approximation methods yield polynornial

coeflicients that can be computed through convolution with derivatives of" Gaussian or
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roughly Gaussian functions. Section 5.3 generalizes I1aralick’s zero~crossing of second

direetional derivative edge operator, based on a discrete Chebyshev cubic facet, to a

number of other approximation types. The relationship between a third-order approxi-

mation and a first-order approximation is illustrated. In particular, a 1·Iermite, ie.,

Gaussian·weighted, least-squares approximation of the image fwith a first-order polyn-

omial yields an estimate of first direetional derivative öyläu equal tof * (6G/öu) . This

type of operator has been used by Young (1985), Canny (1986) and Torre and Poggio

(1986). Image approximation with a third-order polynomial, however, produces an esti-

mate of öjlöu equal tof * -5%}-(G — ·%V’G) and estimates of second direetional deriv-

ative öf/1611* and third direetional dcrivative öV7öu’ given by f * (6*0/öu') and

f * (6*6/öuß) respectively. The order of approximation, thus, affects the functional form

of the estimated derivatives. These results are of particular significance since a number

— of edge detection filters satisfying different optimality criteria have been shown to be

approximated by first or second derivatives of Gaussian functions ( Marr and llildredth

(1980), Canny (1986), Torre and Poggio (1986), Shanmugan et. al. (1979), Lunscher and

Beddoes (1986) ). We show how the integrated direetional derivative technique ( Zuniga

and Ilaralick (1987) ), and Bayesian gradient threshold selection are used to improve on

the detection and angular localization of zero~crossings. The performance of the edge

operator under noise is investigated in section 5.4 and results for a number of real images

are illustrated. Finally, a summary and conclusions are given in section 5.5.
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5.2 Function Appl'0.\°iIIlllÜOIl Wil]! 0I'I]l0g0Il(ll

Polynomials.

5.2.1 Continuous Domain.

The problem in the one-dimensional case can be statcd as follows. Approximate the

obscrvcd (noisy) function [Ix) by a polynomial y(x) of degree n over a continuous inter-

val domain D such that the intcgrand fDw(x)(/(x) —y(x))*dx is minimized, where w(x) is

a continuous, nonnegative function that provides a mcasurc of thc relative prccision of

the observed value f(x) at each point x in the domain I). The statistically oriented reader

will reeognize that the value l/w(x) could be a mcasurc of the variance of the noisy ob-

servation f(x).

A computationally efficient and numerically stable solution to this lcast—squares

problem is obtained when y(x) is expressed as a linear combination of orthogonal po-

lynomials, that is

PI

1(X) = Za;./’l.(x) (5- 1)
l£=O

where {P,,(x), k = 0,...,n} is an orthogonal set relative to the weighting function w(x) over

the domain D, i.e.,

P,(x)I§(x)st(x)dx ab O •=¤ i =_j. (5.2)
0
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This problem has been studied extensively and for several choices of the weighting

function w(x), it leads to the classic orthogonal polynomials ( Szego (l975), Hildebrand

( l956) ).

The Fourier coeflicients a, are given by

f11x>1·.1x>»·1x>«1x
ak = ;———— . (5.3)

PZ(x)w(x)dx
0

The extension to two dimcnsions is easily accomplished by constructing the two-dimen·

sional orthogonal set {P,(r)P,(c), Vi,j a OS I +j S rz} relative to the weighting function

w(r,c) = w(r)»(c), over the domain D' , from the orthogonal set {P,(.r), k = 0,...,n} relative

to the weighting function w(x) over the domain D.

The Fourier coeflicients a„ in the least·squares orthogonal polynomial approxi·

mation y(r,c), of degree n,

6 D2

1 1 (5.4)
0 S i +j S n

to the gray level intensity function I(r,c), that minimize the integrand

<[‘

'[ w(r,c)(/(r,c) -y(r,c))2dra'c (5.5)
0 0

are given by
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· Ij(r,c)P,(r)1Q(c)w(r,c)dm'c
aü

P,2(r)Pj2(c)w(r,c)a'ra'c
D D

We consider next the cases of approximation with Lcgendrc and with Hermite po-

Iynomials.

5.2.1.1 Lcgcndrc Approximation.

Legendre polynomials are orthogonal over the interval (-1,1) relative to the weight-

ing function w(.r) = 1. A change of variables cnables us to express the polynomials over

the interval (-N,N):

(-n>"~" 22* 2 2P(-¤‘/N)=*‘l ——·(1—(/^O)- (5-7)
" Zkk! dxk X

The first four polynomials are given in appendix C.

In two dimensions w(r,c) = w(r)»(c) = I and from cquation (5.6) the coefiicients 61,2

are given by

2' 1 2' 1 N N
ai] = j(r,c)P,(r/.\‘)1}(c/N)drdc. (5.8)

4N -;v -1v

Let

(2/< + I)! 2 2g;2(¤<) = (1 ·· (X/-N) ) (59)
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and

s„(r-C) = gt(r)s7(<=)- (5- l0)

Let us further define for notational convcnience

.Thenusing equations (5.7), (5.9) and (5.10) in equation (5.8) a,] can be cxpressed as

G,) = _v -N_/(r,c)gLm(r,c)drdc. (5.11)

1f this function approximation is done at every (2N+ 1)x(2N+ l) neighborhood in

the image f then the coefficients a, at every neighborhood can bc expressed as a convo-

lution

1;:Notice

that g,,(x) is an even function with a maximum at the origin and falling off

to zero at the interval ends. lt roughly approximates a Gaussian for k > 1 ( see

Figure 42 on page 132 ). lt can also be verified that

zv .v
I

g,j(r,c)drdc = 1.
-1v —„v
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From equations (5.4), (5.7) and (5.11), the partial derivatives of order (n~1) and n

of the approximating polynomial y(r,c) at the neighborhood center are

.v rv 5.13

-1v -1v

These partial derivatives at every pixel in the image can thus be exprcsscd as

y<'^=f•gg'”, „-1gz+;S„. (5.14)

5.2.1.2 Hcrmitc Approximation.

Hermite polynomials 1I(.x) are orthogonal over the interval ( — oo S x S oo) relative

to the weighting function w(x) = exp( — x') . A change of variables enables us to express

Hermite polynomials II(x/„/-2-o) orthogonal over the interval‘( - oo S x S oo) relative to
i

the weighting function »(x) = exp(

ßxzaä. ($.15)
X .

The first four polynomials are shown in appendix C.

ln two dimensions w(r,c) = w(r)w(c) = exp( — (F + 6*)/26*) , and using equation (5.6)

the coefiicients ai of the polynomial expansion are given by

l
00 00

__

aü = G(r,c)I‘[[(r/„/-2-d)}6(c/,/2 a)/(r,c)drdc (5.16)
I

•JwhereG(r,c) is the two—dimensional Gaussian function
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exp( (6.17)
2rro

Thcn using equation (5.15) in equation (5.16) results in

_l l+j E' l+j oo oo ~au = f(r,c)G("D(r,c)a'rdc. (5.18)

Since (—1)"/G1'-#°(r,c) = G"·”( -r, — c) , the coeflicients a„ at every neighborhood can

bc expressed as

(1,;)an-
zwigjg f*G . (5.19)

Thus, the coellicicnts of the lcast·squares local expansion of the image F in terms

of Hermite polynomials can bc obtaincd by convolving the image with the partial de- _

rivatives o1"a two-dimensional Gaussian.

The partial derivatives of order (n-1) and n of the approximating polynomial y(r,c)

at the neighborhood center are

y““’<0.0> = ¤„H}°<<>>m‘”<<>>
· °° °° 5.20

= ( —-1)“'/I
·|~

_/(r,c)G(m(r,c)dra'c.
( )

"X -¤¢

These partial derivatives at every pixel in the image can thus be estimated by

ym=f*G(U), n—1$i+j$n. (5.21)
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Similar results have been reported by Young ( 1985 ) and Hashimoto and Sklansky

(1987).

5.2.2 Diserete domain. _

The analysis in the continuous domain pcrformed in the previous section enables

us to obtain valuable insight into the nature and properties of function approximation

with orthogonal polynomials. ljnfortunately, the observed gray level intensity function

f(r,c) is typically available only at discrete values of" the coordinates (r,c). One method

often used to approximate in the discrete domain the coeflicients a„ of the function ap-

proximation in the continuous domain, given by equations (5.12) and (5.19), is to per-

form discrete convolution with the sampled values ofi the continuous domain lternels

g§,'·#*(r,c) and G<'··1(r,c) . ln this case the kemel values must be manipulatcd by a small

amount to ensure the values add up to zero. Another approach is to find sets ofdiscrete

orthogonal polynomials which asymptotically approach the properties ofthc continuous

orthogonal polynomials considered in the previous section. For the Legendre and ller-

mite polynomials, the corresponding discrete orthogonal polynomials are the Gram po-

lynomials ( also called discrete Chebyshev polynomials ( Hildebrand (1956) ) ) and the

discrete Krawtchouk polynomials ( Szego (1939) ).

The discrete domain function approximation problem can be stated as follows. Let

R and C be discrete index sets. Approximate the observed noisy samples of the image

function f'(r,c) by the polynomial y(r,c) of degree n over the discrete domain R X C such

that the weighted error
ä

§‘&w(r,c)(/(r,c) — y(r,c))' is rninimized. This is the essence of the

facet model.
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lt is convenient to express y(r,c) as a linear combination of discrete orthogonal po-

lynomials

y(r,c) = Za“pi(r)pj(c) , (r,c) 6 RXC
1 J (5.22)

0 S i +j S n

where {p,(r)pl(c), Vi,j a 0 S i +jS n} is an orthogonal set relative to the weighting func-

tion w(r,c) = w(r)u-(c) over the discrete domain RXC. This two-dimensional orthogonal

set is easily obtained by tensor products from the one-dimensional orthogonal set

(p,,(x), 0 S k S n} relative to the weighting function w(x), that is

Zw(x)1>1(¤=)p,(x) #= 0 ¢=· f=J- (5-23)
X

The Fourier coefficients ax, are given by

ä /(r.c)1>&r)1>,(¢)w(r.¤)
aü = . (5.24)

r•R c•C

We discuss next the Gram polynomials and the Krawtchouk polynomials. Both of

these polynomials are usually defined over {0,..., N} . For convenience in our applica-

tions we will define these polynomials over the symmetric range {
-1\’,

...,0, ..., N} .
I
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5.2.2.1 Gram approximation.

Thc Gram polynomials arc orthogonal ovcr thc discrctc rangc { -N, ..., 0, ..., N} rc-

lativc to thc wcighting function w(x) = 1. Thcy arc givcn by

m M
-[ Ä r _ · Ä f (5-25)
pg-) IsO

Thc first four polynomials arc givcn in appcndix C.

It can bc vcrificd that p„,(.\’x) tcnds to thc mth Lcgcndrc polynomial ( llildcbrand

(1956), Szcgo (1939) )

lim p,„(Nx) = P„„(x).
(5.26)N —• oo

From cquation (5.24) thc cocfficicnts a„ arc givcn by

(2i+ l)(2j+ l)(2}\)(
jr)

.v .v

< Z./(n¢)p1(r)p;(¢)~ (5-27)
° ° f=—~rV -1

j+lHaralick(1984) has uscd function approximation with Gram pofynomials in thc fa-

cct modcl to dctcct cdgcs.
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5.2.2.2 Discrete Krawtchouk approximation.

Thc discrcte Krawtchouk polynomials arc orthogonal over thc discrcte range

{ —N, ..., 0, ..., N} relative to the binomial weighting function
V

w(x) =
(N2, x)p"*'q^"* , p > 0, q > 0, p + q = 1 . With

p= q= 1/2, »(x)= (fix)/4·”, and the Krawtchouk polynomials can thcn be com-

putcd by ( Szcgo (1939) )

m M
(“l) [N-.! iV+xk,,,(x)- 2,,, (—1)(m__,)( , _ (5.28)

1=o

Thc first four polynomials arc given in appendix C.

lt can be vcrified that k,„(x) tends to the mth Hcrmite polynomial ( Szego (1939) ).

lim (23”'m s )‘/2({Q)""k„,(„/Tx) = 1[„(.«). 5 ,9( -~ )
N

—•
oo

. . . . . . . . . 2.V
L1i(CW1SC, it IS well known that the bmomial wcightmg function w(x) = Y + X

/4^’

, x 6 { —N, ..., 0, ..., N} tcnds to thc Gaussian function with variancc o' = l\’/2 .

From cquation (5.24), the coefiicients a, are given by

ZV
"’ ^’

.4'+/· · 2.v 2.Va,, - Z_f(r,c)<,\, + r) (N _,_ C) /<,(r)/<,(c). (5.30)
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Hashimoto and Sklansky (1987) use a Krawtchouk approximation of order n to es-

timate the nth derivative of the image function in a multiple-order derivative scheme to

dctcct step edges. Young (1985) also uses Krawtchouk approximation in edge detection.

5.3 Edge Detection Using the Cubic Facet

As previously mentioned, determining with subpixel resolution the position and

oricntation of" zero-crossings
of“

the second directional derivativc along thc gradient re-

quires the approximating polynomial to be at least a bivariate cubic. This cubic facct

model for edge detection has been proposed by llaralick (1984) using the Gram polyn-

omials and its performance under noise has been shown to compare favorably against

other existing edge detectors.

Thc cubic f"acet zero·crossing edge detector is generalizcd here using least-squares

. approximation with various types
of“

continuous and discrete orthogonal polynomials.

Once zero~crossings of' the second directional derivative have been dctermincd, they are

assigned the strength and oricntation of' the first directional derivative. We show how

the integrated first directional derivative technique ( Zuniga and Haraliclt (1987) ) can

be used to improve on the estimation of these edge descriptors. Further, a decision based

on first directional derivative strength must be made as to which zero-crossings consti-

tute valid edges. We show how a Bayesian gradient threshold technique can be used in

performing such a decision.
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5.3.1 From Pixels to Edges

For each (2N+ l)X(2N+ 1) neighborhood in the image, a bivariate cubic y(r,c)

which best approximates the gray level intensity function f(r,c) in some wcighted least-

squares sense is determined. The dircctional derivatives of the approximating polyno·

mial along the gradient provide local cstimatcs for the dircctional derivatives of the

image fi

Edge candidatcs are taken from pixels having an extrema of first dircctional deriva-

tive along the gradient. lf the first dircctional derivative is to be a relative maximum,

then the second dircctional derivative must be zero and the third dircctional derivative

must be negative if the edge is crosscd from the lower value to the higher value of the

gray level intensity function.

The simplest way to think about dircctional derivatives is to cut the surface y(r,c)

with a plane which is oriented in the dcsired direction and which is orthogonal to the

row-column plane. By convention, we take the anglc to be measured clockwise from the

column axis. To cut the surface y(r,c) with a plane in the direction 0 wc just require that

r= p sin 0 and c = p cos 0 where p is the independent variable. This requiremcnt pro-

duces the curve y,(p) which can be expressed as

1 ly„<p> =y„<<>> +y$‘><¤>p + ;y$°’<<>>p’ + ;y,$"<<>>p’ ts-6 11

Therefore the first, second, and third dircctional derivatives are given by

1
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y.$"<p> =y$"<<>> (5-34)

We define the desired direction to be the gradient direction at the center of the given

pixel. For a pixel to be an edge candidate, the second directional derivative must have

a negatively sloped zero crossing sufliciently near the center of the pixel. In this case,

with the origin taken as the center of the pixel, there must be a p sufiiciently small in

magnitudc satisfying _}f*(p) = 0 and _y$”(p) < 0 . ll”_}§”(p) < 0 then from equation (5.33) a

p having value —_;§”(0)/_y§”(0) exists which makes _;{f>(p) = 0 . lf I_i§>(0)/_;3“>(0)I < p„, where

we take po to be somewhat less than a pixel length, then the pixel qualifies as an edge

candidate. Edges are then declared at those edge candidates for which _;§‘*(0) exceeds a

given threshold. ln essence, this is the procedure given by llaralick (1984).

5.3.2 Directional Derivatives

Implementation of' the cubic facet zero-crossing edge detector requires the compu-

tation of directional derivatives of the approximating polynomial y(r,c) up to third order,

evaluated at the neighborhood center.

Directional derivatives of arbitrary order k can be computcd by

ir
yg"> coslü (6.26)

1-o

The first three derivatives are

sin 0 cos 0 (5.36)
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yg) =y(2'°) sin28 sin 6 cos 6 +y(°'2) cos26

cos 0 sin 0 cos26 +y(°'3) cos30

Thus, thcse dircctional dcrivatives can be rcadily computcd from thc partial dcrivatives

y*'·#1 of the approximating polynomial y(r,c) using cquation (5.4) in thc continuous do-

main and cquation (5.22) in thc discrctc domain. Thcsc partial dcrivativcs can, in turn,

bc cxprcsscd in tcrms of thc lcast-squarcs fitting cocfficicnts a,, given by cquations (5.12),

(5.19), (5.27), and (5.30).

For Hcrmitc approximation, further simplification of the dircctional derivativcs is

possiblc. Using equation (5.21) in cquation (5.35) results in

1

y,§,">(o) =f coslö , 2 S k S 3
1:0

or equivalcntly

6"y16p" =1 · (ö“G/ößk) 15.37)

Therefore, the second and third directional derivativcs ö*ylöp' and ö‘y/öp* of thc Hermite

approximation polynomial of third order, evaluated at thc neighborhood ccntcr, for ev-

ery neighborhood in the image are given byf * (6*0/öpz) andf * (8*6/öp°) respcctively.

In order to compute the first directional derivative, we procccd as follows. From

equation (5.4), the first partial derivatives at the origin are
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y‘°·"<<>.<>> = «„.M.,<¤>Hf°·"<<>> + «.„M„<<>>H§°·"<0> + «..11.t¤>Hf°·"<<>>

Using cquation (5.19), these partial derivatives, at every ncighborhood in the image,become _
2y(1.0)=f • (GÜÜ) __

+ G(‘•2)))

2y(0.l) =f 612.1)))

or equivalcntly

ö·/ör=f* —‘l(G—·g3—V2G) (5 38)y ör 2
i

6/öc=f*—‘L(G--LVZG) (539)y öc 2 °

Finally, from cquation (5.36) the first dircctional dcrivative
of“

the licrmite approxi-

mation bivariate cubic polynomial, evaluatcd at the origin, for cvcry ncighborhood in

the image, can bc expressed in the convolution form

öy/öp =f * (G — iV2G) (5.40)öp 2

Using cquation (5.21) in equation (5.40), we can establish a relationship between the

first derivatives of the approximation polynomial of first and third order, evaluated at

the origin.

EV; ö oz 2
Ep (0) öp (Vi 2 V.m)(0) (5 1)
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where y, and y, represent the approximating polynomials of° first and third order respec-

tivcly. Thus, while a first order Hermite approximation yields an cstimatc of first dircc-

tional dcrivative öy,/öp equal to f *(öG/öp) , a third order approximation yields an

cstimatc of first dircctional dcrivative öy,/öp equal tof * ä
(G —

% V2G) .

lt can be vcrified that f * (G — %—V2G) is the value of' thc llcrmite approximation

polynomial evaluated at the origin, i.e., y(0,0), for every neighborhood, since from

cquation (5.4)

y(0.0) = *2001[ci (0) + a20II2(0)I{0(0) + a02I]o(0)[G10)

and using cquation (5.19)

nz (2 o) (o 2)y=f*(6—T(6' +6 ' ))

Finally _

62
2 G) (5.42)

Equations analog to equation (5.41), rclating thc first dcrivative of the approximat·

ing polynomial of third order to the first dcrivative of the approximating polynomial of'

first order, evaluated at the origin, can also be obtained for other approximation types.

For Legendre approximation

.N2 v2y§‘·°’ =y§‘·°’ -
T,-y§’·°’ — Q—.v§‘·2’ (5.43)

, , N2 N2 ( _y§° ” =yl°
” — ·wy§°’°’ — Ty? ‘)
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For Gram approximation

„ „ 3NL + 2N- 1 „ ^'<N+ I1y? °) =y? °) — ——·—Ty? °’ — T···y?'Z) (5-44)30 6

, _ 3Nz + sw- 1 N(N+ 1)y§° " =yl° " -&(ty§°"— ——;-—y§""

and for Discrcte Kramchouk approximation

, ,
3.\‘ —- 1 , N ,y§‘ °’ =yf‘ °’ —Ty?°’ — —y§‘

" (5-45)I2 4

, , 3 V — l N ,y§° L) =y€° L) —Ty?) — Ty? L)

It is cvidcnt from these equations that as N —• oo , the Gram approximation tcnds to thc

Lcgendre approximation, and the discrctc Krawtchouk approximation tcnds to the

Hermitc approximation with variance
a’

= N/2 .

5.3.3 The Integrated First Directional Derivative

Given the bivariate function y(r,c), let the row·column coordinatc system r-c be ro-

tated clockxvise by 0 degrees measured from the column axis. Let y,(w, p) be the ex·

pression of" y(r,c) in the rotated coordinatc system w - p. The integrated first directional

derivative Ay, is defined by

1 L L 6Ayo Mdßdw (546)
4L OP

-L -L
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or equivalently

Ay·O 2L 2L _L*O · 21.
_L·‘O

·

It has bccn shown ( Zuniga and Haralick (1987) ) that i1“y(r,c) is the bivariate cubic

in canonical form

_/(r,c) = Kl

+ Kzr + Kgc

+
K,r2 + Ksrc +

[{662 (5.47)

+
Kyra

+ Kgrzc +
Kgrcz

+K)oC3

thcn Ay, is given by

A _ , 2 L2 - 2 L2 „
Yo ·· (L2 + L K7 + T K9) Sm 6 + (K; + L Km + -:7 Ix,) cos 9 (5.48)

Since the cocfiicients Ié are related to the partial derivatives of y(r,c) evaluatcd at the

origin, cquation (5.48) can be rewrittcn as

Ayo Sin 0 COS 0

or equivalently

- 6 1.* 2 - 6 A?. 2^yO“TaT(V+TVY)"“0+ö,U+ 6 Vv)<=¤S9 (5,49)

Finally

6 L24616 = E; tv + T
Vzv) (0.0) ($.50)
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Further, it can be verified that the value of (y +léV*y) at the origin is the the result

of thc intcgral 3-% ff-L fi-L_y(r,c)d;·dc ,

lf”y(r,c) is the Hermite approximation bivariate cubic, then use of equation (5.40)

in equation (5.50) yields

Ö 02 L2 2
7 2

*
* 1

‘T'
1 l'A20 f 66 (G ( 2 6 )V G) (5-51)

5.3.4 The Standard Cubie Faeet Gradient vs the Integrated First

Directional Derivative Gradient

Experiments have been reported on the aecuracy of estimates
of“

the orientation of"

step and ramp edgcs using a number of gradient operators ( Zuniga and Haralick (l987)

). In particular, it has been shown that an implementation of the integrated first direc-

tional derivative gradient operator V(y + lä-Vzy) with a Gram approximation cubic po-

lynomial y(r,c), yields a very significant reduction in edge orientation estimate bias as

compared with other gradient operators, including the standard cubic facct gradient op-

erator Vy, also implemented with Gram polynomials.

In addition to improved zero—crossing angular localization, it is shown in this sec-

tion that the magnitude of' the integrated operator V(y+léV*y) possescs as well a

number of' desirable characteristics and advantages when compared with the magnitude

of the standard operator Vy . These advantages become clear when comparing the step

edge response and the unit width line response ofthe operators. These include:

l. Relative insensitivity of the magnitude response to edge or line orientation.
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2. Some situations that give rise to false zero-crossings when using the Standard oper-

ator Vy are avoidcd when using the integrated operator V(y + V9)

3. Redueed scnsitivity to noise ( shown in section 5.4 ).

Figure 43 on page 133 and Figure 44 on page 134 illustrate how edge and line ori-

entation afTect the value of" the response of" the standard direetional derivative öy/öp ac-

cross the edge or line. Figure 45 on page 135 and Figure 46 on page 136 illustrate the

same for the integrated direetional derivative (y + V9) . The size of' the opera-

tors is 5 x 5 pixels. It is clear from observing the edge and line response of the operators,

that the integrated operator is much less sensitive to edge and line oricntation than the

standard operator. This is consistent with earlier results ( Zuniga and llaralick (1987)

) showing that edge oricntation estimate bias of the integrated operator V(y+-QLV9)

is significantly lower than the bias of' the standard gradient operator Vy . We have veri-

fied that these observations apply as well for larger operators. The value of L used in the
S

(2N+ 1)x(2N+ 1) Integrated operator is L = 0.36(2N + 1). This value of L minimizes the

edge oricntation estimate bias of' the Integrated operator V(y + V9).

Figure 47 on page 137 shows the responses of' the first direetional derivative öy/öp

, and the third direetional derivative 69/öp* for a 45 degree step edge. Figure 48 on page

138 shows the responses of the integrated first direetional derivative gz-(y+%V9)

and third direetional derivative 89/öp’. Figure 49 on page 139 shows zero-crossing dis-

placement from the neighborhood center as a function of edge displacement. The oper-

ator size was 5x5 pixels. According to the discussion in section 5.3.1 an edge candidate

pixel should have a zero-crossing sufiiciently near to the pixel’s center and such that the

first direetional derivative and third direetional derivative have opposite signs. From

Figure 47 on page 137, Figure 48 on page 138, and Figure 49 on page 139 we can ob-
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serve that as expected a zero-crossing meeting the above conditions oceurs when the

edge passes within a pixel's boundaries, but when using the standard first directional

derivative öy/öp a zero-crossing meeting the conditions also oceurs when the edge is

displaced by 2 pixels. This problem is caused by the change of sign of the first derivative

öy/öp that oceurs when the edge is displaced by 2 pixels ( see Figure 47 on page 137 ).

This problem does not occur when using the integrated first derivative

(ysinceits step edge response deereases smoothly to zero as edge displacement increases

as shown in Figure 48 on page l38. Again, we have verified the same behavior with

larger neighborhood sizes and different edge orientations. ln general, with a (ZX-1-1)

by (2N+ 1) neighborhood, the change in sign in öy/öp oceurs when the edge is displaced

by about N pixels.

5.3.5 Gradient Threshold Selection

Distinguishing zero-crossings of the second directional derivative, arising from a real

physical event on the scene, from zero-crossings produced by image noise requires that

a decision be made as to what minimum value of zero-crossing strength ( gradient

strength ) should be considered as indicative that a valid edge has occurred. The presence

of random noise in the image data causes the approximating polynomial and its deriva-

tives to become random variables. Thus the gradient threshold selection problem be-

comes statistical in nature.

As indicated in the previous sections, the observed gray level intensity function f(r,c)

is approximated locally in a (2X+ l)X(2N+ 1) neighborhood by a bivariate cubic po-

lynomial y(r,c) which minimizes the weighted residual error

S*= §:vw(r,c)(/(r,c) —_y(r,c))' . lf image noise is modeled as additive independent
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Gaussian with variance V(r,c) = 6*/w(r,c), then y(r,c) is a minimum variance unbiased

estimate of the true but unknown gray level intensity Function of which f'(r,c) is the ob-

scrvcd value.

Let K = (2N+ l)* be the ncighborhood size. Then according to the derivations in

appendix B, the wcighted residual error 3* has a ;(*(K — 10) distribution. Furthermore,

under the hypothesis of zero gradient ( no edge present ) the estimatcd squared gradient

IVyI* ( or IV(y+%V*y)I* if the integrated directional derivative is uscd ) evaluatcd

at the origin divided by its variance ka* has a ;(*(2) distribution, where k is given by

iv .v iv iv

k =, 1\I?(r,c)/w(r,c)= .\I3(r,c)/w(r,c) (5.52)
r=—N (,=—N r=—.\' 4~.=—,\’

and M,(r,c) and M,(r,c) are the convolution kernels used to C0mpUt¢ the partial deriva-

tives aV16V and aV16e ( or 3% (V + Jg- vw and ä (V + v=V) ir the integrated direc-
tional derivative is uscd ) at the origin. Then, under thc hypothesis ofzero gradicnt, the

statistics

v * 2it, = —%l-LL-— (5.53)
/:,3 /(K — 10)

and

L2 2 2IV(y + V Y) I /2
x2 = *··T—·—l (5.54)

k23 /(K — IO)

have F,‘,,_„, distributions.
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lf 6* is assumcd to remain constant from neighborhood to neighborhood, then

better results can often be obtained by replacing S* by IP, the average of the residuals

5* over M non-overlapping neighborhoods. ln this case, the above statistics have

distributions.

ln chapter 3, a Bayesian decision procedure was developed in order to select a

threshold on the statistic x. This procedure selects a threshold x = 1 that equalizes the

aposteriori probabilitics of zero gradient I’(zIx = 1) , and non-zero gradient P(nzIx = 1)

5.4 Experiments

Wc present in this section a number of experimcnts to study the elfectiveness of the

integrated directional dcrivative technique and the Bayesian gradient threshold selection

technique, in improving the detection of zero-crossings, when used with llaralick’s

zero-crossing of second directional dcrivative edge detcctor, under noisy conditions in a

computer generated test image, and with real images.

5.4.1 Test image

We use a test image of size 128 by 128 pixels, similar to that used by Kitchen and Ro-

senfeld (1981) for edge detector evaluation. This image, shown in Figure 50 on page

140, consists of four concentric bright rings on a dark background. The rings gray level

is 140 and the background gray level is 115. The central dark circle diametcr is 16 pixels
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and it is surrounded by four bright rings of width 8 pixels, separated from each other

by 8 pixels width of background. This image was originally generated as a 512 by 512

image and then rcduccd to size 128 by 128, by replacing each 4 by 4 block with a single

pixel having the average gray level of the block.

Independent zero-mean Gaussian noise was added to the test image at four different

signal to noise ratios: 1, 5, 20, and 100. The signal to noise ratio is defined using Pratt's

measure (1979)

sivzz = (§ )’

where h is the edge contrast and 6 is the noise standard deviation. The contrast h for the

test image is 25 and the standard deviation 6 is adjusted to give the selected values of

signal to noise ratio. The noisy images are shown in Figure 51 on page 141.

5.4.2 Edge operator parameters

The zero-crossing of second directional derivative edge detector, described in section

5.3, has a number of parametcrs that must be set when applying the operator to an im-

age. These parametcrs are the neighborhood size, zero-crossing radius p„ , gradient

threshold, and choice of standard gradient or integrated directional derivative gradient.

The experiments reported in this section show how the choice of parameter values

affect the performance of the edge dctector. Results are shown with neighborhood sizes

of 5x5 and 7x7 pixels, zero·crossing radius ,0,, ranging from 0.3 to 1.0, in 0.1 increments,

and 15 gradient thresholds from 0.lt to 10t, where t is the threshold on the E„,„_,„, sta-
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tistic obtained by the Bayesian Gradient threshold selection technique explained in sec-

tion 5.3, with both Standard gradient and integrated directional derivativc gradient.

5.4.3 Performance Measures

The performance measures used are the probability of the edge operator assigning

an edge given that an edge is present P(.·\ElE), the probability of assigning no-edge when

no edge is present P(ANE|NE), and the average of these two probabilities which we will

refer to as the probability of correct detection.

ln order to compute these probabilities, edge images produced by the edge detector

are compared against the ideal edge image shown in Figure 52 on page 142. This ideal

edge image is obtained by setting a pixel as an edge pixel if an edge passes through it

at a distance no farther than 0.5 from the pixel's center. The generation of the ideal edge

image is made possible by our complete knowledge about the geometry of the test image.

5.4.4 Performance Under Noise

Figure 53 on page 143 and Figure 54 on page 144 display curvcs in the l’(AE|E)

vs P(ANE|NE) plane, obtained by varying the gradient threshold while keeping constant

the zero·crossing radius p„ and the signal to noise ratio SNR. Figure 53 on page 143

corresponds to the 5x5 operators and Figure 54 on page 144 corresponds to the 7x7

operators. Each curve is marked at the place where the gradient threshold coincides with

that obtained by the Bayesian gradient threshold technique. Notice the Bayesian. thres-

hold occurs near the desired place at the elbow of the curvcs, where the probability of
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correct detection is maximized. As expected the probability of correct detection in-

creases as the SXR increases. Also notice the improvement in detection when the inte-

grated directional derivative is used instead ofthe Standard derivative.

Figure 55 on page 145 and Figure 56 on page 146 display eurves in the P(AE|E)

vs I’(ANE|NE) plane obtained by varying the zcro·crossing radius p„ while keeping

constant the gradient threshold and the SNR. Figure 55 on page 145 corrcsponds to the

5x5 Integrated operators and Figure 56 on page 146 corrcsponds to the 7x7 Integrated

operators. Several eurves are shown for gradient thresholds corresponding to 0.25t, 0.5t,

t, and 2t, where t is the Bayesian threshold, and SXR values of 1, 5, 20, and 100. Each

curve is marked at the place where the zero-crossing radius is 0.7.

Figure 57 on page 147 and Figure 58 on page 148 show probability of correct de-

tection as a Function o1”F·statistic threshold, which is expressed as a multiple o1'the

Bayesian threshold. Figure 57 on page 147 corrcsponds to the 5x5 operators and

Figure 58 on page 148 corrcsponds to the 7x7 operators. We notice, as with Figure 53

on page 143 and Figure 54 on page 144, that the probability of correct detection is

maximized at a place near the Bayesian threshold. This is more pronounced when using

the Integrated derivative. Again, probability of correct detection increases as SNR in·

creases and when the Integrated derivative is used instead of the Standard derivative.

Also, the 7x7 operators yield larger probability of correct detection than the smaller 5x5

operators. ln a real image situation, however, scene objects size must be taken in con-

sideration when selecting the size of the operator.

Figure 59 on page 149 and Figure 60 on page 150 show probability of correct de-

tection as a function of zero-crossing radius po for the 5x5 and 7x7 operators. We ob-

serve that a radius of 0.5 is near optimal for low values of SNR, but a radius of 0.7 is

better for high values o1”SNR.
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The results of applying the 5x5 and 7x7 operators to the noisy ring images are

shown in Figure 61 on page 151 and Figure 62 on page 152. The threshold used was

the Bayesian threshold, and the zero-crossing radius was 0.7.

5.4.5 Real Images

We conclude by presenting in Figure 66 on page 156 through Figure 71 on page

161 the results of applying 5x5 and 7x7 edge operators to the aerial images shown in

Figure 63 on page 153, Figure 64 on page 154, and Figure 65 on page 155. Each image

is 8 bits and the sizes are 256x256, 256x256, and 300x300 pixels respectively. Thc first

image corresponds to an urban scene from Baton Rouge, Louisiana. llouses in this im-

age appear as dark rectangular objects and car ports appear as bright rectangular ob-

jects. The last two images are urban scenes from Sunnyvale, California containing

several bright buildings. The gradient threshold used was the Bayesian threshold and the

zero-crossing radius was 0.5. ‘

Two things are worth noticing. Firstly, for the Baton Rouge scene some houses in

the lower right quarter of the image are missed by the standard cubic faeet edge operator

while they are correctly detected by the integrated operator. Secondly, for the Sunnyvale

images the automatically selected Bayesian gradient threshold, working with the stand-

ard cubic edge operator, tends to be too low resulting in an excessive number of edges.

This is more pronounced for the 5x5 operators. The results are significantly better for

the integrated operator.
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5.5 Conclusions

Scveral least-squares Function approximation methods using polynomials orthogo-

nal over finite and infinite intervals have been analized. lt has been shown that these

approximation methods yield polynomial coeflicients that can be computed through

convolution with derivatives oF Gaussian or roughly Gaussian Functions. Ilaralick's

edge operator based on zero-crossing oF second dircctional derivatives oF a discrcte

Chebyshev cubic Facet can be readily generalized to other approximation types.

lt was shown that the order oF approximation afTects the Functional Form oFthe es-

timatcd derivatives. In particular, a llermite, ie., Gaussian-weighted, least-squares ap-

proximation oF the image F with a first-order polynomial yields an estimate oF first

dircctional derivative öjlöu equal to f * (6G/öu) . Image approximation with a third-

order polynomial, however, produccs an estimate oF 8/7611 equal to

f * 2%-(G--;-V*G) and cstimatcs oF second dircctional derivative 077öu* and third

dircctional derivative öf/]öu‘ given byf * (6*6/öu°) andf * (ö°G/8u*) respcctively.

Finally, we demonstrated that the use in llaraliek's edge operator oF the integrated

dircctional derivative technique developed in chapter 3 and the Bayesian gradient thrcs-

hold selection technique developed in chapter 4, result in improved detection and local-

ization oF zero-crossings. Advantages oF the Integrated dircctional derivative over the

Standard derivative include improved angular localization, reduced sensitivity to noise,

relative inscnsitivity to edge or line orientation, and smooth approach to zero oFthe step

edge response as edge displacemcnt increases, which prevents creation oF some False

zero-crossings. Experiments with artificially generated noisy images show that filtering

the zero-crossings oF Haralick's edge operator using the automatically generated Baye-
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sian threshold on the integrated directional derivative gradient produces edge images

with near optimal probability
oI”

correct edge detection.
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Figure 42. shows the function gk(x) for N · l and values of lt of l, 2, 3, and 4.
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Figure 43. shows the edge response of the standard directional derivative operator accross the
edge: Edge orientaüons are 0, I5, 30, and 45 degrecs.
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Figure 44. shows unit width line response ol' the standard directional derivative operator accross the
line: Line oricntaüons are 0, 15, 30, and 45 dcgrees.
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Figure 45. shows the edge response of the integrated directional derivative operator accross the
edge: Edge oricntations are 0, I5, 30, and 45 degrees.
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Figure 46. shows the unit width line response of the integrated directional derivative accross the
line: Edge orientaüons are 0, I5, 30, and 45 degrees.
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Figure 47. shows the responses of the Iirst directional derivative, and the third directional
derivative: Step edge at 45 degrees.
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Figure 48. shows the responses of the integrated first directional derivative, and the third directional
derivative: Step edge at 45 dcgrees.
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Figure 49. shows zero-crossing displacement from the neighborhood center as a function of edge dis-
p acemcnt.
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3Figure50. shows the computer generated test image.
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Fagure Sl. shows the nonsy test nmagesz SSR values are 1, 5, 20, and 100.
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Figure 52. shows the ideal test edge image.
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Figure S3. shows curves of constant zero~crossing radius and SNR, and varying gradient threshold for
the 5x5 opcrators.
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Figure 54. shows curves of constam zero-crossing radius and SNR, and varying gradicnt threshold for
the 7x7 operators.
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Figure 55. shows eurves of constant gradient threshold and SN R, and varying zero-crossing radius for
the 5x5 integrated operators.
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Figure 56. shows curves of constant gradient threshold and SNR, and varying zero-crossing radius for
the 7x7 integrated operators.
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Figure 57. shows probability of correct detection as a function of F-statistic threshold for the 5x5 op-
erators.
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Figure 58. shows probability of correct detection as a function of F-statistic threshold for the 7x7 op-
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Figure 60. shows probability of correct detection as a function of zero-crossing radius for the 7x7 op-
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..Figure61. shows the 5x5 operators applied to the noisy test images.
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Figure 66. shows the 5x5 operators applied to the Baton Rouge scene: (a) Standard Cubic (b) Inte-
grated Directional Derivative
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Figure 67. shows the 7x7 operators applied to the Baton Rouge scene: (a) Standard Cubic (b) Inte-
grated Directional Derivative
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Figure 68. shows the 5x5 operators applied to the Sunnyvale scene: (a) Standard Cubic (b) Integrated
Directional Derivative
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Chapter 6

CORNER DETECTION

6. I Introductiorz

The detection of comers in images has been shown to be extremely useful for com-

puter vision tasks. lluertas (1981) uses comers to detcct buildings in aerial images.

Nagel and Enkelmann (1982) use corner points to determine displacement vectors from

a pair of consccutive images taken in time sequence. Much of the past research in cor-

ner detection has relied on prior segmentation of the image and subsequent analysis of

region boundaries. Rutkowski and Rosenfeld (1978) provide a comparison of several

corner detection techniques along those lines.

More recent research has focused on developing "gray tone corner detectors" which

detcct comers by operating directly on the gray tone image. As Kitchen and Rosenfeld

(1980) point out, the main advantage of such corner detectors is that their performance

is not dependent on the success or failure of a prior segmentation step. Among the
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earliest such corner detectors is Beaudet's DET operator (1978) which responds signif-

icantly near corner and saddle points and Moravec's Interest Operator (1977) which re-

turns regions which are local maxima of a directional variance mcasure. Kitchen and

Rosenfeld report results using several operators which mcasure cornerness by the prod-

uct of gradicnt magnitude and rate of change of gradicnt direction. Dreschler and Nagel

(1981) investigate points lying between extrema of Gaussian curvature as suitable can-

didates for corner points.

Our approach to corner detection is based on the facet model for digital images

(llaralick (1980), Haraliclt and Watson (1981)). The basic philosophy of this model de-

rives from recognizing that the discrete set of values which form the digital image are the

result of sampling and quantizing a real-valued function f defined on the domain of the

image which is a bounded and connected subset of the real plane. Thus, any property

associated with a pixel or a neighborhood of pixel values should be evaluated by relating

it to the property of the corresponding gray tone surface f which underlies the neigh-

borhood. This involves estimating the surface function f locally, from the neighborhood

samples available to us. The most natural way of accomplishing this is by assumming

a parametric form for f and then estimating its associated parameters. ln this disserta-

tion we have chosen to approximate the gray tone surface f by a eubic polynomial in the

row and column coordinates of the neighborhood array. More precisely for each

neighborhood, f is assumed to be of the form:

K1
+ Kzr + KJC

+ K_,r2 + Ksrc +
Kgcz (6°l)

+ Kyrs + Ksrzc + Kqrcz +K,0c3
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We investigate that property of a pixel which we will call "cornerness". Suppose for

instance that we are shown an aerial photograph of a city and are asked to identify

corners in it. Our attention would be likely drawn lirst to objects such as buildings

where the concept of corners expresses itself very clearly in a natural way. Two walls

of a building meet usually at 90 degrees and we would declare the intersection point to

be a corner. But there are other places where we would see corners as well, where the

shadows due to two adjacent walls meet, where two roads interseet, in a patch of lield

of a certain shape, etc. In general what we are usually inclined to call a corner occurs

where two edge boundaries meet at a certain angle or where the direction of an edge

boundary is changing very rapidly. We associate corners therefore with two things: the

occurence of an edge and signilicant changes in edge direction.

These two concepts have a very straight-forward and clear meaning under the facet

model. Edges under this model have been investigated by Haralick (1980). ln particular

a step edge operator based on zero-crossing of second directional derivatives has been

developed by llaralick (1982) with very encouraging results even in such dillicult im-

agery as aerial scenes. Edge direction is most naturally expressed as a direction orthog-

onal to the gradient direction at the point of occurrence of an edge.

Section 6.2 describes the essentials of l·laralick’s zero-crossing of second directional

derivative step edge detector which we will use as part of the comer detection process.

ln section 6.3 we describe several comer detectors based on the facet model and in sec-

tion 6.4 we present our experimental results and comparison against the Kitchen-Ro-

senfeld and Dreschler-Nagel comer detectors.
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6.2 Zero-Crossing of Second Directional Derivative Edge

Detection.

Under the facet model step cdges occur at relative extrema in first dircctional de-

rivative of the continuous gray tone function f underlying a given ncighborhood ofpixel

values. Relative extrema in first dircctional derivative can reveal themselves as zero-

crossings of the second dircctional derivative. More prccisely, a pixel is marked as an

edge pixel if in the pixel's immediate area there is a negatively sloped zero crossing of the

second dircctional derivative taken in thc direction of the gradient (llaralick (1982)). lt

has been shown that this kind of edge detector can rcspontl to weak but spatially peaked

gradients.

ln the discussion that follows we consider a local row and column coordinate system

centered at each pixel ncighborhood with the positive row axis pointing down and the

positive column axis pointing to the right. Thus for a (2N+ 1) by (2N + 1) ncighborhood

the row and column index set is [ -N, ·(N-1),..., -1, 0, 1,..., X·l, N l.

Given a graytone intensity function f defined in the row and column coordinate

system of a given pixel ncighborhood, the gradient vector function Vf is given by

w= tä . (6.2)

Consider the direction vector ( sin 0, cos 8), which makes an angle 0 measured clockwise

with the column axis. lt is well known that the dircctional derivativef’,(r, c) of f in the

direction 0 can be evaluated as the component of the gradient Vf along the direction

vector, that is
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‘
6

f'0(r,c) = sin 6 + cos 6 (6.3)

Likcwisc, thc second dircctional dcrivative f
”,(r,

c) of f in the direction 6 can bc readily

evaluated as:

„ özf . 2 Zözf . özf 2
f 0(r,c)=-E-E-sin 6+msm6c0s6+-(;·cos6 (6.4)

Let us consider points (r,c) on a line passing through the point (r„_c„) in thc direction

6. Then:

r=r0+psin6, c=co+pcos6 (6.5)

We take 6 to be thc gradient anglc at (r„_c„) . Hcnce

öf_' (wo)
6 = tan •T—*-* (6.6)

Using the cubic polynomial approximation of f' given in section 6.1 thc gradicnt angle 6

becomes:

0 =

tan_l K2 + 2K4}°o + KSCO + 3K7l°ä +2K8r0coK3

+ Ksfo + 2K6C0 + Ksfä + ZKQFOCO + BKIOCO

and
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f"gln C)
sin20 + 2K8 sin 0 cos 0 + K9 cos20)r6

+ 2(K8 sin20 + 2K9 sin 0 cos 0 + 3K,o cos20)c0 (6.8)

+ 2(K4 sin28 + K6 sin 0 cos 8 + K6 cos20)

+ 6(K7 sin36 + IQ sinzß cos 8 + K9 sin 0 cos20 + Km cos30)p

lience, we declare the point (r„_c„) to be an edge point if for some p, Ipl < p„ , where p„

is slightly smaller than the length ofthe side ofa pixcl,f’„(r,,_c„,p) aß 0 ,f"„(r,,_c„6p) = 0 and

f"',(r„_c,„p) < 0 , the negatively slopcd zero crossing off".

6.3 C0rnc1· Detectors

As previously discusscd, under the facet model corners occur at edge points where

a signilicant change in gradicnt direction takes place. Now, this change in gradicnt di-

rection should ideally be measured as an incremcntal change along the edge boundary.

We do not desire, however, to perform boundary following since that would require a

prior segmcntation step. There are several ways in which we have tried to circumvent

this problem based on the realization that according to our model the direction of an

edge point, that is the tangent to the edge boundary at that point, is orthogonal to the

gradicnt vector at that same point. The simplest approach is to compute the incremcntal

change in gradicnt direction along the tangent line to the edge at the point which is a

corner candidate. The second approach is to evaluate the incremcntal change along the

contour line which passes through the corner candidate. Finally we can compute the

instantaneous rate of change in gradicnt direction in the direction of the tangent line.
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In what follows we investigate each of these approaches. ln all of them the analysis is

based on a continuous surface f obtained by least squares fitting an NxN square ncigh-

borhood centered around the corner candidate pixel to the cubic polynomial described

in equation (6.1).

The properties of those points away from the ncighborhood center and possibly

outside the pixel itself have been computed by two different methods:

1. Using the surface fit from the central ncighborhood.

2. Using the surface fit from the ncighborhood centered around the pixel closcst to the

tested point.

Although the first method is computationally less expcnsive than the second one,

the possibility of better accuracy exists in the second one.

4
6.3.1 Incremental Change Along Tangent Line

Considcr a row-column coordinate system centered at the corner candidate point.

Let 0(r,c) be the gradient direction at coordinates (r,c) and let 0,= 0(0,0). Then

( sin 0,,, cos 0,) is a unit vector in the direction of the gradient at the origin. lf the origin

is an edge point, the tangent line to the edge boundary which passes through it has di-

rection given by (- cos 0,, sin 0,) and an arbitrary point lying on that line is

p( — eos 0,, sin 0,) .

Considcr two points P, = (r,, 6,), P, = (r,, 6,), equidistant to the origin and lying on

the tangent line. ( See Figure 72 on page 177 ). P, and P, are given by

-R( — cos 0,, sin 0,) and R( — cos 0,, sin 0,) respectively where R is the distance from
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each point to the origin. If R is not too large we can expect the true boundary to lie

not too far away from either P, or P, . ln this case a suitable test to decide whether the

origin (0,0) is a corner point would involve meeting the following two conditions:

( 1) (0.0). (r„.C„). (r.. C.) ¤rC CdgC 1>¤i¤tS

(2) For a given threshold Q, I0(r,, c,) — 0(r,, c.)l > Q

6.3.2 Ineremental Change Along Contour Line

It is reasonable to assume that points on the edge boundary to each side of the

comcr point and close to it are likely to have similar gray tone intensitics. This moti-

vates us to approximate the edge boundary by the contour line f(r,c)=f(0,0) which

passes through the comcr candidate point at the origin of the coordinate system.

We consider two points P, = (r,, c,) and P, = (r,, c,) equidistant to the origin and ly-

ing on the contour line instead of the tangent line as in section lll.l ( See Figure 73 on

page 177 ). Let 8(r,c) be the gradient direction at coordinatcs (r,c).

The test to decide whether the origin (0,0) is a corner point is similar to the one used

in the previous approach. That is, (0,0) is declared to be a corner point if the following

two conditions are satisfied:

(1) (0.0). (n. C.). (r.. C.) arc CdgC 1>¤i¤tS

(2) For a given threshold Q, I0(r,, c,) — 8(r,, c,)l > Q
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This approach is computationally more expensive than the previous one due to the need

of intersecting the cubic curve f(r,c)= {(0,0) (the contour line) with the quadratic curve

rz + c' = Rz in order to determine the points P, and P, a distance R from the origin.

6.3.3 Instantaneous Rate of Change

Let 0(r,c) bc the gradient direction at coordinates (r,c) and let 0’_(r, c) be the first

directional derivative of 0(r,c) in the direction a. We can compute 0’,(r, c) as follows.

Let f(r,c) be the surface function underlying the neighborhood of pixel values cen-

tered at the corner candidate pixel. Let [(r,c) and j§(r,c) denote the row and column

partial derivatives offi Consider the line passing through the origin in the direction 11.

An arbitrary point in this line is given by p( sin a, cos a) and the gradient direction at

that point is given by

_ _ f(psina,pcosa),_. 1;.i..6(p sm oz, p cos a) tan Mp Sin a, P COS a) (6.9)

which can be written as:

- .ß(0)0 =(
‘—

6.10(0) an Mp) ( )

Differentiating with respect to the parameter p results in

, f(0)f' (0) —f(0)f' (0)6 (0) (6.11)
J? (0) +ß (0) _

Using the cubic polynomial approximation for f given in section 6.1 we have:
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_ß(p) = K2 + (ZK, sin oz + K, cos a)p + (3K, sinzcx + 2K3 sin oz cos cz + K9 cos2a)p2

_ß(p) = K3 + (K3 sin a + 2K6 cos a)p + (K3 sinza + 2K9 sin oz cos cz + 3Km cos a)p2

f',(p) = (2K, sin a + K, cos a) + 2(3K2 sinza + ZK, sin a cos a + + K9 cos2a)p

f'„(p) = (K, sin cz + 2K6 cos a) + 2(K, sinza + 2K9 sin oz cos oz + 3K,o cos a)p

The rate of change of gradient direction in the direction a evaluated at the origin (

p= 0 ) is then:

'
K(2K sina+Kcosa)—K(K sina+2K cosa)8 I(0) = (6.12)

A, + A,

We are interested in the value of 0'_(0) when the direction oz is orthogonal to the

gradient direction at the origin (the edge direction). Since (K,, K,) is the gradient vector

at the origin, ( —K,, K,) is a vector orthogonal to it, and

a = tan" (6.13)[*2

Finally using equation (6.13) in equation (6.12) wc obtain

-2 K2 - K K K KZK
0'a(0) = (814)

\/ (K2 + K3)

The test to decide whether the origin (0,0) is a corner point is as follows. We declare

(0,0) to be a corner point if the following two conditions are satisfied:
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(1) (0,0) is an edge point

(2) For a given threshold Q, I0’_(0)I > Q .

6.4 Experimental Results

We evaluate the performance of the various facet model based gray tone corner

detectors by applying them to two digital images. The first one represents a set of arti-

ficially generated rectangular shapes at various orientations. The second one is a real

aerial image of an urban scene. The first image is 90x90 pixels and contains rectangular

shapes of 20x20 pixels with orientations ranging from 0 to 90 degrees in 10 degrees in-

crements. The rectangles have gray tone intensity 175 and the background has gray tone

intensity 75. Independent Gaussian noise with zero mean and standard deviation 10 has

been added to this image. Delining the signal to noise ratio as 10 times the logarithm

of the range of signal divided by the standard deviation of the noise, the artifically gen-

erated image has a 10 DB signal to noise ratio. The perfect and noisy versions are shown

in Figure 74 on page 178.

Section 6.4.1 illustrates the performance of the various facet model based gray tone

corner detectors. Section 6.4.2 compares the performance of the best facet model based

gray tone comer detector against the performance of the best Kitchen-Rosenfeld gray

tone corner detector and the Dreschler-Nagel corner detector. It is shown that the facet

model based gray tone corner detector performs best on the basis of probability of cor-

rect assignment.
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6.4.1 Facet Model Based Comer Deteetors

Each of the corner detector techniques discussed in section lll was applied to the

artifieially generated noisy image using a neighborhood size of 7x7 pixels and a gradient

strength threshold for edge detection equal to 20. The choice of neighborhood size de-

pends on the size of the objects in the scene, degree of fit, and noise level. The 7x7

neighborhood used in our experiments is small enough to adequately represcnt the edges

and corners of the objects in the scene with a eubic fit, and large enough to effectively

protect against graytone variations due to noise. A gradient strength threshold is needed

to eliminate those edges and corners due to noise. The values of gradient threshold used

in these experiments were obtained interactively. A procedure for automatic gradient

threshold selection based on a eubic facet image model is described elsewhere ( Zuniga

and llaralick ). lf the gradient exceeds the threshold value and a zero-crossing occurs

in a direction of i 14.9 degrees of the gradient direction within a circle of radius one

pixel length centered at the point of test then this point is declared to be an edge point.

The value of these parameters are the result of experiments performed by llaraliek with

zero-crossing of second directional derivative edge operators ( llaralick, (1982) ).

Two conditional probabilities are computed in order to evaluate the performance

of the comer deteetors. The first one is the conditional probability of assigning a comer

within a given distance d from the true comer given that there is a true corner. We de-

note this probability by P(A|T). The second one is the conditional probability of there

being a true comer within a given distance d of an assigned comer when a corner is as-

signed. This probability is denoted by P(T|A). The experiments with the artifieially gen-

erated image show that as the threshold for gradient direction change increases, l’(A|T)

decreases and P(T|A) increases. We select that threshold which equalizes as best as
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possible P(A|T) and P(T|A). This choice ofthreshold results in a maximum assignment

oftrue corners while keeping false assignments to a minimum.

A true corner is delined as the interior pixel in the rectangular shape where two

adjacent sidcs meet. Table 1 shows the probability ofcorrect corner assignment for each

case for distances d=0 and d= 1. This table shows that a very high percentage of the

assigned comer points are guaranteed to lie within one pixel distance from the true cor-

ner point. The method which performs best is the one which measures changes in gra-

dient direction as incremental changes along a contour line and which computes

properties oftested points away from the neighborhood center using the surface lit from

the neighborhood centercd around the pixel closest to the tested point. Surprisingly the

next best is the simplest one, which uses incremental changes along the tangent line and

properties from the same corner candidate central neighborhood for all the tested points

in the tangent line.

6.4.2 Comparison With Other Gray Tone Corner Detectors

The performance of the best facet model based corner detector according to Table

l has been compared against the performance of two recently developed gray tone cor-

ner detectors: the Kitchen·Rosenfeld comer detector (1980) and the Dreschler-Nagel

comer detector (1982).

Kitchen and Rosenfeld investigated several techniques for gray tone corner de-

tection. Each one computed for every pixel in the image a measure of cornemess and

then corners were obtained by thresholding. Their best results are obtained by measur-

ing cornerness by the product of gradient magnitude and instantaneous rate of change

in gradient direction evaluatcd from a quadratic polynomial gray tone surface lit.
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Dreschler and Nagel detect corners by the following procedure: For each pixel in

the image compute its Gaussian curvature. This is done by doing a local quadratic po-

lynomial fit for each pixel and computing the llessian matrix. The Gaussian curvature

is the product of the main curvaturcs (eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix). Next, lo-

cations of maximum and minimum Gaussian curvaturcs are found. A pixel is declarcd

to be a corner if the following conditions are satisfied:

l. lt has the stccpcst slope along the line which connccts the location ofthc maximum

with the location of the minimum of Gaussian curvature. (This is done only for

extrema lying within a given radius from the corner candidate pixel.).

2. The gray tone intensity at the location of maximum Gaussian curvature is larger

than the gray tone intensity at the location of minimum Gaussian curvature.

3. The orientation of the main curvature which changes sign between the two extrema,

points into the direction of the associated extremum.

Figure 75 on page I79 illustrates thc results of applying the facct model based,

Kitchen~Rosenfcld, and Dreschler-Nagel gray tone corner detectors to thc artificially

generated noisy image. ln all cases we use a cubic polynomial fitting on a 7x7 neigh-

borhood. A slight modification of the Kitchen-Rosenfeld comer dctector is also re-

ported which allows considering only points whose gradient exceeds a given threshold.

This results in a substantial improvement over the original Kitchen-Rosenfeld method.

The Dreschler-Nagel comer dctector was the most sensitive to noise and also a gradient

threshold had to be used. Since all three methods being compared use the same cubic

polynomial surface fit and the same 7 x 7 neighborhood size, the same gradient threshold

of 20 was used in each of them to minimize the effects of the noise. The search for
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Gaussian curvature extrema was done in a 5x5 neighborhood. Table 2 shows the prob-

ability of correct corner assignment for each case. The best results according to this

table are obtaincd by using the facet model based corner detector, next comes the

Kitchen·Rosenfeld corner detector. The DreschIer·Nagel corner detector pcrforms the

worst.

Finally Figure 76 on page I80 illustrates the results obtaincd by applying each of

these corner detcctors to tlic aerial image. In all cases we use a cubic polynomial Iitting

on a 7 x 7 neighborhood. Gradient thresholds are equal to I6.

6.5 Conclusions .

We have investigated various approaches for gray tone corner detection which are

based on the facet model. Wc have compared their performance with the Kitchen-Ro-

senfeld and the Dreschler-Nagel gray tone corner detcctors. For the artilicially gener-

atcd image, thc facet model based gray tone corner detector pcrforms better than both

the Kitchen-Rosenfeld and the Dreschler-Nagel comer detcctors. For the real image the

facet model based corner detector and the Kitchen-Rosenfeld corner detector have sim-

ilar performances. Both perform better than the Dreschler-Nagel corner detector.

Further work needs to be done. We need to explore the relationship of basis func-

tion kind (polynomial, trigonometric polynomial, etc.), order of lit, and neighborhood

size to the goodness of üt. An statistical analysis of each of the techniques described

needs to be developed.
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Figure 72. illustrates two points equidistant to the origin and lying on the tangent line to the edge
boundary passing through it.
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Figure 73. illustrates two points equidistant to the origin and lying on the contour line to the edge
boundary passing through it.
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Frgure 75_ eompares the corner assugnments nn the aenal scene clockwnse from top-lcll: best facet
model, K1tchcn·Rosenfeld (wrth and wnthout Lhrcshold) and Drcschlcr-Nagel corner de-
tectors.
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P(AC|TC) P(TC|AC) Angle P(AC|TC) P(TC|AC) Angle
Threshold Threshold

lncrcmental
change along
tangent line.

Central 0.97 47° 0.278 0.25 55°
ncighborhood.

lncrcment = 3.50
pixels

lncrcmental
change along
tangent line.

Ncarest 0.97 0.97 67° 0.108 80°
neighborhood.
lncrement = 3.5

pixels
lncrcmental

change along
contour line.

Central 50° 0.278 0.294 63°
neighborhood.
1ncrement= 3.5

pixels
lncrcmental

change along
contour line.

Nearcst 0.97 0.97 76° 0.361 0.361 94°
neighborhood.
lncrement = 4

pixels

lnstantaneous
rate l3°/pixel 0.083 0.075 l6°/pixel

of change

Table 1. Compares the performance of the facet model based corner detectors. P(AC]TC) is the
conditional probability of assigning a comer given that there is a comer. P(TC|AC)
is the conditional probability of there being a true comer when a comer is assigned.
The parameter d is the maximum distance between assigned and true comers.
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P(AC|TC) P(TC|AC) P(AC|TC) 1’(TC|AC)

Best facet model
comcr dctcctor 0.97 0.97 0.361 0.361

gradicnt thrcshold = 20

Kitchcn·Roscnfc1d 0.36 0.36 0.055 0.021
No gradient threshold

Kitchen-Rosenfeld 0.83 0.84 0.055 0.05
gradient thrcshold = 20

Dresch1cr·Nagcl 0.33 0.35 0.055 0.059
gradicnt thrcshold = 20

Table 2. Compares the performance of the best facet model corner detector with the Kitchen-Ro-
senfeld and the Dresch1er~Nage1 comcr detectors.
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Chapter 7

DESCRIPTION

7.] Introduction

The presence of linear features and their spatial relationships provides a strong clue

for the recognition of man-made structures in aerial images. Given a low-level vision

system that extracts from the image data a set of oriented primitives, ie. edges, the task

of an intermediate-level vision system for extracting linear features can be decomposed

into two subtasks. The first one consists on the partitioning of the set of primitives into

perceptually significant groups. The second subtask consists in fitting each group to the

ideal feature sought.
C

One approach for solving this problem is presented in sections 7.3 and 7.4. Optimal

fitting of edge primitives to linear segments requires knowledge of the statistical prop-
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erties of the position and orientation of these primitives. Section 7.2 presents a statis-

tical analysis that provides the required knowledge based on a cubic facet model for the

image data, and additive independent Gaussian noise. lt is found that the joint distrib-

ution of edge position and orientation is approximately Normal.

In order to judge the signilicance of the extracted linear features, section 7.5 pre-

sents an statistical analysis of the position and orientation of the fitted linear segments.

lt is found that the joint distribution of linear segment position and orientation is also

approximately Normal. These results suggest that some grouping operations on linear

segments, for the purpose of extracting higher level primitives, can be carried out in the

same fashion as those operations that manipulate edges. An illustration of this, is fitting

a single segment to a number of collinear segments.

Section 7.6 describes the data structure used to represent and store the linear seg-

mcnts, and the descriptors associated with them. Section 7.7 illustratcs the application

of these methods to the extraction of linear features in acrial images and section 7.8

presents some conclusions.

7.2 Statistical Analysis of Edge position and orientation

We think of an edge as an oriented primitive (p, 6), in a coordinate system whose

origin is at the pixel's center( see Figure 77 on page 185 ). Randomness in the image

data introduces randomness in the estimate of position ,5, and orientation We study

in this section the joint distributional properties of these estimates.
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Figure 77. shows an edge as an oriented primitive with position relative to the pixel': center.
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7.2.1 Edge position

As described in section 5.3.1, the estimate of edge position is given by the distance

from the pixel's center of the zero-crossing of second directional derivative in the gradi-

ent direction. This distance is computed by the ratio of second to third directional de-

rivative of the approximating cubic polynomial, where the derivatives are evaluated at

the pixel's center. Thus,

(2)y (0)6=—%— (7.0 „
J'6 (0)

where y$*>(0) < 0, and 0 is the gradient direction.

The second and third directional derivatives are

y§2)==y0'°)sir120 + 2y"·‘> sin 6 cos 6 +
y‘°·**

cos20 (7.2)

sin20 cos 0 +
3y“'2)

sin 0 cos20 +_y(°'3) cos30

According to the results ofAppendix B, the partial derivatives y<'·ß(0) are distributed

according to a Normal distribution with mean g<'·/*(0) and variance kußz, where g is the

true but unknown underlying graylevel intensity function, and lt, is given by

N N
ki; = M§(r„¢)/w(r,c) » (7·3)

rx-N c¤—N

where M,,(r,c) is the convolution kernel used to compute the partial derivatives y"J>(0),

based on a neighborhood of (2N+ l)x(2N+ 1) pixels, 6* is the noise variance, and w(r,c)
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is a weight function defined for each type of orthogonal polynomial approximation, e.g.,

Discrete Chebyshev, Krawtchouk, etc.

Let A =y9*(0) and B =y$'*(0) . From appendix B, the second-order partials are un-

correlated. Therefore, given the gradient direction 0, B is a Normal variable with meanand variance«·§
- Vl1v§2’(0)|9J = kavz

where k, is

ks = kzo sin40 + 4ku sinzü cos20 + ko; cos°0
‘

(7.5)

Likewise, the third-order partials are uncorrelated. Therefore, given the gradient di-

rection 0, A is a Normal variable with mean and variance

6, —~ (7-6)

¤i = mé*’<o> I @1 = ki¤*

where k, is

k, = 11,,, SiI16Ü + 911,, Si!14Ü
¤¤$’6

+ 96,, $111*6 CO$40 + 16,, c¤$°6 (7.7)

Let us assume, at present, that it, == gf>(0) = 0 , that is, the edge is passing through

the pixel’s center. Therefore, from the analysis of Appendix D, the conditional distrib-

ution of the edge position estirnate fz given the gradient direction 8 is
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A ß -
az/2p(ß I 0) = ‘*—*— 8

==<ß’ + 21*1
7._I_ aßz e-¤’[1'/2<ß‘ + [Bem wß )

( 8)
1 A

where a == pl/6, and ß == 6,/cr,

This conditional distribution is unimodal and symmetric about the mode [1 = 0. It

is the sum of a Cauchy distribution and some form of exponential distribution. Strictly

speaking, the moments of any order ofp([1 I 0) do not exist. Fortunately, if the signal to

noise ratio is not excessively low, it can be shown that p([1 I 0) is approximately Normal.

To see this, assume that oz > > l, or equivalently ;r_, > > er), that is, the mean of the es-

timated third directional derivative is large compared to its standard deviation. We

should expect this condition to be met, unless the edge contrast is very poor. Under this

condition, most of the density p([1 I 0) is concentrated at values of [1 that satisfy

[1* < < ß* . Therefore,

^2 2PG)
I„[21I ß/a

In general lt, =/= 0, and p= — [1,/[4,,. Thus, replacing the values for cz and ß in the previous

expression, we have the approximate conditional distribution

I
_ A _ 2 2PG),

I 0)=lie (P P) /2(¤p/#.4) (7•9)
JZw 88/zu

Notice that this equation suggests that [1 is approximately independent of The ap-

proximate conditional mean and variance of the edge position estimate are

u,,=E[ß l
0]”=

p (710)
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7.2.2 Edge orientation

Edge orientation is given by the gradient orientation 0. Let A, and A, be the true,

but unknown partial derivatives of the graylevel intensity function. The estimated par-

tial derivatives A, and A, at the pixel’s center are

6
I

A, = Q? (0.0) (7-11)

A öy·

where y' =y if the Standard derivative is used, or y' =y +
-léV{y if the Integrated de-

rivative is used. _

Let G = ,/Af + Af be the estimated gradient. Then

^ 17sin 6 = —é (7.12)

^ Z1cos 0 =Ü

The estimated partials A, and A, are known to be distributed
as.

N(A,_k,„a*) and

N(A k„,o') respectively, where k„, = k,„ = k for a square neighborhood, and it is given by¢•

equation 7.3. If we assume that the expected value of the estimated gradient is much

greater than its variance, then sinÖ and cosÖ have a roximate Normal distributions.PP
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As previously stated, we expect this assumption to be correct unless the edge has very

poor contrast. Thus, sin6 is approximately N(;1,/G, k6*/G2) and cos6 is approximately

N(u./G, /<¤’/G') · ·
Therefore, sin(6 - 6) is approximately distributed as N(0, k6*/6*). For small values

of 6 — 6, _sin(6 — 6):6 - 6 , and thus, 6 is approximately distributed as N(6, k6*/G') .

To verify that our assumptions are not unrealistic, the reader should compare the

variance of the estimated gradient direction , given by 6}=k6*/6* with the experimental

results shown in Figure I5 on page 61, of chapter 3, for an edge orientation of 22.5 de-

grees. The predicted values of6} agree very closely with the experimental values. When

using the Integrated directional derivative, this agreement persists even when the noise

standard deviation 6 is close to the value of edge Contrast, suggesting robustness in our

procedure.

7.2.3 Joint distribution of edge position and orientation

The analysis of the previous two sections suggests thefollowing approxirnate joint

probability density function for the estimates ofposition 2:, and orientation 6 ofan edge.

p(p, 6) zwpco e ' e ° (7.13)

where the forms ii and 6 are approximately independent, and
u

k
(7.14)

pA

02 =L626 G2
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7.3 From Edges to Segments

7.3.1 Local Linking

Edge labeled pixels forrning one-dimensional spatial clusters are grouped or linked

into edge segments. Prior to this linking operation, edges are thinned by suppressing

non-maxima edge magnitudes accross the edge.
U

We defme an edge segment to be a sequence of 8-connected pixels occuring contin-

uously between two junctions, two end points, or one junction and one end point. We

define a junction as the point where three or more edge segments meet. An end point

is the pixel where only one edge segment originates or temiinates. To include closed

edge segments we allow an originating or terminating endpoint to be the same.

Any pixel in a edge segment which is not a junction or an end point is referred to

as an arc. An arc has a successor and a predecessor pixel any ofwhich can be either an

arc, a junction, or an end point. Whether a pixel is interpreted as an arc, junction, or .

end point is determined by the following criteria.

l. An arc pixel together with its successor and predecessor pixels form an angle of at

least ninety degrees.

2. A junction pixel together with any two of its neighboring arc pixels form an angle

of at least ninety degrees

3. Whenever there is a choice between four-connectedness and eight·connectedness,

four-connectedness is preferred.
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Application of these criteria is illustrated in Figure 78 on page 196 and all possible in-

terpretations are illustrated in Figure 79 on page 197.

The algorithm we use is based on a linked-list/hash·table data structure. Each edge

segment is assigned an identification number which is used as a hashing key. Each edge

segment has also a header node in the hash table which points to a linked list containing

the current sequence ofpixels which form the segment. Whenever a new pixel belonging

to the segment is found, it is added either to the head or to the tail of the segment linked

list according to the direction of the sequence. Several operations are implemented on

this linked-list/hash-table data structure which include adding nodes to the head or to

the tail of a linked list; merging two linked lists; reversing a linked list, and freeing the

nodes of a linked list. The linked~list/hash-table data structure is kept in memory and

contains the information for all the active edge segments. Whenever a segment becomes

inactive; ie, the entire sequence is completed; the edge segment is written to a file and

the nodes it occupies are freed. Only one pass through the image is required. A sum-

mary of the algorithm follows.

For each pixel in a top to bottom, left to right scan of the edge labeled image;

{

Determine if the pixel is an arc, a junction,

or an end point;
l

if arc; ·

· {

ifpredecessor (successor) has already been

added to a list;

add arc pixel to the tail (head) of list;
U
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}
else; see Figure 80 on page 198

{

start a new list;

assign a new identification number to it;

add arc pixel to the list;

}

if' both predecessor and successor have already been

added to different lists; see Figure 81 on page 199

{
add arc pixel to the tail of predecessor list;

merge predecessor and successor list;

keep the lowest identification number; „

}

}

if junction; ·

{
for each arc segment meeting at the junction;

{

if arc segment points to the east, south-east,

south or south·west; see Figure 80 on page 198

{

start a new list;

assign a new identification number to it;

add junction pixel to the list;

}
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else

if junction pixel is a successor;

add pixel to the tail of the arc list;

else;

add pixel to the head of the arc list;

}
}

}

ifend point;

{ 9
if' end point points to the east, south-east,

south or south-west; see Figure 80 on page 198

{

start a new list;

assign a new identification number to it;

add end point to the list;

}
else;

{

if end point is the successor of the

neighboring arc;

add pixel to the tail of the arc list;

else;

add pixel to the head of the arc list;

}
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~ }
Write to a file the lists of those arc segments

for which both end points and/or junctions have

been found;

Free the nodes for those lists;

}
end
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Figure 78. shown some edge labelings and their interpretatioh.
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Figure 81. shows the arcs that give rise to the merging oftwo lists.
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7.4 Linear Segment Extraction

The thinning and linking processes described in the previous section produce a set

of edge segments. Each segment is a set of connected edge primitives. Relevant descrip-

tors for each edge primitive are position, orientation, and first, and third directional de-

rivatives in the gradient direction. At this stage, there are typically many small isolated

segments, or small segments which do not continue other segments smoothly. In order

to avoid excessive later processing, some pruning of segments is necessary. Segments

below a user specified length are deleted unless they are linked to other segments in such

a way that their combined length is above the specified length and they meet smooth

continuation requirements. The result of this pruning operation is to retain the most

perceptually significant segments.

The next step
of“

interest is the partitioning of each segment into perceptually sig-

nificant groups ofprimitives. The partitioning process is in general difficult, and several

approaches have been described in the Literature Review of chapter 2. For our appli-

cations, these groups should correspond to straight segments. We have chosen to use the

iterative end·point partitioning algorithrn ( Duda and Hart (1972) ), which is specially

suited for this case. Once this partitioning has been accomplished, the next step consists

in fitting a linear segment to each group.

7.4.1 Fitting Linear Segments

The grouping process described in the previous section produces sets of primitives

likely to correspond to straight line Segments. The primitives in each set are described
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by the position-orientation pair (p,_0,). The parameter p, in this pair is relative to a pixel

centered coordinate system. For our purposes in this section, it is more convcnient to

express the position as the pair (r,_c,), in the image row-column coordinate system. The

relationship between p, and (r,_c,) is A

Tl =
Tl,

+ pl S1Il Ol

‘1" pl COS Ol

where
(r,’,

c,') represents the row-column coordinates at the center of' the ith pixel in the

segment under consideration. A

We would like to assign to each set a straight line that tits best the primitives in a

well defined sense. Let the ideal line ( see Figure 82 on page 202 ) be described by the

equation

rsin0+ccos0—p=0 (7.15)

In order to fmd the best estimates of the line parameters p and 0, we need a model for

the errors in the position and orientation of the primitives we are fitting. This statistical

model according to the analysis of section 7.2 is

1
(r, sin 0+ c,cos 0—p)2

-
sin2(0, -0)

pa, 8 za; 8 za;
A

(7·16)

where 6; and 6}, are given by

k2 B 26P, = 6 (7.17)° #.41
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Figure 82. shows the ideal line to be titted to a set of oriented edge primitives.
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6,*

Under this model, the results of Appendix E show that the minimum variance un-

biased estimatcs ofp and 0, obtaincd by minimizing the error

(r, sin 0 + c,2cos 0 -
p)2 0)

°p1 I 001

are given by

p=Fsin0+Ecos0 (7.19)

'T"'i
WP

A9
=
T

tanms

20 + (sf - sf)

with F, E, sin 20, cos 20, 53, SZ, 5,,, w,, and w, as defined in Appendix E.

Substituting in equations (7.19) the expressions derived for 6}, and aß, , we have

22%*,41
7 =4-- (7.20)

22/*41
1
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2ZCWAI
— I
C2

#,41
I

, sm 20,

sin 20 =-é-iXG?
I

G2, cos 20,

cos 20 = -J——

2EQ
I

2 2Z#A1("1 ‘ Ü
$2

-LL
2ZIM:

I
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2#Ä:(¤: - F)2
S2 = ;.........C

2Elke:
l

Z#?e:(": — F)(¤: - F)
SM = ;._.l...._.

2ZM:
l

Wa
I

:<„2G?
l

Further simplilication of the set of equations (7.20) is possible since for a step edge

we have, :1}, = ah} and G} = bh? , where h, is the edge contrast, and a and b depend only

on the edge orientation. Then equations (7.20) become

r =J- (7.21)X1?
I

Lixean 1=1;.1rum; sxraacriox um osscnimox zos



22}*1 Q I
- I
C2

2**
I

19 ‘, sm 20,
sin 20 =%—

2**

h2, cos 20,
cos 20 =älX1?

I

2 22}*1 (V1- 7)
sf = •··Ll·'···•

l

2**
I
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2 - 22}*1 (€1 " *7)
S3 = ..L...t

2

I

22}*1 ("1 ' ;)(¢1" E)
I

srcä'I

wp _ ka
Wo

_
kßb

Notice that these equations allow for variable contrast along the edge segment being

Iittcd.
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7.5 Statistical Analysis ofLinear Segment position and

1 orientation

7.5.1 Linear Segment position

According to the statistical model for individual edge orientation and position in a

linear segment, as expressed in equation (7.16), the conditional distribution of edge po-

sition p, , given the linear segment orientation 0 is

p(p,I0) = p(r, sin 0 + c, cos 0 I 0) ~ N(p, 6;,) (7.22)

Furthermore, given 0, theestimate of linear segment position, from equation (7.19) is

ß=Fsin0+Ecos0=- (7.23)

1

Therefore, from equations (7.22) and (7.23), the conditional distribution ofß, given 0 is

p(i> I 9) ~ N(p• 1/21/vf,1) (7-24)
1
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7.5.2 Linear Segment orientation

Considcr the transformation that takes every pair (r,, c,) to the pair (x,,y,) , according

to

x,=—(r,-7)cos6+(c,—Z:')sin0y,=(r,-—F)sin0+(c,—E)cos0

This transfbrmation consists of" a translation of' the coordinate system to the center of'

mass of the samples, plus a rotation 6, such that the rotated axis x coincidcs with the

ideal linear segment. We consider the x,s to be fixed numbers. From equations (7.22),

and (7.24), y, is a Normal random variable with zero mean. If" 6}, > > l /§l /6},, then the

variance of'y, is approximately equal to 6}, . Thus,

· y, ~ N(0, 6:,) (7.26)

Multiplying x, andy, in equation (7.25) an dividing by 6},, produccs

2 - 2 -xl? = _% Sin 26[ (#1 27) _ (61 26) ]_ cos 26[ (#1 ÜEC1 6) J
°p! °p! °p! °p!

Summation over i, and division by Z1/6}, , yiclds
I

22661/¤Ä1
4——= - $111 20(Sg - sf) — cos 26(2s,„)

2ZI/op,
1
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Multiplying by w,/w, and calling the result 17 produccs

2ZZMV1/¤,„1
- 1 . wp 2 2 wp
ll =——

= — sm 20 gg- (S, — Sc) — cos 20(2 8,,) (7.27)
21/ag,

1

From equations (7.17) and (7.26), E is a Normal variable

17 ~ N(0, aj) · (7.28)

42*%/*7:1 2(x1#A1)2
2

<2¤1¤ä,>’ 126,21*
1 1

Now, from the model
ol“

equation (7.16), we have

sin(0, — 0) ~ N(0, ag,) (7.29)

and from the analysis of section 7.2.2, we can assume that 0,- 0 is small. Then ap-

proximately

v, = sin 2(0, - 0) ~ N(0, 4a§,) (7.30)

Dividing by 6,%,,
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v, sin 20, cos 20, _
20

°o1 G01 001

Summation over i, and division by Z1/6}, yiclds,
I

Evi/dgl
17 = —L-—-—— = - sin 20 cos 20 + cos 20 sin 20 (7.31)

l/ag,
1

From cquations (7.30) and (7.17), 17 is a Normal variable

17 ~ 1)/(0,65) (7.32)

4 4k,2 = 1/[6] =6-=-—,2
21162. 262

1 1

From equations (7.27) and (7.31)

.. - . ——— wp 2 2 wp
u + v = — sm 20[ cos 20 + E- (5, — 5,)]+ cos 20[ sin 20 — 2 gg- 5,,] (7.33)

Let A be defined as

A _ +— wp 2 wp 2 2 2— (sm 20 — 2-,;; 5,,) + (cos 20 + E- (5, - 5,)) (7.34)

Then, from equations (7.19) and (7.33)
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sin 20 cos 20 + cos 20 sin 20

= sin 2(0 — 0)

We expect — 0 to be small. Therefore

%i= sin(0 - 6) (7.35)

Further, we assume that thc variance ofA is small comparcd to its mean. Therefore

sin(0 — 0) ~ N(O,(aä + U3)/4Äz) (7.36)

7.5.3 Joint distribution of Linear Segment position and orientation

Equations (7.24) and (7.36) suggest the following joint probability dcnsity function

for the estimates of position ß , and orientation 0 of a linear segment.

A ^ _ l -(ß -p)’;2«’ - sin2(0 -0)/202p(p, 0) — —————2nGp00 e ' e
’

(7.37)

where

2 2ap = l/ZI/ap) (7.38)
4

nä - (aj + ai)/4A*
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Notice that the joint p.d.fI of the parameters fz and ofa linear segment has exactly

the same form as the joint p.d.f of the estimates p, and 0, for individual edges. This im-

plies that we can work with sets of linear segments in the same fashion we have worked

with sets of edgcs. An example of this is fitting a set of collinear segments to a single

segment.

7.6 Linear Segment Description

Linear segments are organized into two random access files, a property file, and a

chain code file. Each record of the property file contains a linear segment identification

number, a list of properties, a list of relationships with neighboring segments, and a

pointer to a chain code file that stores the chain code of the corresponding linear seg-

ment.

One type of relationship among linear segments is established at the points where

several Scgmcuts meet (junctions or comer points). This relationship is described by the

’winged-edge' representation comrnonly used in boundary representations of polyhe-

drons (Baumgart, 1972). Thus each linear segment description includes the identification

number of its next leftmost, next rightmost, previous leftmost, and previous rightmost

segments.

The algorithm described in section 7.3 produces a property file and a chain code file.

The property file has the following format:
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•
Record l: Header array

• Record 2-8: Header records. Each record as follows:

2 Maximum of each property

3 Minimum of each property

4-5 Unused

6 property numbers

7-8 Unused

• Record 9-n: Data records. Each column in a record as follows:

l Linear segment identification number

2 Beginning junction identification number

3-4 Beginning row and column

5 Ending junction identification number

6-7 Last row and column

l0 pointer to chain code file

ll chain code length

I2 Next leftmost segment identification number

I3 Next rightmost segment identification number

I4 Previous lef‘tmost segment identification number

l5 Previous rightmost segment identification number

24 mean gray level on the segment's dark side

25 mean gray level on the segment's bright side

26 edge label

39 length
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43 linear segment orientation ( in degrees )

44 linear segment orientation standard deviation ( 6, )

50-51 row and column of the segment center of mass

52 linear segment position

53 linear segment position standard deviation ( 6, )

54 mean squared gradient strength ·

55 mean squared third directional derivative

56 orientation estimate significance ( l/6, )

57 distance estimate significance ( 1/6, )

58 line segment significance ( 1/E )

Each record in the chain code file contains the chain code for the corresponding

segment stored in the property file. As seen above each segment record in the property

file contains a pointer to the record in the chain code file storing the segment chain code.

Chain codes are assigned according to the following convention

direction code

East 0

South-east 1

South 2

South·west 3 _

West 4

North-west 5

North 6

North-east 7
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7.7 Experimental Results

This section illustrates the application of the linear segment extraction method to

the urban scenes shown in figures Figure 63 on page 153, Figure 64 on page 154, and

Figure 65 on page 155. We used the edge images obtaincd using Hara1ick's zero-crossing

of second directional derivative, with the integrated directional derivative gradicnt and

automatic Bayesian threshold, and shown in Figure 66 on page 156, Figure 68 on page

158, and Figure 70 on page 160. We discuss first the Baton Rouge aerial scene.

Figure 83 on page 218 shows the thinned edges after non-maxima suppression of

edge magnitudes accross the edge. After linking the thinned edges into segments, a

pruning operation is applied to delete small isolated scgments, or small scgments which

do not continue other scgments smoothly. Segments below a user specified length are

deleted unless they are linked to other scgments in such a way that their combined length

is above the user specified length and they meet smooth continuation requirements.

Figure 84 on page 219 shows the results of the pruning operation. The user specified

length was 7. lt can be seen that this pruning operation does a good job at retaining the

most perceptually significant scgments.

Figure 85 on page 220 shows the results ofpartitioning each segment into piecewise

linear groups using the iterative end—point partitioning algorithm and fitting the resulting

groups to straight lines using the method of section 7.4. lt can be seen that this fitting

operation succeeds in providing good estimates of the orientation and position of most

of the building sides present in the scene.

As pointcd out earlier, we can judge the significance of the extracted linear scgments

by examining the standard deviation of their orientation and position parameter esti-

mates as derived in section 7.5. Figure 86 on page 221 and Figure 87 on page 222 show
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images in which segment intensities have been made inversely proportional to their ori-

entation and position parameter standard deviation respcctively.

Finally Figure 88 on page 223 through Figure 97 on page 232 illustrate the results

for the Sunnyvale images. '

7.8 Conclusions

We have described a linear segment extraction method that uses both zero—crossing

positional and angular information together with their distributional properties to ac-

complish optimal linear segment fitting.

We found that under a cubic facet model for the image data and additive inde-

pendent Gaussian noise, the joint distribution of zero-crossing position and orientation

is approximatcly Normal. We also investigated the joint distributional form of the esti-

mated positional and angular parümctcrs of the litted linear segments. We demonstrated

that this joint distribution is also approximately Normal. Experiments with real images

showed that the standard deviation of the linear segment parameter estimates provides

a very effective way ofjudging the perceptual signilicance of the extracted segments.
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Figure 86. shows the segrnents with their brightness inversely proportional to their orientation standard
deviation.
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Chapter 8

8.1 Introduction

A characteristic of man-made structures appearing in aerial images is the presence

of a large number of linear scgments. These segments are usually highly organized and

this organization is manifested primarily in three forms: parallelism, as in the opposite

sides of buildings and roads; collinearity, as in a row of houses; and adjacency, as in the

comers formed by adjacent sides of buildings.

The highly organized nature of the linear segments in aerial images of urban scenes

Ieads to the construction of a number of intermediate-level units described in this sec-

tion. The succesful extraction of these primitives requires in many situations little or

no top—down flow of information. Succesful matching of aerial images to models of

man-made structures can usually take place at this level.
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Section 8.2 illustrates methods to extract comers and to test for instances of paral-

lelism and collinearity among pairs of linear segments. The extracted corners are used in

section 8.3 as a beginning point for constructing segment chains, ie., ordcred lists of li-

near segments that are possibly parts of the contour ofcultural objects such as buildings.

This section illustrates the application of these methods to the extraction of cultural

features in aerial images. Section 8.4 presents some further examples. Finally section

8.5 presents some conclusions.

8.2 Linear Segment Organization

8.2.1 Comers

Many cultural objects, such as buildings, are characterized by the presence of near

orthogonal L-junctions, ie. comers. The extraction of these features provides a useful

starting point for the construction of higher level groupings of linear segments corre-

sponding possibly to cultural objects.

Comers are extracted by examining pairs of linear segments satisfying the following

constraints ( see Figure 98 on page 235 ) :

l. The ending point of one segment must be within "r" pixels of the beginning point

of the other segment.

2. The angle between the segments ( module l80 ) must satisfy
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Figure 98. shows a corner relation among two linear segments
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90 - 6 — 6,,,. /6;, + 6;, S A0 S 90 + 6 + 6,,,. /6;, + 6;, (8.1)

where 6 is typically less than 15 degrees, 6;, and 6;, are the variances of the normally

distributed segment orientations 0, and 0,, and A0 is computed as

A0 = I(0, — 0,) mod 180I (8.2)

The constant 1,,, is the upper 50a percentage point of the unit normal distribution.

This contraint on the angle between the segments is equivalcnt to accepting the null

hypothesis

H0; IA6-6o| S 6

against the alternative hypothesis

H,: IAO—90I > 6

at the l00a percent significance level.

Not every possible pair of segments is tested. Given the ending point of a segment

s,, the search for the beginning point of a candidate segment s,, forming a comcr with s,

, is restricted to a square window centcred at the ending point of s, From contraint l, the

size of the search window is ( 2r + l) by ( 2r + l ) pixels, with the value of r typically

chosen between 1 to 3 pixels. A candidate comcr pair 6,.:, is assigned a significance equal

to:

¢13=—l—Ll—— (8.3)
-90I
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where d is the distance between the segments end points. lf more than one corner can-

didate segment exist, we select the one having the highest corner signilicance with seg-

ment s, and having no prior corner assigment of higher signilicance outside the search

window.
Following the notation of Huertas and Nevatia (1988), comers are classitied as

bright or dark according to whether the average intensity of the region in the concave

side of the corner is higher or lower than the average intensity of the region in the con-vex side. I
8.2.2 Parallelism

Deciding if two given segments are parallel can take the form of a hypothesis test.

Let 0,, 6;, , 0,, ai, , be the segments orientations and variances. Then testing for paral-

lelism would involve testing the null hypothesis

11,,; |A6| S g

against the alternative hypothesis

H,: IAHI > s

where A0 = (0, — 0,) mod 180 and e is typically less than 15 degrees.

Since 0,, and 0, are normally distributed, the null hypothesis is accepted if

at the 100a significance level.
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8.2.3 Collinearity

Consider the two segments shown in Figure 99 on page 239 with angular and po-

sitional parameters (0,, p,), and (0,, p,), and parameter variances 6}, , 6},,, 6}, , 6},. Let

p,, and p, be measured with respect to a line L passing through the combined center of

mass of the segments. This center of' mass (7, E) is given by

- 2 - 2_ r,/6,,, + r,/6,,,r = —·
(8.5)l/ap, + l/op,

- - 2
_

1/
’

+1/ 26,,, 6,,,

where (7,, E,) and (7,, E,) are the centers of mass for each segment. Let the orientation 0

of the line L be given by

Ü = tan (8.6)cos 0,/6,,, + cos 0,/6,,,

Then the separation s between the segments in a direction perpendicular to the line L is

given by

-<=Aß= |m—pz| (8-7)

Furthermore, let the gap g between the segments in the direction along the line L be

greater than zero.

Deciding if the two segments are collinear involves two hypothesis tests. One hy-

pothesis test is used for deciding if the segments have similar orientations. This test is
identical to the one described in the previous section. The other hypothesis test is used
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Figure 99. shows a collinearity relation among two linear segment:
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to decide if the lateral separation s between the segments is small enough. The null hy-

pothcsis is

H0: s S 7

and the altemative hypothesis is

Hl: S > Y

where 7 is typically less than 3 pixels.

The null hypothesis is accepted at the lOOc¢ significance level if

s S 7 (8.8)

8.3 Detecting cultural features - an illustration

The purpose of this section is to illustrate how the pairwise relationships among li-

near segments discussed in the previous section can be used to construct higher level

primitives that are likely to correspond to cultural objects. The method used is based on

the assumption that the objects of interest are rectangular or composed of rectangular

components. Furthermore, any two adjacent object sidcs must meet at a near orthogonal

angle.

The procedure consists of the following steps:

I. Extract comers between pairs of linear segments using the procedure described in

section 8.2.l.
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2. Extract segment chains, ie., ordered lists of linear segments representing possibly

contours of cultural objects. lnitially, the extracted chains are such that any two

consecutive segments on a chain are joined by a corner.

3. Expand each open segment chain by adding segments at each end which are either

collinear ot at 90 degrees with the respective end SCgmCntS.

4. Continue expanding the chains until either we obtain a closed chain or no further

expansion is possible.

5. Fit the resulting closed chains to the cultural object model.

This procedure, although simple, will be shown to be useful in detecting some cultural

objects.

8.3.1 Comers and initial segment chains.

Figure 100 on page 249 shows a 256x256, 8 bits aerial image containing live build-

ings of varied shapes ansd sizes. Figure 101 on page 250 shows the linear segments ex-

tracted using the procedure described in chapter 7. The extracted comers are shown in

Figure 102 on page 251. These comers were obtained using a 7x7 search window, and

a hypothesis test on comer angle at the 5 percent signilicance level, with a equal to 7

degrees. Figure 103 on page 252 shows the initial segment chains formed by these cor-

ners.
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A segment chain is said to be bright if the number of bright comers in it is no less

than the number of dark comers. Otherwise the segment chain is said to be dark. Bright

( dark ) segment chains are assumed to belong to bright ( dark ) cultural objects.

8.3.2 Expansion of chains

Cultural objects often appear in orientation clusters. A histogram of the orientation

of segments belonging to segment chains reveals the orientation of the most prevalent

clusters. For illustration purposes we will consider only the highest peak, and the peak

nearly 90 dcgrees apart from the highest, in the smoothed histogram. In obtaining the

histogram, the segment orientations are weightcd by the inverse of their variances and

orientations which are 180 dcgrees apart arc clustered together. The histogram is

smoothed using a moving average window of pre-specified odd width. Figure 104 on

page 253 shows the smoothed histogram obtained using a window 5 dcgrees wide. The

program correctly selccts the peaks at -71 and l4 degrees. Since orientations 180 dcgrees

apart were clustered together, the other two orientations of interest are -166 and 109

degrees. « These four orientations correspond to the orientations of the contours of cul-

tural objects in the most prevalent cluster, according to our model. Furthermore, these

orientations guide the search for further segments in a contour starting from the initial

segment chains.

Any segment s, whose orientation 0, falls within i (s + :,,,6,,) dcgrees from a cluster

orientation 8, is assigned to that cluster and its positional parameter p, is recomputed

as

p,=isin8A+§cos6A (8.9)
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where (E, E) represent the segment center of mass. Finding scgments collinear to s, be-

comes then straightforward. We search for segments in the same orientation cluster as

s, and whose latcral separation from s, is small enough according to the hypothesis test

of section 8.2.3. Notice that this lateral separation among segments is evaluated as the

difference of their recomputed position parameters from equation (8.9). The search for

collinear segments can be made efficient by sorting the segments belonging to the same

orientation cluster according to their recomputed position parameters.

The initial segment chains are ranked according to the sum of the inverse variances

of their segments parameter estimates. Chain expansion takes place in decreasing order

of their ranks.

Expansion of a segment chain proceeds by examining each end of the chain and

searching for candidate segments to continue the contour. According to our model for

cultural objects, the candidate segment may appear in any of three orientations: one

collinear with the end segment in the chain, one at a 90 degrees angle with it, and one

at a -90 degrees angle. These orientations corrcspond to one of thc four orientations of

interest obtained from the smoothed segment orientation histogram.

Candidate segments are restricted to be within a certain distance from the end point

of the segment being expanded. This distance is a function of the expected size of the

cultural object. An estimate of this size is the current longest dimension of the chain and

may be updated every time a new segment is added to it.

Candidate segments may compete for the right of expanding a chain. Which can-

didate is chosen is based on a number of simple heuristics. These include:

l. A candidate segment that closes the chain is favored against one who does not.
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2. A collinear candidate segment is favored against a candidate segment that forms a

corner.

3. For hypothesized bright cultural objects, a candidate segment forming a bright cor-

ner with the chain is favored against a candidate that forms a dark comer with it.

The opposite holds for hypothesized dark cultural objects.

4. Among competing corner candidate segments, the one with highest corner signif-

icance as evaluated by equation (8.3) is chosen.

5. A bright comer candidate segment must not belong to a dark segment chain.

6. A candidate segment must not increase the size of the chain beyond a given thresh-

old which is a function of the expected cultural object size.

7. A candidate segment must not belong to another chain unless it is the first segment

in that chain if forward expansion is taking place, or the last segment in that chain

in the case of backward expansion.

Forward and backward expansion continue until one of the following conditions

exist:

l. The chain is closed.

2. No further candidates for expansion arc found.
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3. The sum of the interior angles in the chain is 360 degrees and the distance between

the beginning and ending point of the chain is smaller than a given thrcshold, typi-

cally less than 10 pixels.

The above segment expansion heuristics tend to produce closed contours with few

non-convexities. Figure l05 on page 254 shows the closed segment chains that result

after expansion.

8.3.3 Fitting closed chains

Each side of a closed chain is litted to a straight line. The center of mass (F, E) of

the litted line segment is computed using formulas similar to those given in appendix E:

- 2Erl/dp!
- 1
Y2

ZI/op,
1

1c =l-

1

ln these formulas, (E, E) represents the center of mass of an individual line segment

that participates in the iitting of one side of the closed chain. The symbol aj, represents
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the variance of the position estimate of the line segment. The orientation ol' the litted

line is given by the cluster orientation.

Figure 106 on page 255 shows the fittcd segment chains. Notice, that the cultural

object detection algorithm succeeds in detecting all live of' the buildings present on this

scene. Furthermore the boundaries are well placed and they have the correct orientation.

8.4 Discussion andßzrtlzer examples

Figure 107 on page 256 shows another aerial scene containing four buildings. This

image is 300 x 300 pixels and 8 bits. Figure 108 on page 257 through Figure 113 on

page 262 show the results of processing this image. Three of four buildings have been

correctly extracted.

Casual observation of the buildings present in the two aerial scenes shown in

Figure 100 on page 249 and Figure 107 on page 256 produces a perception of bright

"box" like objects, boundcd by straight edges meeting at 90 degrees comers. Closer in-

spection, however, reveals some departures from these idcaliaed expected shapes. Some

building sides do not appear straight but jagged, some building sides merge with the

surrounding background, many comers appear rounded.

The non·ideal building shapes are caused, in part, by limitations of image resolution,

poor contrast, shading e1l“ects, and the presence of small objects nearby building sides.

These inherent limitations on the quality of the image data, together with inadequacies

of the low-level vision techniques, and line extraction algorithm conspire to produce a

less than ideal line segmentation ( see Figure 101 on page 250 and Figure 108 on page
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257 ) in which building contours contain gaps, some comers are missing, and some of

the extracted lines have inaccurate orientations.

In spite of these difliculties, the cultural object detection algorithm succeeds in de-

tecting and accurately delineating eight out of nine buildings present in the two aerial

scenes ( see Figure 106 on page 255 and Figure 113 on page 262 ). Three factors con-

tribute to this relatively good performance:

l. Use of a strong perceptual clue to initiate the tracing ofbuilding contours: the initial

segment chains.

2. Full use of the statistical distributions of the parameter estimates of the extracted

segments to test instances of comers, collinearity, and parallelism among the seg-

ments and to rank them so that contour tracing proceeds from the most signilicant

to the least signilicant segment chains.

3. Use of a explicit model for cultural object shape to direct the contour linding proc-

ess.

The cultural object detection algorithm, as it stands, has one major limitation that

can restrict its applicability to more complex aerial scenes or to images of lower quality

than the ones illustrated. This limitation resides on the fact that decisions about which

edges to link into a contour, after initial segment chains have been extracted, are made

on the basis ofvery local information and that these decisions are f1nal( no backtracking

is implemented ). This explains in part the failure of the algorithm to correctly detect

the top building in the second aerial scene illustrated ( see Figure 113 on page 262 ).

A more robust algorithm would involve implementing the contour tracing as a tree

search process similar to that described by Brooks ( 1981 ). Since this tree search can
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be computationally expensive, the same heuristics previously used for segment chain

expansion can be used for tree pruning in order to reduce the search space.

8.5 Conclusions

We have illustrated methods to hypothesize pairwise relationships among linear

segments, namely, comers, parallelism, and collinearity in aerial images containing cul-

tural structures. The methods make use of our knowledge of the statistical distributions

of the linear segments parameter estimates.

We have also illustrated how these relationships can be used to construct higher

level groupings of linear segments that correspond to cultural objects modeled as being

rectangular or composed of rectangular components.
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Figure l06. shows the ütted closed chains.
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Figute ll3. shows the litted closed chains.
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Chapter 9

CONCLUSIONS

A number of low·level and intermediate·lcvel computer vision modules have been

developed for the purpose of the construction of an Edge-based representation that

makes explicit linear features and their spatial relationships. Although most of these

methods are domain independent, their performance has been illustrated in aerial images

of urban scenes containing man-made structures.

The techniques used are based on a common structural and statistical model of the
image data. This model provides an effective way of designing the algorithms and judg-

ing the results.

This dissertation has made a number of contributions to low-level and intermedi·

ate·level computer vision research. These include:

l. A gradient operator based on the integrated directional derivative which reduces

sharply the gradient direction bias that plagues current operators while reducing also

sensitivity to noise. Furthermore the new operator is relatively insensitive to edge
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or line orientation and its step edge response decreases smoothly to zero as edge

displacement increases, preventing the creation of some false zero-crossings.

2. A Bayes decision procedure for automatic gradient threshold selection that produces

results which are superior to those obtained by the best subjective threshold.

3. An edge detector based on Haralick's zero-crossing of second directional derivative

of a cubic facet. Integration of the new gradient operator and Bayesian gradient

threshold selection into the edge detector results in improved detection and local-

ization of zero-crossings.

4. A graytone corner detector with signilicantly better probability of correct comer

assignment than other corner dctectors available in the literature.

5. A linear segment extraction method that uses both, zero-crossing positional and

angular information together with their distributional characteristics to accomplish
° optimal linear segment fitting. *

6. Methods for hypothesizing corners and relations of parallclism and collinearity

among pairs of linear segments and evaluating their significance. Furthermore, these

relations are used to construct higher level groupings of linear segments corre-

sponding possibly to cultural objects. Illustrations are presented in the domain of

aerial images of urban scenes where the objects of interest are modeled as being

rectangular or composed of rectangular components.
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Appendix A

The Cubic Facet

The cubic facet is described by the two-dimcnsional polynornial surface function:

_/(r,c) = Kl
‘

+ Kzr + Kgc

+ K,,r2 + Ksrc +
Kgcz

+ K7r3 + Ksrzc + Kgrcz +K,oc3

This polynornial is lit to the graytones f(r,c) inside a given image neighborhood.

We will assume a rectangular shaped neighborhood whose row index set is R and whose

column index set is C, and whose center is taken to be at (0,0). Notice that for an even

sized neighborhood the center falls at the point where the four center pixels meet. The

squared litting error over this neighborhood is given by
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ez = Z(Ky + Kyr + Kyc +
Kdrz

+ Ksrc + Köcz
r6R c6C

+ Kyra + Ksrzc + Kqrcz +
Kyocg

-_/(r,c))2

Taking the partial derivatives of e* with respect to the parameters IQ,..., K„, results

in: ·

öez/6K,
öez/öKy 1
öez/6K, Q
öez/6K,, 3
Üéz/ÖK5 _

2

2(Ky + Kyr + Kyc + K4r2
+ Ksrc +K6c2öez/ÜK6

NR ac + Kyra + Ksrzc + Kqrcz + Kyoca —j(r,c)) rs
_ öez/öKy 1 ,2c

öez/öKs rcz
631614, ¢’

öez/8K,o

Because the sum is between symmetric limits there is a considerable amount of

cancellation when carrying out the summation.
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K,c2 + K, -;w)
öez/ÖKZ K,r" + Kgrzcz + Kzrz - 1;/(r,c)
öez/6K, Ksrzcz +

K,oc4
+ K,c2 — c_/(r,c)

öez/öK4 Kara + Kgrzcz + Klrz — r2j(r,c)
öez/6K,

2 Z E
K,r2c2 — rc_/(r,c)

öez/ÜK6 MR ac
K,,r2c2

+ K6c° + K,c2 - c2f(r,c)
öez/ÜK7 K7r° + Kgrdcz + K2r° — r3_/(r,c)
öez/öK, K,,,‘c* + K,or2c4 + K,r2c2 — r2c_/(r,c)
66*2/ÖKQ K7r4c2 + Kgrzcd + Kzrzcz — rc2_/(r,c)
öez/öK,o K,r2c4 + K,,,c° + K,c° - c3_/(r,c)

Setting the partials to zero and solving we immediately obtain the least squares es-

timate K', of IQ.

Zrq/(r,c)K, _ reR ccC

r•R ceC

The least squares estimates for the remaining paramcters are obtaincd by solving the

following three systems of equations:
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22*22*22*
22* 22** = 22’*"*’

22* 22** 22* 22***

22* 22* 22** K 22**
22* 22*22**22*

22** 22*

K22*22** 22*



For n = 0, I, 2 or 3 let R, and C, be delined as:

r6R c6C

Furthermore let

G =RORZCOCZ6

= R0R,C,C3 - R?C§
Q R?)
r= C?)
U: Co(R1Rs ‘ R;)
:/= ¢„<R„Rz — R?)
W: R1(CoC2 ' C?)

Z = R„<c„¢„ - C5)

The solution of the above systems of equation is then given by:

16, =Ü (6 - 76,8 — Q C,c2)j(r,c)
f C

K', =Ü (A — WR,r2 — UC,c2) r_/(r,c)
f C

16, =% (6- ZR,r2 - :/6,8) c_/(r,c)
f C
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K’4K'6K'1

G-R2)L

ZZ (COCZ ‘ G) Wc) G
K’·> = W , 6

‘
K’;o

C2)
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Appendix B

Statistical Distributions of the norm of facet

parameters, partial derivatives, and facet errors

ln this appendix we derive the distributions oF the norm oF any subset oF Facet pa-

rameters or partial derivatives, and the distribution oF the total Facet residual error. We

assume the noise to be Gaussian with zero mean and known covariance matrix Z. ln
order to proceed we will make use oF three thcorems Frequently used in multivariate

statistics. ProoFs oF these thcorems can be Found in Graybill ( 1976 ).

Theorem 1

Let x be a K X 1 random vector with a N(p, Z) distribution, that is the elements oF x
have a multivariate normal ( Gaussian ) distribution with mean vector ii and covariance

matrix Z. Then (x- p)' Z·'(x — p) is a chi·squared variate x'(K) with K degrees 0F Free-
dom.
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Theorem 2

Let x be a K X I random vector with distribution N(;i, X) . Consider the m linear func-
tions on the elements of' x defined by y = Bx where y is an m X l vector, m 5 K and B

is an m X K real matrix of rank m. Then y has a distribution N(B;4, BZB') .

Theorem 3

Let Q=Q, + ~··+Q,__, +Q,_ where Q,Q,, ,Q,_ are L+l random variables that are
quadratic forms in any multivariate normal variables. Let Q be a )(*(r) variate, let Q, be
)g'(r,), i = 1,, L- l variates, and let Q,_ be non·negative. Then the random variables

Q,, , Q,_ are mutually independent and hence Q,_ is a )(*(r,_ = r — r, — - r,__,) variate.

The model

The image data model is described by

Fa + 1; = x (I)

where F is a K X N basis matrix, oz is an N X l parameter vector, x is a K X l obser-

vation vector, and rg is a K X l noise vector. We assume the noise to be Gaussian with

zero mean and known covariance matrix X, that is ry has a multivariate N(0,Z) distrib-

ution.

The minimum variance unbiased estimate ä of" the true parameter vector ez ( an es-

timate that minimizes (x - .€·)' Z'.·‘(x - .£) ) is known to be ( Graybill ( I976) ):

6 = Px (2)

where

P = (P· E°‘F)"F' z" (3)
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Distribution of the parameter vector

Replacing equation ( I) in equation (2) we obtain

81 = P(Fa + 1;)
= PFM + Pr]
= a + Pr;

therefore

8 — 11 = P1) (4)

Since ry is N(0,Z), applying Theorem 2 we conclude that (ä — a) is N(0, PZP').

Using (3) PZP' reduces to

PZP' =

(F'therefore

(81 - 11) is 1v(o,(1=· >:"1=)") (5)

that is the parameter vector ä has a multivariate normal distribution with mean a and

covariance matrix (F' Z"F)·' .

Distribution of the norm of the parameter vector

Using (5) and applying theorem l it follows that

<& — ·=)'<F' >:"F)<& - «> 1; x°(/V) (6)

a chi-squared variate with N degrees of freedom.
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This result also applies to the norm of any subset of elements of (6: — a) as follows.

Let a,,, be an m X l vector obtained by selecting m elements of a, l S m S N. Moreover

let F,„ be a K X m matrix containing the m basis vectors of the basis matrix F which

correspond to the m elements selected from a. lt then follows that

(am ·· <=„„)(F '„„Z"F„„)($„„ — ¤„„) fs x2(m) (7)

a chi·squarcd variate with m degrees of freedom.

Distribution of the total residual error

The residual error vector e is given by

8 = x — §

= X * Ira

= Fa + 7] — Ü

= » — Hä - «>

The total residual error is therefore

e' 2*% = oz - nä — ¤»· 2"<» — FO? — «=»

g' £"e = q' Z";) — 2(62 -— a)'F' Z":) + (8 — a)’F' £"F(€: — a) (8)

From (3) and (4) we obtain

P 2*%, = (1=· z"1=)(& - a)

Substituting this expression in (8) yields

e'
X_‘e

= 1y' X41} — (Ä ot) (9)
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Since by assumption ry is N(0,2), applying theorem I it follows that

[ 11 •
2rz Z 7l rs x (K)

a chi-squared variatc with K dcgrees of freedom. °

Finally using (6) and applying theorem 3 we obtain the result

e'
Z_le

is x2(K— N) (IO)

that is the total residual error is a chi·squared variatc with K~N dcgrees of freedom.

Distribution of the partial derivatives

We assume that F is a polynomial basis matrix. It then follows that each partial

derivative at (0,0) in the row and column dircctions is given as some linear combination

of the elements of the parameter vector.

Let 14 be an m X l vector containing any m partial derivatives, I S m S N- 1 Let

B be the m X N linear combination matrix. Then

Ä = Ba A Ä = Ba

Also

ß—u=B($—¤=) (ll)

Using (l l), (5), and applying theorem 2 we find that

(ß - 11) is N(0, ß(1=· Z"F)"B') (12)

Some special cases of interest
i
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Independent, equally distributed noise

In this case 1) is N(O, az!) and the minimum variance estimate of ot becomes a least

square estimate.

Q = (1=·F)"F·x

Our previous results (5), (7), (IO), and (I2) reduce to

(Ei — oz) is N(O, a2(F’F)°')

(8:,,, — a,„)'(F',„F„,)(€z,„ — :1,,,)/02 is x2(m)

'
e'e/02 is x'(K- N)

(il — ir) is N(0, a2B(F 'F )"B')

Independent noise, orthonormal basis

Our previous results further simplify to

dt = F 'x

(Q - Q) is 1v(o, Q2:)

(Q„, - Q„,)·(Q,„ - Q„,)1Q* is

is N)

(11 - u) is N(0, a'BB')
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Appendix C

Orthogonal Polynomials ·

C.] Legcndre polynomials

The first four Legcndrc polynomials P,,(x/N) , k = 1,...,4 are:

1

1'lvx

3 1

5 3
E-F (R
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C.2 Hermite polynomials

Tha first four Hcrmitc polynomials H,,(x/„/26) , k = 1,...,4 arc:

1 .

,/2
7-X

J; <»=B — ¤’>
6

2 2lg- (xa — 362.:)
6 .

C.3 Gram polynomials

Thc first four Gram polynomials p,,,(x) , m = 1,...4 arc:

1

1TX

3 2 L
N(2N— 1)

(x —
3 N(N+ 1))

5 a L 2 _
1111.11- 1)1z1v- 1) (B ‘ 5 (BN + BN (BBB
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C.4 Krawtchouk polynomials

Thc first four Krawtchouk polynomials k,„ , m = 1,...,4 arc:

l

X

L 2 _ L2 (X 2 N)
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Appendix D

Distribution of the ratio of two normal variables

Let X and Y be independent normal random variables such that X ~ N(0, 6}) and

Y~ N([,t,, at) . We will dcrive in this appendix the probability density function of the

random variable T= X/ Y.

Using the change of variables technique

T= X] Y U = Y

Therefore

X = UT Y= U

Then, the Jacobian of the transformation is

J
öx/ät öx/öu u [

= öy/öt öy/öu
_

Io II
_ u

Then,
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00

u)du
"¢0

and since X and Y are independent
U

GOf1<¢) = _i |¤ |fi4wlf><¤)d¤
*X

where

l — rau,/262f ul) =Tic Xx(
N] 2T! GX

Mu)
2T! GY

Therefore

··· = = <¤— >’ T
f;(I) =ür!

lui
e°%(Jä,—+ Äy )a'u

*X

which can be put in the following form

-6
frv) =$‘[°°

*X

where
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„ - ..._.iL._
„/ <11„/11y>* + 1*

b = 11y<11„/11y>*
1*

C =
(F‘Y/dY)2I2

(11,./11y>* + 1*

Thcrcforc

zrwxdy -°°IuI e du

Lct 2 = u — b. Thcn

'¢/2 oo 2jT(,)Täl lz + bl e-:*/2,, dz

8-c/2
_b

— 22/ZG:
N

- zz/2a:f;{!) = — (2 + b)c dz + (2 + b)c dz]
Y

—oo -·b

which is cquivalcnt to
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I =l- Z6 z + 6 z2MXGY 6 -6
b/ae'°/2 2 - 6*/26* l - 6*/2=———[2a 6 +,/21: ab·——— 6 dx]2 /mxdy z" -6/6

-c/2
,/26abY

and rcplacing thc valucs of a, b, and c

24 -
pa/2 P4 -6*6*/2(q* +6*) P4

6(6* + 6*) J2¤ (6* +
·*>*’*

/2. /,2 6 6*

whcrc

M:
P = 767

4x
4 = E7
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Appendix E

Fitting a straight line to a set of oriented primitives

Given a set of primitives described by their position (r,, c,) and orientation 9,, we are -

interested in fitting a straight line through them. The ideal line is described by the

equation r sin 9 + c cos 9 = p ( see Figure 82 on page 202 ).

We assume the following statistical model for these primitives

l
_ (r, sin 0+ c, cos 0—p)z _ sinz(0, -0)

po, „(n„ ¢i•Oi)That

is, the perpendicular positional error ol' each primitive with respect to the ideal line,

and the angular error are assumed to be normally distributed. Furthermore, the posi-

tional and angular errors are assumed to be independent. Errors of different primitives

are independent as well, although they do not necessarily have the same variance. The

positional error variance for each primitive is 6}, and the angular error variance is 6},.

Least-squares estimates for the line parameters p and 9 can be obtained by mini-

mizing the weighted squared error
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cz = cf, + eg

where

2 (r,sin0+c,cos0—p)2an =1 aP‘

and

- 2
2 sm (0,- 0)°’ = —ZT'

, 0l

The values ofp and 0 that minimize 2:* are the solutions of the system of equations

Ei = 0öpz

ä= 066*

Differentiation with respect to p yields

2
ä
=öpz äpz

= — 2Z(r, sin 0 + c, cos 0 — p)/0:,
i

2 2 · 2 2= — (Z1-,/ap,) sm 0 — 2(Zc,/ap,) cos 0 + 2pZl/op,
1

‘
1
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Equating to zero results in

p=Fsin8+Ecos8
I

where

ZU!U21
- 1
r=2

IIÜPI
1

1
C1

Diflerentiation with respect to 8 yields

61;* 6*; @=ä
60* 60* 60*

and

az;
- 2== 2 (r, sin 8 + c, cos 8 — p)(r, cos 8 - c, s1n 8)/ap,

1

After some algebraic manipulation, terms in sin 28 and cos 28 can be collccted
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68: 2 2 -TE- = wp(S, — Sc) sm 20 + 2wpS„ cos 20
0

whcrc

2

1

2111-
F>’1¤f„

S2 .. J..i.—..

1

im- 61%;,

1

1

Now,
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ößä . 2
j = * 2 SlH(Ül * cos(0, * 0)/UO!
60

1

= — Zsin 2(0, — 0)/ag,
1

= sin 202cos 0,/og, — cos 202sin 20,/og,
1 1

= w0( cos 20 sin 20 — sin 20 cos 20)

where

1

im 26,1.,;,
sin 201

Zcos 20,/ag,

cos 20 =1

Therefore
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2 l. Ä
= (wp(S{ — S3) + Wo cos 20) sin 20 + (2wpS„ — wg sin 20) cos 20

Equating to zero results in

w sin 20 — 2w Stan 20 ==Wo
cos 20 + wp(S, — Sc)

Thcrefore

w sin 20 — 2w S0=%-tan"——·ll—._0- { " {Wo cos 20 + wp(S, — Sc)
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Appendix F

Computer Vision using GIPSY

GIPSY is an acronym for "General Image Processing System", a software system

for the purpose of image processing and image understanding. GIPSY provides the user

with a variety of commands that manipulate digital images or data derived from images.

This appendix illustrates the sequence of GIPSY commands used to perform the

low-level and interrnediate-level computer vision tasks developed in this dissertation.

Starting with the next page, two sample GIPSY sessions are shown. These sessions il-

lustrate the analysis of two aerial images of suburban scenes from the Sunnyvale area in

California.
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Welcome to the Ephmeral World of Gipsy (Version 4.22 05/14/87)

G: RUN MASTER1.RIJN
G: !
G: ! THIS RUN FILE PERFORMS LOW-LEVEL AND MID—LEVEL COMPUTER VISION
G: ! TASKS NECESSARY FOR CULTURAL OBJECT EXTRACTION.
G: ! THE ORIGINAL IMAGE ( RADC3.SBG ) IS A SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA,
G: ! SUBURBAN SCENE.
G: !
G: ! GENERATE 11 BANDS OF THE CENTRAL NEIGHBORHOOD LOCAL CUBIC FACET
G: !
G: CNCFCT RADC3.CB5 < RADC3.S8G (E)
Odd number of rows for window ( D ¤ 5, 1 to 21 ) —- 5
Odd number of columns for window ( D = 5, 1 to 21 ) —· 5
Number of bits ( D ¤ 14, 10 to 18 ) -- 18
G: !
G: ! RUN HARALICK' S ZERO·CROSSING OF SECOND DIRECTIONAL DERIVATIVE
G: ! EDG! OPERATOR. USE THE INTEGRATED DIRECTIONAL DERIVATIVE
G: ! GRADIENT DEFINITION AND COMPUTE GRADIENT THRESHOLD AUTOMATICALLY
G: !
G: EDGE RADC3.EI5 < RADC3.C85 (AOTI)
Radius for 2nd derivative ( D • 0.70, 0.00 to 2.00 ) -- 0.5
Confidence limit tor edge direction ( D ¤ 0.95, 0.00 to 1.00 ) ·- 0.95
G: !
G: ! THE EDGES BY SUPPRESSING NON-MAXIMUM EDGE MAGNITUDES IN THE
G: ! GRADIENT DIRECTION
G: !
G: THNEDG RADC3.'1N5 < RADC3.EI5
Inter background symbol used in input ( D ¤ 1, 0 to 99 ) -- 1
Enter band number for edge strength ( D • 1, 1 to 4 ) ·— 1
Enter band number for edge direction ( D • 2, 1 to 4 ) -- 2
Enter band number for symbolic edge map ( D ¤ 4, 1 to 4 ) —- 4
G: !
G: ! COMPLEMENT BEAR! EDGE IMAGE
G: !
G: BOOL RADC3.LN5 < RADC3.TN5, RADC3.TN5
(1)A&8 (2)A&^B (3) ^A&8
(4) ^A 8 ^B (5) A ! 8 (6) A ! ^8
(7) ^A ! 8 (8) ^A ! ^B (9) A XOR B
(10) ^(A XOR B) (11) Ilinimum ( A, B )
(12) Naximnn ( A, 8 )
Enter function number ( D ¤ 1, 1 to 12 ) -- 8
G: !
G: ! CREATE PROPERTY FILE AND CHAE CODE FILE OF LINKED GES
G: !
G: ARCSEG RADC3.ARC, RADC3.CC < RADC3.LN5 (S)
NUIBEROFARCLABELSTOPROCESS (DI1, >¤l) -- 1
ENTERARCLABEL(D¤1, >¤1)-- 1
Ö PROF RECS IN FRAC OF IMAGE POINTS (D = 0.10, 0.010 to 1.00) —- 0.1
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G: !
G: ! CREATE IMAGE OF LHKED EDGES
G: !
G: CHNSIF RADC3ARC.ID < RADC3.ARC, RADC3.CC (AX)
G: !
G: ! PRUNE EDGE SEGMENTS BY LENGTH
G: !
G: PRLINK RADC3.AP1 < RADC3.ARC, RADC3.CC
Ms: size which can be deleted: ( D • 10, >• 1 ) -- 7
Min size which can be retsinedz (D ¤ 1, 1 to 7)-- 1
No ot pixels for computing sngle: ( D ¤ 3, 1 to 7 ) ·· 3
Week (low) or strong (high)
engle dependencez (D ¤ 1.00, 0.10 to 10.00) —- 2
Type 1 if decreesing weight: tor sngle comp: ( D = 0, 0 to 1 ) —— 0
Mex number ot iteretionez ( D ¤ 1, 1 to 100 ) ·— 10
G: !
G: ! CREATE IMAGE OF PRUNED SEQENTS
G: !
G: CHNSIF RADC3AP1.ID < RADC3.AP1, RADC3.CC (AX)
G: !
G: ! FORM NEAR LINEAR GROUPS USING THE ITERATIVE END POINT FI!
G: ! PARTITIONING ALGORITHM
G: !
G: CENLIN RADC3.AP2, RADC3.AC2 < RADC3.AP1, RADC3.CC (CA)
MAXIMUM DISTANCE THRESHOLD ( D ¤ 1, 0 to 10 ) -• 2
MAX { OF RECORDS H OUTPUT PROP FILE ( D ¤ 1, 1 to 100000 ) -— 10000
G: !
G: ! FI! EAC8 GROUP TO A LHE USING EDGE POSITION AND EDGE
G: ! ORIENTATION INFORMATION
G: !
G: PRPLH RADC3.AL1 < RADC3.AP2, RADC3.AC2, RADC3.CB5 (R)
Enter :ero·crossing rsdius ( D ¤ 0.70, 0.00 to 1.00 ) -- 0.5
G: !
G: ! CREATE CHAIN CODE FILE FOR FITTED LHES
G: !
G: LINCHN RADC3.CC1 < RADC3.AL1 (S)
G: !
G: ! CREATE DIAGE OF FITTED SEGIENTS
G: !
G: CHNSIF RADC3AL1.ID < RADC3.AL1, RADC3.CC1 (ASK)
G: !
G: ! CREATE IMAGE OF LHE SEQIDIT ORIENTATION SIGNIFICANCE
G: ! ( INVERSE OF LHE ORIENTATION STANDARD DEVIATION )
G: !
G: CHNSIF RADC3.!SD < RADC3.AL1, RADC3.CC1 (ACSX)
ZN'l'lRPROPERT!{I'OROU'J.'PU'1.'LABELS (D¤1, 1to 62)-- 56
G: EXSIF RADC3.TSD
Exemine SIF D.017/26/79A:

PRO! OFF
A:
MID 18 0

A: DONE
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G: EQUANT RADC3TSD.SIl' < RADC3.TSD
Number: of quantized levels fo: output image ( D = 255, >= 1 ) -— 256
G: !
G: ! CREATE HAGE OF LINE DISTANCE SIGNIFICANCE
G: ! ( INVERSE OE DISTANCE STANDARD DEVIATION )
G: !
G: CHNSIE R.ADC3.RSD < RADC3.AL1, RADC3.CC1 (ACSX)
EN‘1'IRPR¤PERTY#I‘OROUTPUTLABEL8 (D•1,

1to 62)-- 57
G: EXSIE RADC3.RSD
Exanine SIP D.01 7/26/79
A: PRO'! OFF
A:

MID 18 0
A: DONE
G: EQUANT RADC3RSD.SII' < RADC3.RSD
Number: ot quantized levels to: output image ( D ¤ 255, >= 1 ) -- 256
G: !
G: ! EXTRACT LINES Of LENGTH GREATER OR EQUAL TO 5 PIXELS
G: !
G: XTRACT RADC3.LL1 < RADC3.AL1 (ACR)
Ente: column number ( D • 1, 1 to 62 ) ·· 39
lN'1'lR|IINIKUI|VALUIOFTHlKlY(D¤0)-· 50
ENTER NAXHUN VALUE Ol' THE HY (D ¤ 51, >•

51)-- 999999
G: !
G: !CREATEHAGEOILINESEQ!ENTSID
G: !
G: CENSIE RADC3LL1.ID < RADC3.LL1, RADC3.CC1 (ASX)
G: !
G: ! EXTRACT CORNERS BETWEEN PAIR O! LINE SEGMENT8
G: !
G: LINJCT RADC3LL1.JL1, R.ADC3LL1.AJ1 < RADC3LL1.ID, RADC3.LL1 (C)
Io: RADC3LL1.ID
Ente: row eize to: window ( D • 3, 1 to 256 ) -— 7
Ente: col eize to: window ( D • 3, 1 to 256 ) —· 7
Ente: come: angle tolezence (degree:) ( D ¤ 15, 0 to 45 ) —- 7
Multiple ot st dev to: come: angle ( D ¤ 1.96, >•

0.00 ) -— 1.96
G: !
G: ! CREATE IMAGE OE SEQIENTS PARTICIPATING IN CORNERS
G: !
G: CENSIE RADC3JL1.ID < RADC3LL1.AJ1, RADC3.CC1 (ACSX)
lN'1'lRPROPER!YIl'OROU'I.'PU'l.'LABEL8(D¤1, 1to 62 ) -— 59
G: !
G: ! IXTRACT CULTURAL OBJECTS
G: !
G: LCEAIN RADC3LL1.AC1, RADC3LL1.AD1 < RADC3LL1.JL1, RADC3LL1.AJ1 (B)
Ente: angle tolezance (degree:) ( D

• 7, 0 to 45 ) ·· 7
Multiple ot st dev to: angle tolezance ( D = 1.96, >= 0.00 ) —- 1.96
Width ot histogzam smoothing window ( D ¤ 5, 0 to 90 ) -- 5
Max gap between collineex segment: ( D •

32.00, >• 0.00 ) -- 32.
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Max lat sepaxation between co11i¤ segm ( D •
2.00, >= 0.00 ) -— 2.

Msximm object side size ( D ¤ 102.40, >¤ 0.00 ) -— 100.
Max gap at •¤ds before completion ( D • 10.00, >¤ 0.00 ) -— 10.
G: !
G: ! GEAT! IMAGE OF SEGMENTS BELONGING TO BRIGHT CULTURAL OBJECTS
G: ! BEFORE CULTURAL OBJECT FITTING TAKES PLACE
G: !
G: XTRACT RADC3LL1.AE1 < RADC3LL1.AD1 (AG)
Ente: column mmbez ( D

• 1, 1 to 62 ) -— 61
lN'1'ERMINIHU!4VALUIO!THEK!!(D¤0)-- 1
ENTERMAXDEUMVALUE OF THE KEY ( D¤2, >•¤2 ) -— 999999
G: CHNSIF RADC3AE1.ID < RADC3I•L1.AE1, RADC3.CC1 (ACSX)
ZN'.l'ERPROPER'1'Y#I‘OROUTPUTLABELS(D¤1, 1to 62 ) •— 61
G: !
G: ! GEATE IMAGE OF BRIGBT CULTURAL OBJECTS
G: !
G: LINCHN RADC3AC1.CEN < RADC3LL1.AC1 (S)
G: CHNSIF RADC3AC1.ID < RADC3LL1.AC1, RADC3AC1.CHN (ACSX)
ENTERPROPERTYIFOROUTPUTLABELS (D~1, 1to 62)-- 61
G: EXIT
Elapsed CPU time: 0 00:46:01.46 .
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Welcome to the Ephemeral World of Gipsy (Version 4.22 05/14/87)

G: RUN MASTER2.RUN
G: !
G: ! THIS RUN FILE PERFORMS LOW-LEVEL AND MID—LEVEL COMPUTER VISION
G: ! TASKS NECESSARY FOR CULTURAL OBJECT EXTRACTION.
G: ! THE ORIGINAL IMAGE ( RADC5.SIF ) IS A SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA,

I G: ! SUBURBAN SCENE.
G: !
G: ! GENERATE 11 BANDS OF THE CENTRAL NEIGHBORHOOD LOCAL CUBIC FACET
G: !
G: CNCFCT RADC5.CB5 < RADC5.SIF (E)
Odd number of rows for window ( D ¤ 5, 1 to 21 ) —— 5
Odd number of columns for window (D • 5, 1 to 21)-- 5
Number of bits ( D ¤ 14, 10 to 18 ) -— 18
G: !
G: ! RUN HARALICE'S ZERO-CROSSING OF SECOND DIRECTIONAL DERIVATIVE
G: ! EDGE OPERATOR. USE THE INTEGRATED DIRECTIONAL DERIVATIVE
G: ! GRADIENT DEFINITION AND COMPUTE GRADIENT THRESHOLD AUTOMATICALLY
G: !
G: EDGE RADC5.EI5 < RADC5.CB5 (AOTI)
Radius for 2nd derivative (D ¤ 0.70, 0.00 to 2.00 ) -- 0.5
Confidence limit for edge direction ( D ¤ 0.95, 0.00 to 1.00 ) ·- 0.95
G: !
G: ! THIN EDGES BY SUPPRESSING NON-MAXIMUM EDGE MAGNITUDES IN THE
G: ! GRADIENT DIRECTION
G: !
G: THNEDG RADC5.TN5 < RADC5.EI5
Inter background symbol used in input ( D ¤ 1, 0 to 99 ) -— 1
Enter band number for edge strength ( D ¤ 1, 1 to 4 ) -— 1
Inter band number for edge direction ( D ¤ 2, 1 to 4 ) —- 2
Enter band number for symbolic edge map ( D ¤ 4, 1 to 4 ) —— 4
G: !
G: ! COMPLEMENT BINARY EDGE IMAGE
G: !
G: BOOL RADC5.LN5 < RADC5.TN5, RADCS.TN5
(1)A&B (2)A&^B (3) ^A&B
(4) ^A 8 ^B (5) A ! E (6) A ! ^B
(7) ^A ! B (8) ^A ! *8 (9) A XOR E
(10) ^(A XOR B) (11) Minimum ( A, E )
(12) Maximum ( A, B )
Enter function number ( D ¤ 1, 1 to 12 ) -• 8
G: !
G: ! CREATE PROPERT! FILE AND CHAIN CODE FILE OF LINKED EDGES
G: !
G: ARCSEG RADC5.ARC, RADC5.CC < RADC5.LN5 (S)
NUMBEROFARCLABELSTOPROCESS (DS1, >=1) —- 1
EN'1'ERARCLABEL(D¤1, >¢1)-- 1
# PROP RECS H FRAC OF IMAGE POINTS (D = 0.10, 0.010 to 1.00) —- 0.1
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G: !
G: ! GEAT! IMAGE OF LUKED EDGES
G: !
G: CHNSIF RADC5ARC.ID < RADC5.ARC, RADC5.CC (AX)
G: !
G: ! PRUN! IDG! SEGMENTS BY LENGTH
G: !
G: PRLUK RADC5.AP1 < RADC5.ARC, RADC5.CC
M1: size which can be deleted: ( D ¤ 10, >• 1 ) -— 7
Minsizewhichcsnberetsinedz (D¤1, 1to7 ) -- 1
No ot pixels tor computing ang1•: ( D ¤ 3, 1 to 7 ) —— 3
Week (low) or strong (high)
sngle dspendencez (D ¤ 1.00, 0.10 to 10.00) -• 2
Type 1 it decressing weights for angle comp: ( D ¤ 0, 0 to 1 ) —- 0
Mex number ot iterationsz ( D ¤ 1, 1 to 100 ) -- 10
G: !
G: ! GEAT! IMAGE OF PRUNED SEQIENTS
G: !
G: CENSIF RADC5AP1.ID < RADC5.AP1, RADC5.CC (Ax)
G: !
G: ! FORM BEAR LINEAR GROUPS USUG TH! ITERATIV! IND POINT FIT
G: ! PARTITIONUG ALGORITHM
G: !
G: CHNLU RADC5.AP2, RADC5.AC2 < RADC5.AP1, RADC5.CC (CA)
MAXIMUM DISTANC! THRESHOLD ( D ¤ 1, 0 to 10 ) -- 2
MAX { OF RECORDS IN OUTPUT PROP FIL! ( D ¤ 1, 1 to 100000 ) -- 10000
G: !
G: ! FIT IAC! GROUP TO A LINI USUG IDG! POSITION AND EDGE
G: ! ORIINTATION INFORMATION
G: !
G: PRPLU R.ADC5.AL1 < RADC5.AP2, RADC5.AC2, RADC5.CB5 (R)
Inter rero·crossing rsdius ( D • 0.70, 0.00 to 1.00 ) -— 0.5
G: !
G: ! GEATE CEAU COD! FIL! FOR FITTED LINES
G: !
G: LUCEN RADC5.CC1 < RADC5.AL1 (S)
G: !
G: ! GIATI IMAGE OF FITTID SEQIINTS
G: !
G: CENSIF RADC5AL1.ID < RADC5.AL1, RADC5.CC1 (ASX)
G: !
G: ! GIATI DMG! OF LIN! SEQIENT ORIENTATION SIGNIFICANCE
G: ! ( UVIRSI OF LIN! ORIINTATION STANDARD DIVIATION )
G: !
G: CENSIF RADC5.TSD < RADC5.AL1, RADC5.CC1 (ACSX)
lNT!RPROP!R1'!{I'OROUTPUTLAB!L8(D¤1, 1to 62)-- 56
G: IXSIF RADC5.TSD
Izamine SIF D.01 7/26/79
A: PRO'! OFF
A:

MID 18 0
A: DON!
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G: EQUANT RADC5TSD.SI! < RADC5.TSD
Numbe: of quantized levels to: output image ( D =¤ 255, >= 1 ) ·— 256
G: !
G: ! CREATE IMAGE O! LINE DISTANCE SIGNIFICANCE
G: ! ( INVERSE O! DISTANCE STANDARD DEVIATION )
G: !
G: CHNSI! RADC5.RSD < RADC5.AL1, RADC5.CC1 (ACS!)
lN'1'ERPROPIR1'!#I‘OROUTPUTLABEL8(D¤1, 1to 62) •— 57
G: EXSI! RADC5.RSD
Ezamine SI! D.01 7/26/79
A: PROT Ol'!
A:
MID 18 0

A: DONE
G: EQUANT RADC5RSD.SI! < RADC5.RSD
Numbez ot quantized levels to: output image ( D • 255, >= 1 ) ·- 256
G: !
G: ! EXTRACT LINES O! LENGTE GREATER OR EQUAL TO 5 PIXELS
G: !
G: XTRACT RADC5.LLl < RADC5.AL1 (AQ)
Ente: column numbe: ( D ¤ 1, 1 to 62 ) -- 39
ENT'ERMINI14IDtVALUEO!THEKEY (D•0)

·- 50
lN'l'ERlIAXDIIJl(VALUIO!THlKEY(D¤51, >•51)—-

999999
G: !
G: !CREATEII4AGEO!LINESEQtENTSID
G: !
G: CHNSI! RADC5LL1.ID < RADC5.LL1, RADC5.Q1 (AS!)
G: !
G: ! EXTRACT CORNERS BETWEEN PAIR O! LINE SEQIENTS
G: !
G: LINJCT RADC5LLl.J'L1, RADC5LL1.AJ1 < RADC5LL1.ID, RADC5.LL1 (C)
!o: RADC5LL1.ID
Ente: :ow size to: window ( D • 3, 1 to 300 ) ·— 7
Ente: col size to: window ( D • 3, 1 to 300 ) ·· 7
Ente: come: angle tole:ance (deg:ees) ( D •

15, 0 to 45 ) -— 10
Multiple ot st dev to: come: angle ( D ¤ 1.96, >• 0.00 ) -- 1.96
G: !
G: ! CREATE IMAGE O! SEGIENTS PARTICIPATING IN CORNERS
G: !
G: CENSI! RADC5JL1.I‘D < RADC5LL1.AJ1, RADC5.CC1 (ACS!)
ENTERPROPERTYIEOROUTPUTLABELS (D¤1, lto 62) ·· 59
G: !
G: ! EXTRACT CULTURAL ODJECTS
G: !
G: LCEAIN RADC5LL1.AC1, RADC5LL1.ADl < RADC5LL1.JL1, RADC5LL1.AJ1 (B)
Ente: angle tolezance (degzees) ( D ¤ 7, 0 to 45 ) -· 7
Multiple ot st dev to: angle tolezance ( D = 1.96, >= 0.00 ) —- 1.96
Width of histog:a¤ smoothing window ( D ¤ 5, 0 to 90 ) -— 5
Max gap between collinee: segments ( D • 32.00, >¤ 0.00 ) ·— 32.
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Ms: lat separation between collin segments ( D = 2.00, >= 0.00 )-— 2.
Maximum object side size ( D ¤ 120.00, >• 0.00 ) —— 120.
Mnx gap at ends before completion ( D ¤ 10.00, >=¤ 0.00 ) —- 10.
G: !
G: ! CREATE HAGE OF SEQENTS BELONGING TO BRIGHT CULTURAL OBJECTS
G: ! BEFORE CULTURAL OBJECT FITTING TAKES PLACE
G: !
G: XTRACT RADC5LL1.AE1 < RADC5LL1.AD1 (ACR)
Enter column nunber ( D

• 1, 1 to 62 ) ·— 61
ENTERIIINHUMVALUEOFTHEKEY (D¤0)•· 1
ENTERMA!D4IJ!IVALUEOF THE KEY ( D¤2, >•2) —— 999999
G: CHNSIF RADC5AE1.ID < RADC5LL1.AE1, RADC5.CC1 (ACS!)
lN'1'ERPROPER'1'Y#I'OROUTPUTLABELS(D¤1, lto 62)-- 61
G: !
G: ! CREATE IMAGE OF BRIGHT CULTURAL OBJECTS
G: !
G: LINCHN RADCSACLCHN < RADC5LL1.AC1 (S)
G: CHNSIF RADC5AC1.ID < RADC5LL1.AC1, RADCSACLCHN (ACS!)
lN'1'lRPROPlR'1'Y#l'OROU'!PUTLA„BILS(D¤1, lto 62)-- 61
G: EXIT
Elapsed CPU tim: 0 01:14:55.9
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